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Trade disruptive policies have been used for a long time to address a large number of 

politic, economic, and food safety issues. Policy shocks (i.e., embargoes or export bans) have 

significant short-and long-term effects on trade relations and production of agricultural 

commodities, shaping the economies of producing countries as well as the direction and 

magnitude of trade flows. The consequences of the first case of BSE in North America in 

December 2003 exemplify how food safety issues significantly affect consumer preferences and 

producer welfare. After the announcement of the first case of BSE in North America in 

December 2003, almost immediately 53 countries banned imports from the United States to 

prevent the disease from entering their countries and to safeguard human health. The resulting 

negative shift in aggregate market demand for U.S. beef products and the loss of export markets 

were the immediate consequences of either government-imposed trade restrictions or changes in 

import demands.  

Today, U.S. beef exports show an increasing trend thanks in part to trade liberalization 

policies and information campaigns (i.e., promotions) aimed to expand the presence of U.S. 

products in major beef importing countries. The objective of this research is to analyze import 
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demands for beef products in selected Asia‘s countries using a model of product differentiation 

by country of origin and to estimate empirically the impact of U.S. beef promotions on re-

capturing pre-ban market levels. Based on Armington‘s specification (1969), the model for this 

research assumes a two-stage budgeting allocation and a product's imperfect substitutability 

between export sources. Hence, this study presumes that beef produced in the United States 

presents unique attributes (i.e., superior quality and taste) and that foreign consumers can 

perceive this difference from competing beef sources.  

Departing from Armington‘s Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) specification, this 

work proposes the use of a Constant Ratio Elasticity of Substitution (CRES) that allows 

elaticities to vary proportionally while the substitutability is not necessarily identical. This 

research includes eight countries divided into four exporting and four importing countries 

respectively. Based on countries‘ import/export yearly data, the entire dataset includes almost 

2000 observations with information recorded over time across selected countries during an 11-

year period (January 1995 to December 2006). Resulting product demand, market share, and 

elasticity estimates determine the degree of substitution among competing beef products and 

provide the coefficients to measure the economic impact of trade barriers and effectiveness of 

market access and promotion policies in four major markets for U.S. beef:  Japan, Republic of 

Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past three decades, globalization and trade liberalization have contributed to 

reducing the isolation of domestic economies but also have permanently changed the channels of 

food distribution, raising important questions about the safety and quality of agricultural goods. 

Political and economic changes have forced countries around the world to abandon the 

complexity of old trade structures and incorporate open mechanisms in which legal and 

monitoring protocols are highly standardized. Under this new world order, transactions are set to 

be dynamic in order to encourage the exchange of goods and services produced across the 

borders and reduce government participation. During the past two decades, the development of 

new technologies in areas related to communication and logistics has facilitated, innovated, and 

consequently accelerated the way that countries trade around the world. In addition, a number of 

international institutions have played an important role in promoting free trade including the 

World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF), and General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT). The latter, was succeeded in 1995 by the World Trade Organization (WTO) (Jung 

2004). In addition, Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs) such as the Asia Pacific Economic 

Cooperation (APEC), European Union (EU), the Mercado Comun del Sur (MERCOSUR), and 

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) have boosted trade among countries within a 

particular region of the world. 

 International commodity markets represent an important focus of attention for the U.S. 

agricultural sector. Recognizing the significance of the factors affecting the flow of agricultural 

products is necessary in order to take advantage of the current commodity trade structure and 

predict its future evolution. New international trade policies, food security issues, and shifting 
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consumers‘ preferences have changed the international food scenario, and domestic demands for 

agricultural commodities have become highly dependent on international markets.  

International beef trade has a long history of up and downs, but recent decades have seen 

fast growth of trade in terms of volume and value. Changes in trade policies have stimulated this 

trend; and associated with these changes, changes in diets, distribution technology, and 

multinational business structures have changed the global scenario of beef trade, either as causal 

factors or as consequences of liberalized trade (USMEF 2007). 

Importance of Agricultural Trade 

Globalization has affected the way that basic consumers‘ needs are satisfied in every 

corner of the world from developed to developing countries, and it has also affected production 

and distribution of agricultural products around the world. For example, soaring world prices of 

wheat have caused a 30 % increase in the prices of pasta in Italy; and in Mexico, during the year 

2006 unprecedented high prices of corn – they almost quadruplicated - have led to the worst 

tortilla crisis in its modern history 
1
(Gumbel 2007, Roig-Franzia 2007). 

Sanitary and protectionist trade barriers have strongly influenced agricultural trade. 

Sanitary standards are extremely important determinants of food related trade. For example, the 

distinction between countries free of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) and those that are not free 

largely defines world trade in fresh, chilled, or frozen beef and pork. The danger of transmitting 

diseases to humans has also led to segmentation of the beef trade based on sanitary rules. The 

incidents of BSE virtually ended Britain‘s beef exports in the late 1990s and have since barred 

beef exports from much of Europe to other parts of the world. In the U.S. case, after December 

2003's outbreak, it closed the most important markets for U.S. beef around the world (OIE 2007). 

                                                 
1
 Increasing prices are the result of a reduced supply. In the case of wheat (up 60% over the past year), this increase 

is due to a persistent drought in Australia, weak production years in Ukraine and Argentina, and in the case of corn it 

is due to an increased use of this commodity in the production of ethanol in the U.S.  
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After almost three years of BSE-related trade restrictions and absence from key beef consuming 

markets, the beef industry is seeing some normalization in trade flows although it is still bearing 

many costs of increased product requirements and limited product eligibility (FAS, USDA 

2007). Finally, in the last few years consumers in some markets focused their concerns on 

production oriented processes that emphasize issues related to animal welfare (e.g., the use of 

hormones and antibiotics, or the presence of genetically modified ingredients in feed rations) 

which increasingly have become a basis for regulatory barriers to trade (Dyck and Nelson 2003). 

Recent advances in trade liberalization emphasize open access to world markets and 

expanding trade of agricultural commodities and processed food products. The evolution of 

world and regional trade agreements have lowered protectionist barriers and facilitated the flow 

of commodities. The 1994 WTO Agreement on Agriculture negotiated in the Uruguay Round 

addressed specific commitments to improve market access and reduce trade-distorting subsidies 

in agriculture. Under this agreement, non-tariff trade barriers are being converted into tariff 

equivalents, which gradually are being reduced or eliminated over some period of time. Import 

tariffs are considered more transparent than non-tariff measures, and because of that they have 

been a preferred policy instrument in multi-lateral trade negotiations (Miljkovic and Jin 2006). 

However, significant protectionist barriers still remain, such as high tariffs, tariff-rate quotas, and 

non-tariff barriers, which prevent or inhibit significant potential trade in meats and are designed 

to discourage imported beef from competing with domestic products. 

International Beef Market 

Foreign demand for U.S. beef products has become an important factor affecting the U.S. 

domestic beef industry. Although the domestic market remains the dominant source of overall 

meat demand, exports continue to account for a growing share of U.S. meat production. Despite 

higher prices, international beef consumption has climbed as global economic growth supports 
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increases in demand especially in Asian-Pacific markets where the explosive economic 

expansion has contributed to an increase per capita income, encouraging reductions in trade 

restrictions and a shift in dietary preferences for animal-source proteins (Capps et al. 1994).  

Economic development brings with it increased household income and consequently 

higher utility levels. With increased incomes, households can purchase more superior quality 

foods, such as beef. As in the cases of Japan and Korea, the growth in meat consumption pushes 

up prices of domestic beef, and increases the possibility of a market for imported beef. The 

importance of dietary changes to beef imports is shown by the case of Pacific Rim countries 

where import growth reflected the rapid increase in beef consumption that occurred there 

between 1980 and 1995, when consumption per capita increased almost six times. Consumption 

increased faster than production, and imported beef supplied the difference. 

 

Figure 1-1. Domestic consumption of beef products in Asian regions. Source: FAS-USDA. 

November 2007. 

While meat consumption growth appears to have leveled off since the late 1990s in 

western developed regions (e.g., Europe and the United States), meat consumption is currently 

growing in major parts of East, Southeast, and South Asia as economic expansion proceeds 
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(FAOSTAT 2007). Rising consumer demand for beef, aided by trade liberalization and changes 

in technology (i.e., shipping and storage) has helped beef to grow across the globe (Figure 1-1). 

Beef trade mainly is in cuts or parts, not in the form of live animals or carcasses which generate 

extra revenue per animal. The slaughter of a meat animal automatically generates a full set of 

muscle meat cuts, as well as trimmings, offal, and other byproducts (Table 1-1). The value of a 

carcass is the composite value of the cuts and other products taken from it, and the derived value 

of a meat animal is the composite value of the carcass and byproducts from the animal, less 

processing and transaction costs (Dyck and Nelson 2003). 

Table 1-1. Top 5 exported beef cuts during 2006. Ranked by the extra value generated. 
Cut 

Type 

Domestic 

Use 

% 

Export 

U.S. Value 

($kg) 

International 

Value ($kg) 

Total Extra 

Value ($ M) 

Short Ribs Trim 57 1.39-2.09 4.00-10.00 338 

Tongue Pet Food 70 0.22 9.92 328 

Outside Skirt Trim 61 2.09 3.50-6.00 166 

Short Plate Trim 68 0.96 1.74-2.65 63 

Chuckeye Roll As is 11 2.62-2.68 3.50-6.00 43 

Source: USMEF. September 2007. 

In recent years, U.S. beef exports represented 12.4% of the production generating an 

additional value equivalent to 18% of the total value of a feed steer or the equivalent of an 

increase of almost one billion dollars out of the top five export beef cuts. Forecasts from the U.S. 

Meat Export Federation (USMEF) show that for the next five years a total increase of almost 

90% in the volume of beef exported is expected and that Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Korea 

are among the top five destinations (USMEF 2007).  

Trade issues have become increasingly important for the U.S. beef industry, in particular 

those referred to as food safety have significant effects, either through government-imposed 

trade restrictions or changes in import demand (Verbeke and Ward 2001; Jin and Koo 2003). 
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After the discoveries of BSE, commonly referred to as mad-cow disease, in the United Kingdom 

in 1998, Japan in 2001, and Canada and the United States in 2003, the response of the 

international community has permanently affected the world market for beef and led to a 

significant drop in beef import demand. These BSE cases prompted a number of traditional U.S. 

beef-importing countries to ban almost all products from the United States, opening new markets 

or in some cases, increasing existing market shares of competing beef producing nations like 

Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, and Argentina. 

The USDA-ERS reported significant differences between the Pre- and Post-BSE ban of 

U.S. beef exports to these traditional markets showing an impressive loss in value of almost $2.4 

billion dollars. On the other hand, 2006 data from the USMEF show losses of approximately $1 

billion or a total of 630,000 metric tons, which clearly shows the importance of these markets for 

the U.S. industry and the need to recuperate its position as primary supplier of beef products 

(Table 1-1 and Figure 1-2).  

Table 1-2. Trade status and BSE trade impact in millions of U.S. dollars by beef product. 
                                      

Country 

Total 

Val ‗03  

Bone-in Bone 

less 

Process 

meat 

Variety 

meats 

Date 

Opened 

Open Trade 

Status 

Diff. Pre-

Post  

Notes 

Japan 1,391.2 50.1 1,103 13.5 224.5 12/05 1,391.2 Partial 

Ban 

 All 

<21m 

Korea 814.5 291.5 49.0 8.7 65.2 9/06 449.0 Partial 

Ban 

365.5 Bone 

less 

<30m 

Hong 

Kong 

90.8 19.4 48.4 .521 22.3 12/05 48.4 Partial 

Ban 

42.3 Bone 

less 

<30m 

Taiwan 76.3 13.5 55.9 .873 5.9 4/05 55.9 Partial 

Ban 

20.3 Bone 

less 

<30m 

ROW 1,482.6 - - - - - 1,357.6 - 125.0 - 

Total 3,855.6 - - - - - 3,302.3 - 553.3 - 

Source: USMEF. September 2007. 

Figure 1-2 provides value loss share and illustrates the economic impact of the BSE on 

each segment of U.S. beef exports during the year 2006. As expected, fresh/chilled and frozen 
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beef products represent the largest share in exports revenues due mainly to premium prices paid 

by international consumers for U.S. beef cuts. 

 

 

Figure 1-2. Economic impact of the BSE ban across U.S. beef export products as January, 2006. 

Source: USMEF. September 2007. 

Today, U.S. beef exports primarily reflect demand for high-quality fed beef, with most 

U.S. beef exports typically going to Mexico, Canada, and markets in Pacific Rim nations. The 

global U.S. beef exports are projected to increase slowly and recovery is assumed in the Japanese 

and South Korean export markets up to volumes similar to those before the first U.S. BSE case 

in December 2003. Beef trade flows among countries and world regions are determined largely 

by differences among countries in their resource base, their preferences for cuts, food safety 

issues, the extent and character of barriers to trade, and the industry structure. Future growth of 

beef trade depends on further liberalization of protectionist barriers, eradication of animal 

diseases, economic development, and population growth. 
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International U.S. Beef Promotions  

Purchase decisions are based on predictions of product performance. Consumers base their 

predictions in part on product cues and are accurate to the extent that they have properly learned 

the relationship between the cues and performance (Van Osselaer and Alba 2000). If consumers 

learn the relationship between product attributes and quality, they will differentiate among goods 

that possess different attributes and treat as close substitutes those that share the same attributes. 

During the past twenty years, the U.S. beef industry has experienced a slow transition from 

a traditional commodity-selling perspective to a more contemporary marketing-driven sector. 

This evolution has encouraged the industry to differentiate its products, review production 

processes, reorganize its value chain, and use a mix of price and non-price marketing strategies 

in order to increase market share. Competition has become much more intense and the demands 

for red meat products, in particular fresh, chilled, and frozen beef reveal the distinctive 

characteristics in product quality and production technology across exporting countries. 

Although only 12 % of the beef produced in the United States is exported, international market 

participation has an important impact on the industry because it raises the value of all products. It 

increases the number of customers which consequently boosts prices through a positive shift in 

aggregate demand and it allows packers to sell differentiated products according to preferences 

in each international market, thus obtaining higher rents from those customers willing to pay 

global prices (Kinnucan et al. 1995).  

Advertising and promotion provide useful information necessary to facilitate purchasing 

decisions, and in some cases they are even used to change the underlying preference function for 

a particular product or service. Commodities in general, and specifically beef products, can be 

differentiated according to how consumers acquire information and how this information affects 

consumers‘ perceptions towards the products‘ performance. In places like Korea, Japan, Hong 
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Kong, and Taiwan, U.S. beef is highly appreciated because of its particular characteristics of 

taste, fat content, tenderness, and consistency which have influenced consumers‘ preferences for 

more than two decades (USMEF 2007). Studies before the BSE outbreak have shown that the 

most important characteristics for consumers of U.S. beef in these markets are that it tastes good, 

it looks fresh, does not have a lot of waste, and that it is USDA certified and inspected. 

Marketing oriented to recuperate market shares should reinforce these attributes, emphasizing the 

characteristics of the product in order to re-build the positive perception about U.S. beef 

products. Promoting U.S. beef as a brand might be necessary to reach pre-ban levels of 

consumption in these countries using product differentiation based on the attributes of the 

product rather than simply selling beef as a commodity. The U.S. beef checkoff promotion 

programs have been an instrument for providing consumers with information about the attributes 

of U.S. beef. As in many promotion programs, the main objective of the beef checkoff program 

is to increase the demand for beef products in the domestic market as well as internationally. The 

USMEF, the international arm of the U.S. beef board, has launched several marketing campaigns 

abroad to keep U.S. beef products in front of consumers in markets that are still closed or to 

increase existing demand. Lately, efforts are aimed to overcome the trade barriers imposed by 

the EU on U.S. beef over the issue of using hormones in cattle production, and age restrictions 

imposed by several countries in the Pacific Rim region. 

Problem Statement and Research Objective 

International beef trade has shifted from a domestic or sometimes regional commercial 

activity to a global network of buyers and sellers that continues to grow in complexity and 

importance. The international marketplace for beef products is influenced by several aspects 

including changes in consumer demand and preferences, national and international trade policies, 
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macroeconomic characteristics of the country, and the increasing concern about the quality and 

safety of the food reaching each household.  

Many studies have used trade models to estimate the impact of tariff and non-trade barriers 

(NTB) policies on international commodity markets (e.g., Webb et al. 1989; Brester 1996; and 

Devadoss et al. 2006), where international grain embargoes, domestic price insulation policies, 

and food safety issues were the main reasons for trade disruption. These studies assumed that 

allocation of expenditure within a sector takes place in two stages corresponding to two levels of 

a utility function. The upper level defines preferences based on the origin of the product 

differentiating domestically produced output and an aggregate of imported goods from all 

sources. Once expenditure is allocated to aggregate imports, the lower level defines preferences 

over different sources of supply.  

An empirical measurement of the import demands in each country is necessary to evaluate 

the impact of agricultural policies and to outline their implications. For this research, a 

Computable General Equilibrium model structure (CGE) based on previous research by Paul 

Armington (1969) is suggested. This specification is based on a theory of demand for products 

that differentiates them according to their kind and country of origin. The specification includes 

a one-product, eight-region model in which elasticities of substitution for beef products from the 

United States, Australia, New Zealand, and Rest of the World (ROW) to markets such as Japan, 

Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan are calculated based on annual data for 1995 to 2006.  

Elasticities of substitution are known to be key behavioral parameters for trade policy 

analysis; hence, estimation and analysis of these parameters is necessary since it provides 

essential information to understand better the demand for beef and trade policies. Changes in 

trade policy affect the availability of a product in a particular market; and the size of those 
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impacts largely depends on the magnitude of the elasticity. Specifically, the elasticity of 

substitution in the Armington model is assumed to be imperfect according to a single constant 

elasticity of substitution and homotheticity of preference. These elasticities will provide a 

benchmark for CGE models of beef trade providing information about market share decrease, the 

effect of tariff and non-tariff barriers (NTB) (e.g., beef import ban), and other factors affecting 

the import demand for U.S. products.  

Under the assumption of national product differentiation, the main objective of this study 

is to look into the international beef market, analyze the impact of the BSE outbreak (December, 

2003) on the import demand for U.S. beef products in selected markets, and determine the role of 

U.S. beef promotions on recovering pre-2003 international market levels in terms of value and 

volume.  

Specific objectives for this research are: 

1. Describe the condition of the beef industry in the United States and overseas.  

 

2. Analyze the structure of the international beef market.   

 

3. Develop the theoretical demand and export supply models for beef products in selected 

countries. Model specifications should reproduce demand differences across countries 

due to differences in consumers‘ preferences, product quality, and non-tariff barriers. The 

specifications should also reproduce the supply capacity of each exporting nation and the 

responsiveness to changes in average prices. 

 

4. Perform an empirical demand analysis on beef using econometric models in order to get 

the input parameters or elasticities required to estimate the impact of trade disruption or 

‗shocks‖ and the effectiveness of U.S. beef promotions in selected markets. 

 

5. Suggest potential improvements for beef marketing overseas and provide trade policy 

recommendations. 

Scope 

The purpose of this research is to estimate empirically the import demand and supply for 

beef products for some of the most important beef trade partners of the United States. The model 

suggested takes into account factors such as governmental non-tariff barriers policies, relative 
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prices and values, total market size of the industry, and expenditures on promotions and other 

marketing activities. 

 Yearly export and import data collected from the World Trade Atlas (Global Trade 

Information Services, Inc.) during the 1995 to 2007 period is used in this research. The quantities 

and prices of beef products from the four producing regions to the four importing countries will 

be analyzed at the H.S. 0201 and 0202 levels2  that define meat of bovine animals as fresh or 

chilled and frozen. Market shares for each region will be estimated within the construct of the 

model to allow for the estimation of consistent parameter estimates. The analysis will clearly 

illustrate how consumers in selected markets differentiate products by their origin of production 

and how promotions can affect market shares for U.S. products.  

 

Figure 1-3. Beef trade participation of selected countries from 1980 to 2007. Source: USDA-

ERS. November 2007. 

                                                 
2
 Harmonized System code of the product (HS). 
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Finally, it is important to mention at this point that the scope of this research is limited to 

four importing countries: Japan, Republic of Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan; and four exporting 

countries or regions: United States, Australia, New Zealand, and the Rest of the World (ROW). 

Using the data set obtained from the United States Department of Agriculture, Foreign 

Agricultural Service (USDA,FAS), Figure 1-3 shows that in 2007 those four importing countries 

accounted for 22% of all beef imports and the three exporting countries provided almost 35% of 

all beef exports in that year. Together, these two groups of countries are considered among 

today‘s top global beef importers and exporters respectively, which clearly justify their inclusion 

in this research.  

Research Methodology 

A comprehensive literature review of the international agricultural trade, in particular the 

beef industry, and commodity promotion theory will be conducted to formulate hypotheses and 

evaluate empirical findings. Topics related to international livestock production, beef processing, 

retailing, and beef marketing management will be discussed to provide a theoretical background 

and facilitate a further analysis of the resulting data.  

For this study, an empirical demand analysis is conducted on beef products in selected 

markets. A parametric analysis that includes a global trade model based on one outlined by 

Armington in 1969 will be used to evaluate changes in trade flows in general equilibrium 

models. Parameter estimates from empirical demand models (i.e., elasticities of substitution) are 

used to simulate exogenous trade impacts (i.e., BSE, NTB, etc.) and marketing efforts aimed to 

compensate for trade anomalies. Price elasticities measure the responsiveness of trade flows to 

price changes. Elasticities of substitution provide the cross-price elasticity between products 

from different origin and measure the degree to which lower prices would provide some goods 

greater market share in a particular market. Since one of the objectives of this research is to 
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measure the impact of restrictive policies on beef trade, the size of those impacts largely depends 

on the magnitude of the elasticity (McDaniel and Balistreri 2002). 

The methodology suggested for this research distinguishes products by place of origin and 

uses a Constant Ratio of Elasticity of Substitution (CRES) functional form to bring prices, 

quantity, and other factors into the model, in order to measure trade allocation and demand 

preferences for beef products. In this model, total import demand for beef will be determined for 

each country and then it will be independently allocated among competing sources of supply 

(Sparks and Ward 1992). However, this model represents a non-linear system with a set of 

equations that are non-linear in the parameters and their corresponding restrictions within each 

set of equations.  

Econometric procedures will be used to estimate product demands and market share 

equations to assure consistency results. The resulting model and its estimates will be used to 

develop a sensitivity analysis to examine the effects of changes in selected factors on beef trade 

and consumption. 

Armington Trade Model 

In the international food market, countries are assumed to behave competitively and 

commodities like beef are usually seen as homogeneous goods. That is, similar products from 

different origins are considered perfect substitutes and the corresponding price ratios are constant 

in that particular market3. However, reality shows that consumers tend to behave and adopt food 

products based on well defined personal preferences constructed upon perceptions of the 

attributes of the product which, at the end, make competing products behave as imperfect 

substitutes.  

                                                 
3
 The assumption of perfect substitution among products implies the presence of infinite elasticities of substitution.  
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A model which recognizes that commodities may be imperfect substitutes was developed 

by Paul Armington in 1969 to analyze the world trade demand for machinery and chemical 

products using Japan and France as differentiated sources of production. Moving away from the 

assumption of perfect substitution, Armington‘s model differentiates between products within 

goods representing a group of products such as machinery, meats, or appliances. Within a group 

category, products are not considered perfect substitutes; they are differentiated based on their 

region or country of production, but due to similarities in their core attributes, they belong to the 

same category. Consequently, this model suggests that one country's beef market is likely to be 

composed of demands for beef products originated in several distinct and independent regions. 

The strength of these individual product demand functions is largely determined by the size of 

the market in the demanding country and the size of each country's beef market is affected by 

many variables with the most important including national incomes, average beef prices in the 

region, population levels, and the prices of substitute goods.  

 Armington proposed that in order to determine the overall demand for any product in any 

particular trade area and calculate market shares, some fundamental assumptions must be 

considered. First, the demand for products within each good‘s market is independent of those 

demands for products in other goods markets (e.g., U.S. beef and Australian beef). Thus in any 

exporter nation, each industry produces only one product and this product is different from the 

product of any other country (i.e., separability assumption) (Lloyd and Zhang 2006). Second, the 

model assumes that as long as the prices of products within a category remain constant relative to 

each other, the shares of those products will not be affected by changes in the size of that market. 

This assumption implies that changes in prices of competing products affect product demands 

only indirectly through their influence on the total market size and that market shares are not 
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affected by price fluctuations (i.e., homotheticity assumption) (Yang 1993). What determines 

these initial shares in the Armington model specification is, however, of major interest for this 

study. 

Armington noticed that some issues of substitutability might arise as a consequence of the 

presence of large number of supplying areas competing in the same market. Consequently, in 

order to make the model empirically feasible, additional assumptions were introduced in the 

specification to limit the substitutability and simplify product demand functions: (a) elasticities 

of substitution between products competing in any market are constant (i.e., Constant-Elasticity-

of-Substitution (CES) assumption), therefore they do not depend on market shares; and (b) the 

elasticity of substitution between any two products competing in a particular market equals the 

elasticity of substitution between any other beef products in the same market. These assumptions 

yield a specific and very restrictive form for the relation between demand for a product, the size 

of the corresponding market, and relative prices; and the only price parameter in this function is 

the single CES coefficient in that market (Armington 1969).  

 However, as argued in previous studies, while these assumptions are very useful in 

limiting the number of parameters in the model and facilitating the estimation process, they are 

extremely restrictive and somewhat unrealistic (Winters 1984; Alston et al. 1990). The 

separability assumption omits prices of substitutes which are likely to be correlated with the 

own-price elasticity (i.e., positive cross-price elasticities). When prices of substitutes are omitted, 

the own-price parameter estimates are positively biased so that the own-price elasticities would 

be underestimated (Green 2003). Although the homotheticity assumption simplifies the model 

specification, if a good is differentiated, a change in the buyer‘s budget may not be allocated in 

the same proportion to all products. If an increase in the budget is realized, it would be allocated 
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more to the more preferred product. In other words, expenditure elasticities may not be unitary 

(Hayes et al. 1990).  

 The single CES assumption restricts responses of the import demand of each product to 

the price change relative to the price index for the good to be the same for all products 

(Weatherspoon and Seale 1995). In addition, under the CES assumption the level of 

differentiation among products is only established by the place of production which implies the 

presence of a weak separability between different import sources that entails the consumer‘s 

decision process viewed maybe as occurring in two stages (Varian 1992). As a result, in 1989 

Webb et al. solved this issue by treating the importer‘s utility function as separable and 

introduced a two-step process to estimate the demand for the product examined. In a first step, 

the demand/expenditure of a group is determined regardless of the source of origin. In a second 

step, given the assumption of independence, this demand/expenditure is allocated among the 

identified suppliers based on the place of origin and/or the form of the product. This stage is a 

function of relative exporter prices, and it determines the market shares that each exporter will 

have in each importing region. Therefore, one of the major considerations of the Armington 

model is that the marginal rate of substitution between any two products of the same kind is 

independent of the consumption of other kinds of products (Alston et al. 1990; Blonigen and 

Wilson 1999).  

In reality, product differentiation is based not only on country of origin but also is based on 

differences in quality levels between products produced in different countries and the type of 

products consumed in a particular country (Reinert and Roland-Host 1992). A more realistic and 

less restrictive approach was suggested by Artus and Rhomberg in 1973 using a Constant Ratio 

of the Elasticity of Substitution (CRES) in which the elasticities of substitution between any pair 
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of competing products might vary by a constant proportion, but the substitutability between 

every product is not necessarily identical (Hanoch 1971). This framework would allow for those 

suppliers who produce unusually high or low quality beef and those whose products are 

distinguishable, but not highly differentiated (Sparks and Ward 1992). The theoretical 

groundwork for a model that deals with the differentiated commodities as suggested by 

Armington (1969) has generally been limited to using single equation estimation techniques 

(Artus and Rohmberg 1973). However, Winters (1984) estimated the demand and supply of 

these exports using both single equation and systems techniques. However, most of these studies 

showed little recognition of external shocks or underlying structural changes that could produce 

changes in the perceived differentiability among the competing goods.  

This study proposes the use of a CRES functional form to estimate the parameters of a beef 

trade model which distinguishes products according to their country of production and measures 

the impacts of exogenous policy shocks and generic promotions on import demands for beef 

products in selected U.S. markets. The choice of the CRES as the appropriate system estimation 

procedure is justified given that it allows a constant ratio of elasticity of substitution between any 

pair of competing beef products, without restricting the substitutability to be the same between 

every product. Hence, the CRES function will fully exploit the mathematical attributes of 

Armington's theoretical framework and will yield more consistent parameter estimates than 

would a single CES functional form.  

Data Set 

This study will examine world trade in beef products over several years and evaluate 

several databases to cross-verify the quality of the information used in the analysis. Yearly data 

covering the period 1995 through 2006 were obtained from the United States Department of 

Agriculture, Foreign Agriculture Service, using the World Trade Atlas program developed to 
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collect U.S. and international export and import data on agricultural trade. In addition, selected 

demographics, national economic indicators, and information on tariff and non-tariff barriers 

were collected using the FAOSTAT database from the United Nations, the U.S. Department of 

Commerce, and the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE). 

For each of the selected international beef markets, the World Trade Atlas database records 

import shipments using the Harmonized System code of the product (HS)4 at the 0200 level, the 

volume in metric tons, the CIF5 value in US dollars, the country of origin, and a text description 

of the product. In addition, yearly information collected from country specific sources (i.e., U.S. 

embassies, U.N., and OIE regional/country offices) through field representatives is used to 

complement the original dataset. Missing data information is the result of lack of appropriate 

statistical records at country levels and in our case they represent a minimal proportion of the 

total data set. Finally, the total dataset for this research includes around 25,000 observations from 

which market share equations are estimated using more than 2,230 observations containing 

information on total import and export quantities and country‘s specific economic and 

demographic variables. 

Outline of Chapters 

The importance of trade as the underlying force behind globalization has been presented 

emphasizing some of the factors affecting today‘s world agricultural commerce in particular 

those affecting international beef markets. Chapter 1 thus provides the background for this 

project. Chapter 2 discusses the international beef industry and the characteristics of each import 

and exporting market during the period between 1995 trough 2007. This chapter reviews each 

beef supply industry, demand for beef in each importing nation, and international regulations. 

                                                 
4
 Governments use HS codes to classify trade into discrete categories for customs duties and for cataloging 

exports/imports. 
5
 CIF prices include cost, insurance, and freight. 
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Chapter 3 provides a review of the relevant literature on agricultural trade and promotions. 

Chapter 4 deals with the theoretical model, based on Armington‘s theory of demand 

distinguished by place of production including a full description of the conceptual model and 

discussion of the relevant econometric issues of the model. In Chapter 5, the final econometric 

models are estimated and statistical, graphical and economical interpretations of the findings are 

presented. Chapter 6 presents simulations of the effects on the beef markets of the changes in 

exogenous variables. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the summary and conclusions of the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

WORLD BEEF TRADE AND PRODUCTION 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview of the world beef market based on 

descriptive statistics and trade data gathered from public and private international organizations. 

In particular, in this segment the objective is to describe trade flows between a particular set of 

countries that were previously defined as regions of interest. The discussion that follows includes 

a description of the data set with specifications on classification and characteristics of the traded 

beef products. In addition, country-specific demographics will be presented accompanied with an 

analysis of relative prices, expenditures on beef products by country, volume traded, market 

shares, and values of export-imports during the period 1995 to 2007.   

International Beef Trade Data 

For this research, the data set is based on international trade statistics from four importing 

and three exporting countries who reported quantities, import-export values, and average prices 

for beef products in their respective markets. All trade data are expressed in metric tons (MT) 

and values in thousands of U.S. dollars. The data set for world meat trade was obtained from The 

United States Department of Agriculture, the Foreign Agricultural Service, and the Economic 

Research Service using the World Trade Atlas Program. This data set was developed by Global 

Trade Information Services, Inc. (GTI, 2007) to provide information on international 

merchandise trade to governments and corporations.  

Existing studies on international food trade suggest that agricultural world trade can be 

divided into regions using the criteria of geographic differences, the pattern of trade flows, and 

political boundaries. Accordingly, today‘s international beef trade scenario is divided into seven 

regions: South and North America, Asia which includes South and South East Asia, East Asia, 
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the European Union (EU), Oceania, and the Rest of the World (ROW) which includes less 

significant beef producing regions/countries.  

In order to collect and analyze the information from this data set, beef products are 

classified using the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS) of tariff 

nomenclature, which represents an internationally standardized system of names and numbers for 

classifying traded products (WCO 2008). According to this nomenclature, fresh/chilled and 

frozen red meats belong to the 02 group containing meat and edible meat offal. At this level, the 

code 02 is made up of all aggregate meat products and the objective of this study is to provide an 

analysis at a more specific level. Consequently, meat products of bovine animals are defined as 

part of the 0201 group if they are fresh or chilled; as part of the 0202 group if frozen; and as part 

of the 0203 group if they are meat of swine (fresh/chilled or frozen). The reasons for selecting 

these classification levels are mainly twofold. First, products within the 0201, 0202, and 0203 

codes are the major U.S. meat export categories. Second, they provide an excellent base for 

applying the Armington specification for product differentiation. In particular, for this research 

the 0203 code is mentioned only as a reference since the main objective is to focus on the impact 

of the BSE disease which only affects bovine animals.  

In addition, selected demographics, national economic indicators, and information on tariff 

and non-tariff barriers are included using the FAOSTAT database from the United Nations, the 

U.S. Department of Commerce, and the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE). 

Information on international beef promotions from the Cattlemen‘s Beef Board Promotion and 

Research Board are included in this research to evaluate their impact on beef demand in selected 

foreign markets.  
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This study deals with total trade data without regional bi-lateral trade and re-exports (i.e., 

Japan exports to Hong Kong or U.S. imports from Australia) to avoid the problem of double-

counting and demonstrates the relative strength of each country in the international beef market. 

Therefore, exports of any given country to any partner country (or importing country) are 

defined as exports without intra-regional trade.  

The International Beef Market 

During the 13-year period under consideration, a number of significant changes have taken 

place in the world trade environment. One of the most important changes is the significant shift 

in the demand for resources, in particular with respect to food and energy, from western 

economies to emerging Asian economies like India, China and many other nations on the Pacific 

Rim. These emerging economies are absorbing a large portion of the world supply of agricultural 

commodities helped by technological improvements in storage and transportation methods. For 

example, the average beef consumption in places like Hong Kong and Taiwan has increased 

almost 63% during the past 10 years while other developed western nations have shown an 

opposite pattern during the same period. Beef exporting nations have shown a significant change 

in trade flows during the past decades. Before the 2003 BSE outbreak, the U.S. was considered 

among the top three beef exporting countries in the world with significant presence in Asia, 

Africa, and Central America. Today, Brazil is considered the largest exporter of red meats 

products followed by Australia, which clearly shows the economic impact of food safety issues 

and how countries around the globe are adapting their policies to prevent future outbreaks. In 

order to see the impacts of these policy changes on trade patterns, this section shows beef trade 

flows between selected countries during the period 1995 to 2007 in terms of quantities traded, 

market shares, prices and expenditures, and consumption levels for the years before and after the 

BSE market restrictions policies took place. 
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Volume, Share, and Growth of Global Production  

Tables 2-1, 2-2, and Figure 2-1 show the world total production by region, the share of 

each region, and the rate of growth for the years 1995 and 2007 in terms of quantities and 

percentages respectively.  

The world beef production totaled 48.53 millions of metric tons (M.MT) during the year 

1995 and 54.48 M.MT during the year 2007, representing an increase of almost 11%. The 

Americas region concentrated more than one half of the world production with more than 50% of 

the share in 1995 and almost 53% in 2007, where the South American portion has shown the 

largest boost in production share with almost a 4% increase. In particularly, the North American 

region, which includes the U.S., Canada, and Mexico emerged as the largest producing region, 

while the South American region that includes Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, etc., appears as the 

world‘s second largest producing region during the same years, Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1. Total beef production and shares by region. Source: USDA-FAS. January 2007. 
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In 1995, the next largest share was for the European Union (EU) region with 18.5% 

followed by East Asia (10.3 %), Oceania (4.8%), Asia (2.6%), and the rest of the regions of the 

world with 13%. In 2007, however, East Asia (15.7%) surpassed the EU (14.7%) as the second 

largest producing region of the world followed by Oceania, Asia, and the rest of the world. With 

the exception of the EU and some small producing regions included in the ROW category, all 

other regions of the world show important advances in terms of quantity produced which 

guarantees a healthy supply and demonstrates the increasing importance of this commodity in 

people‘s diet around the globe.  

Table 2-1. Compared world production levels and trade from 1995 to 2007 

Source: FAS-USDA. January 2008. Asia* represents values of South and Southeast Asia. 

Table 2-1 shows the imports to exports ratio 2007/1995, which is interpreted as a growth 

rate indicator for production levels. Thus, production grew globally at a rate of 1.123 from 1995 

to 2007 or in other words, the 2007 production level was 1.123 times the 1995 level. The Asian 

region shows the largest improvement in terms of production and that traditional beef-producing 

regions, like North America and the EU, have been surpassed by competing regions, like South 

America and Oceania showing an important shift in the world beef supply. Using Figure 2-2 to 

support the discussion, production levels have increased at a rate of 1.2, 0.71, 0.33, and 0.25 

times in Asia, East Asia, South America, and Oceania respectively, while the North American 

region, the EU, and the rest of the world (ROW) have shown small or negative increments during 

the same period.  

 1995  2007  2007/1995 

Region 1000 MT % of World 1000 MT % of World Ratio 

S. America 9,975 0.206 13,235 0.243 1.327 

N. America 14,363 0.296 15,514 0.285 1.080 

Asia* 1,239 0.026 2,724 0.050 2.199 

East Asia 5,003 0.103 8,574 0.157 1.714 

European U 8,985 0.185 8,000 0.147 0.890 

Oceania 2,347 0.048 2,921 0.054 1.245 

ROW 6,626 0.137 3,521 0.065 0.531 

World 48,538 1.000 54,489 1.000 1.123 
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Figure 2-2. Relative variation in growth rate of production (2007/1995). Source: FAS-USDA. 

January 2008. 
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shows that beef trade has expanded over time and that market shares between regions have 

changed. Rising demand for meat products in different parts of the world and increasing 

concerns about the safety of the beef supply chain have prompted nations to re-define trade 

alliances in order to satisfy beef consumers and ensure the quality and safety of the products 

being traded. Using trade statistics for the seven regions previously defined, it is possible to 

identify trade trends for the years before and after the BSE outbreak in December 2003.  
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Figure 2-3. Pre and post- BSE beef trade levels by region. Source: USDA-FAS. February 2008. 

Exporting regions like North America, South America, Oceania, and Asia revealed 

significant levels of growth in their export markets, although in the case of the North America 

this trend drastically changed after 2003. Other regions such as Europe and the ROW presented 

an opposite trend, which is interpreted as a loss in market participation due to the negative 

impact of food safety issues affecting their supply chain, like in the case of the BSE epidemic in 

the United Kingdom with almost 1,000 new cases per week January 1993 (OIE 2007). Figure 2-3 
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2007 their import quantities were 2096 (37.3%), 1240 (22.0%), and 725 (12.9%) thousands of 

metric tons respectively. Together they comprised 71.5%, 79.1%, and 72.3% of the world 

imports for beef products, which once again illustrates the importance of these regions in term of 

beef trade.  

The quantities of world exports originated in South America, North America, and Oceania 

increased from 1995 to 2003 reflecting the growing demand for beef products in Asian nations, 

while European exports decreased due to food safety issues. During the 2003 to 2007 period, 

exports from South America dominated the world market, while exports from North America 

plummeted. In fact, the strongest region in terms of export growth was the South American 

Region. With a growth rate of more than 50% during the 1995 to 2003 period, South America 

exported approximately 28.9% of world totals; and during the 2003 to 2007 period this rate 

increased once again by almost 60% corresponding to a 44.2% of world totals. The North 

America region, while it increased quantities exported and world market shares from 1995 to 

2003 by 31% and 19.7% respectively, in the next period decreased to 24.8% showing an absolute 

growth rate reduction of 9.2% in market share. Finally, Oceania also showed steady growth in 

terms of volume exported (1606, 1789, and 1965 thousands of metric tons respectively), 

although in terms of growth rates it showed a reduction during those years (29.4%, 26.1%, and 

28.3% respectively).  

Table 2-2 presents the import to export ratio for each region considered for this study. 

Thus, for a given year, a ratio with a value below 1 defines a particular region as net importer 

and conversely, a ratio with a value above 1 describes a net exporting region for that year. 

Analyzing the obtained ratios, it is clear that regardless of their production levels North America, 

East Asia, and, lately, the EU are considered net beef importing regions in terms of volume 
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(quantity) traded, and that South America, Oceania, and Asia have maintained their 

characteristics of traditional beef exporter over the 13 year period considered for this study.  

Table 2-2. Ratio import to export quantities by regions from 1995 to 2007 

Source: FAS-USDA. November 2007. Asia* represents values of South and Southeast Asia. 

In the case of the of the North American region, it is clear that after the 2003 BSE scare the 

trade ratio increased due to a significant reduction of the quantities exported by the United States 

and Canada, and to a strong domestic demand in the EU. Of particular significance is the 

situation in the East Asian market where the increasing import trend was disrupted and reduced 

by more than 50% after the BSE outbreak. On the other hand, after December of 2003, a positive 

ramification of this food safety issue can be perceived on the beef trade ratios from regions such 

as South America and Oceania characterized by their grass-feed beef type products. 

Consequently, it is important to describe the situations in the North American region and the East 

Asian region, where the major U.S. beef markets are located; and the Oceania region where 

competing beef products are produced in order to understand the dynamics of trade in this part of 

the world. 

Traditionally, the North American region has been considered one of the largest beef-

producing regions of the world. The United States has been always been characterized as a net 

exporter of beef in terms of export values, which before 2004 had generated a large trade surplus 

Year S. America N. America Asia* East Asia EU Oceania 

1995 0.175 1.169 0.470 12.103 0.400 0.010 

1996 0.270 1.082 0.107 11.819 0.385 0.010 

1997 0.179 1.110 0.585 14.567 0.427 0.007 

1998 0.190 1.220 0.386 14.893 0.503 0.007 

1999 0.076 1.196 0.552 28.180 0.441 0.007 

2000 0.085 1.238 0.355 32.979 0.647 0.008 

2001 0.062 1.329 0.304 26.396 0.684 0.009 

2002 0.064 1.295 0.302 36.027 0.917 0.012 

2003 0.041 1.307 0.294 41.528 1.253 0.010 

2004 0.023 2.513 0.327 19.865 1.766 0.010 

2005 0.020 2.241 0.222 14.842 2.810 0.010 

2006 0.012 1.896 0.199 13.871 3.319 0.009 

2007 0.010 1.784 0.221 12.525 4.143 0.009 
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over the years. However, U.S. beef imports have exceeded exports in terms of volume. The 

United States exports high quality beef products and imports a large quantity of beef that is used 

to be combined with domestic beef to make ground beef. Much of the increase in beef imports 

has been due to competitively priced ground beef from Australia and New Zealand, the 

elimination of U.S. tariffs on beef from Canada, and the implementation of fresh beef quotas for 

countries like Uruguay. Today, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada are the largest suppliers of 

beef to the U.S. (ERS 2007). 

 Before December 2003, the East Asian region was the most important market for the 

United States, importing 41.52 times more than it exported with most of the trade being 

concentrated between the United States, Japan, and the Republic of Korea. Today, beef imports 

from Australia and New Zealand have displaced the American beef presence in the Pacific Rim 

region although consumers in these markets have always demonstrated a preference for U.S. beef 

(USMEF 2007). Lastly, the 2001 and 2002 cases in England and Belgium had a highly 

significant and negative impact on the EU beef industry causing EU exports to plummet.  

To summarize, based on the volume of beef traded, the fastest growing regions on the 

import side have been the United States, East Asia, and the European Union (EU), and on the 

export side, South America, Oceania, and Asia have shown the strongest growth on beef exports 

during the same period. Overall, trade restrictions due to decreased outbreaks have impacted 

global beef trade and traditional trading relationships. These circumstances have generated 

negative consequences for the United States and other beef suppliers but, in other cases, they 

created new market opportunities as in the case of Brazil and Argentina. In 2001, these two 

nations only accounted for 16% of the global beef trade, but today they account for more than 

37% of the beef traded (FAS 2007).  
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Considering the recent political and economical changes worldwide, the supply advantages 

of each meat producer country and the increasing demand in different region of the planet, this 

study will focus its attention towards a beef trade model that includes four Asian importing 

countries – Republic of Korea (KR), Japan (JP), Republic of Taiwan (TW), and Hong Kong/ 

China (HK) – and three exporting nations – United States (US), Australia (AU), and New 

Zealand (NZ) – and a region that aggregates the rest of the beef exporting countries into a Rest of 

the Word category (ROW). These countries were selected according to the following criteria: the 

strength and manner of participation in the international meat market; the nature and scope of the 

BSE ban on their beef trade patterns with the United States and its competitors; and the impact of 

international checkoff programs on selected Asian nations. 

The following sections of this chapter will describe the Pacific Rim Beef Market 

characteristics. This analysis includes statistics generated from the dataset that will be used to 

evaluate and compare the selected nations, and to provide the background necessary for the 

study. 

Pacific Rim Demand for Beef Products  

Four Asian countries were selected according to the volume and value of beef products 

imported and expenditure levels on beef promotions by the exporting country. In this section 

each of the selected countries, Japan, the Republic of South Korea, the Republic of Taiwan, and 

the Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong/China is discussed separately in terms of 

production, imports volume, and consumption levels. Figures 2-4 through 2-9 present these 

statistics for the years 1995 through 2007 which are used to explain market characteristics of 

each participating country and provide a background for the specification of the Armington 

model. 
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Republic of South Korea 

Almost one half of Korea‘s beef demand is met by imports, which have seen an important 

growth before and after the BSE scare in 2003. During the period between 1995 and the first half 

of 1997, the strong economic growth in Korea positively affected the demand for beef impacting 

prices and, consequently, stimulating domestic production (Figure 2-4). According to a report 

prepared by the USDA-FAS in 1996, government regulated-import policies aimed to protect 

Korea‘s domestic livestock producers by restricting access to foreign beef products had a strong 

impact on domestic cattle prices forcing the government to soften import regulations and allow 

foreign beef to access the market at levels well above the established import quota level. The 

economic crisis between the fall of 1997 and the beginning of 1999 further stressed this market 

forcing imports and consumption to drop 44% and 11% respectively.  

The effect of Korea's economic crisis on domestic cattle production revealed itself in 

inventory trends and slaughter levels showing a peak of almost 11% in 1998. In 2000, beef 

consumption declined almost 23% due to the Asian economic crisis that forced Korea‘s economy 

into a year-long downturn. Beef consumption plunged at the beginning of the crisis and then 

gradually recovered during 2001 showing a significant consumer demand for beef given the 

delicate economic situation. During the following years, total beef consumption grew steadily 

mainly due to an improving economy that helped to boost the demand of food products in Korea. 

Nonetheless, during the year 2003 a sharp decrease in beef consumption due to BSE concerns 

affected the demand for imported beef products, in particular from the United States and Canada. 

Official estimates indicate that beef consumption and import levels dropped sharply early in 

2004 due to food safety concerns, including BSE and E. coli (FAS 2004), which is clearly 

revealed in Figure 2-4. 
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In recent years, the demand for beef has been on the recovery showing rising consumption 

and import levels. Today, Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, and other beef-exporting countries 

have displaced the United States as major beef supplier, although bilateral negotiations are being 

conducted to reestablish the presence of American products in the Korean market.  

With respect to relative prices in the Korean market, Figure 2-5 illustrates a similar trend 

for American and world average prices for beef products during the past years. The increasing 

demand for American beef before the 2003 BSE announcement has pushed prices up, which is 

interpreted as a clear signal that consumers in Korea have a marked preference towards the 

unique attributes available only on U.S. beef products (i.e., fat content, tenderness, flavor, etc).  

 

Figure 2-4. Republic of Korea beef market indicators. Source: USDA-FAS. November 2007. 

In the Korean beef market, prices for Australian products have shown a fluctuating trend 

with reduction of more than 42 % between 1999 and 2002. However, after the BSE outbreak in 

North America, Australian beef prices returned to previous levels showing an increase of more 
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than 40%. These price fluctuations might be a consequence of the presence or absence of beef 

products from competing nations in the South Korean market. Despite the higher prices, beef 

products from New Zealand have shown an important participation in the Korean market, 

although during the past eight years a strong market competition has forced its prices to drop 

more than 44% to a point where today‘s prices for New Zealand beef are 22% below the average 

beef import price.  

 

Figure 2-5. Average CIF prices for fresh beef products in Korea from 1999 to 2006. Source: 

USDA-FAS. February 2008. 

Japan 

Beef markets in Japan have yet to return to levels reached before 1995, prior to the 

outbreaks of BSE in Europe and E. coli in Japan (Figure 2-6). Despite the dramatic effects the 

BSE scare and the E. coli epidemic have had on consumer beef purchases, total beef 

consumption between 1996 and 2000 was clearly on the rise by more than 8.3%. However, 
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Japan's domestic beef production continued its downward trend during the same period and 

imported beef continued to account for a greater share of Japanese consumption. 

The discovery of Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) in Japan in 2001 caused an 

immediate drop in consumption and reduced import levels during the year; according to Japanese 

household consumption statistics, beef consumption for April and May (immediately after the 

BSE scare began) declined about 15% each month, while consumption of other meats declined 

only slightly. On the production side, almost ironically, the data showed an increase of nearly 

15% compared to the 2000‘s production level, perhaps motivated by concerns that imported BSE 

infected beef may appear in the Japanese food supply. 

 

Figure 2-6. Japan beef market indicators. Source: USDA-FAS. November 2007. 

After the 2003 BSE outbreak persistent concerns about the safety of imported beef forced 

the Japanese government to impose an import ban for all fresh and frozen beef from North 

America which deeply affected U.S. market participation since, prior to the ban, American beef 
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accounted for one-third of the beef consumption in Japan. Consequently, domestic production 

and imports from different sources, in particular Australia and New Zealand, have increased 

since then, but these sources of beef have been incapable of meeting the Japanese demand as 

show in Figure 2-5, resulting in a tight supply situation. Today, according to estimates from the 

USDA-FAS, Japanese beef imports are expected to increase more than 10% between 2007 and 

2008. The U.S. presence in the Japanese beef market has been almost insignificant compared to 

pre-BSE levels due to trade restrictions that constrained American exports to cattle under 21 

months old, in addition to high U.S. beef prices and consumer anxiety.  

 

Figure 2-7. Average CIF prices for fresh beef products in Japan from 1999 to 2006. Source: 

USDA-FAS. February 2008. 

Less expensive Australian beef has been a major factor affecting U.S. market participation 

in the Japanese market. As presented in Figure 2-7, American beef has been commercialized at 

higher prices in relation to Australian beef – between 19% and 45% higher – depending on the 
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year considered. As in the Korean market, Japanese consumers have shown a strong preference 

towards American beef, which is translated into higher price levels. Following the same price 

trend, beef products from New Zealand have been priced above the average of U.S. and 

international price levels showing an important increase, in particular, after the December 2003 

BSE scare. This circumstance has positively affected the demand for beef from grass-feed cattle 

since cattle produced under this condition are less likely affected by BSE.   

Republic of Taiwan and Hong Kong  

 

Figure 2-8. Taiwan and Honk Kong beef market indicators. Source: USDA-FAS. November 

2007. 

Figure 2-8 includes data from the Republic of Taiwan and Hong Kong given that both 

countries reflect marked similarities in production, imports, and consumption trends. First, both 
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countries do not have a significant beef livestock industry and depend heavily on beef imports to 

satisfy their domestic demand. The primary meat consumed in Taiwan is pork, where its 

consumption surpasses beef consumption by 17 fold.  

After a substantial decline in 1996 due to the BSE scare, beef consumption and imports 

rebounded significantly in 1997 showing an increase of more than 22%, as many consumers 

substituted beef for pork following the March 1997 outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) 

that devastated Taiwan's pig industry (FAS 2007). Beef imports increased again in 1999 by 

almost 11.5 % to 96,000 tons to match increasing levels of domestic consumption. After 1999 

and 2001, the substantial downward and upward trends on imported beef levels were the result of 

Asia‘s 2000 economic crisis that sank Taiwan‘s economy into a year-long downturn and the 

result of a growing economy that positively affected income levels leading to greater demand for 

imported beef products.  

During the year 2004, Figure 2-8 shows a sharp decrease in beef consumption – 18.7 % –

mainly due to BSE concerns that affected the demand for imported beef products, in particular 

for those originating in the United States. In recent years, import and consumption levels 

returned to pre-BSE levels, but the negative consequences on U.S. market shares are 

unquestionable since Australia and New Zealand are now the main suppliers of beef products. 

In relation to Hong Kong, this special administrative region relies almost entirely on 

China, which supplies 99% of Hong Kong‘s live cattle which represents an average of more than 

109,000 animals during the 1995 to 2007 period (FAOSTAT 2007). According to a report 

prepared by USDA-FAS in 2004, Hong Kong is primarily a frozen beef market. This preference 

is the result of changes in consumers‘ preferences, in particular working females who no longer 
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have the time to purchase fresh meat daily, and the expansion of the food service industry 

(USMEF 2007).  

Figure 2-8 presents Hong Kong‘s beef market situation during the 13 years as particularly 

stable even though  beef consumption and imports were considerably down since early 1996 due 

to consumers‘ concerns over food safety issues. In March 1997, an outbreak of E. coli in Hong 

Kong's beef supply further discouraged consumers from buying beef though the E. coli bacteria 

were detected in ground beef originating from locally produced cattle. Demand fell almost 14 % 

for all types of beef products regardless of their origin (FAS 2004). After these food safety 

incidents, Hong Kong‘s beef demand has rebounded showing a steady upward trend in terms of 

imports and domestic consumption with 49 % and 42.1 % respectively.  

The following Figures 2-9 and 2-10 show relative beef prices for Taiwan and Hong Kong. 

Of particular significance are the U.S. price levels, since they present a significant difference 

between pre- and post-BSE outbreak. American beef was considered a product of superior 

quality compared to competing products due to the fact that consumers were willing to pay a 

premium price. In fact, U.S. beef prices in Taiwan and Hong Kong were 15 % and 45 % more 

than the world average.  

Due to the 2003 BSE announcement, beef prices increased rapidly as a consequence of the 

interruption in beef supply forcing traders to shift towards less expensive substitutes for U.S. 

beef – the Australian and New Zealand grass-feed beef – to satisfy the increasing demand for 

imported beef. In the case of Hong Kong, the market for U.S. beef responded quite differently 

after 2003 showing its highest prices during the years that followed the BSE announcements.  
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Figure 2-9. Average CIF prices for fresh beef products in Taiwan from 1999 to 2006. Source: 

USDA-FAS. February 2008. 

 

Figure 2-10. Average CIF prices for fresh beef products in Hong Kong from 1999 to 2006. 

Source: USDA-FAS. February 2008. 
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International Beef Supply  

The present research is based on a trade model specification that follows the Armington 

model of product differentiation by country of origin using four exporting regions to formulate a 

beef trade model that compares beef products. Traditionally, the three major suppliers of beef 

products in the Pacific Rim region have been the United States, Australia, and New Zealand. All 

other beef suppliers were aggregated and included in the model as part of the Rest of the World 

category with countries such as Brazil, Canada, Mexico, Argentina, and the EU community 

included in this last group. In the following sections each country or region is discussed showing 

production capacity, consumption, imports (M) and exports (X) measured in metric tons (MT). 

United States 

As of December 2007, the United States is considered the third largest exporter of beef 

products behind Brazil and Australia, and at the same time, it is also considered the largest 

importer of beef, specifically ground beef imports from Australia and New Zealand. According 

to official trade data on import and export volumes, the U.S. is clearly a net beef importer. The 

ratios of imports-to-exports, during the last six years, support this statement in Table 2-3.  

Table 2-3. U.S. beef imports and exports volumes between years 2002 and 2007 (1000 MT) 

Source: USDA-ERS. February 2008.  

Since 2002, the United States has imported, on average, 3.41 times more than it has 

exported showing peak import levels right after the BSE outbreak. This represents the logical 

consequence of the ban on U.S. beef products overseas and the increasing domestic demand in 

Year Imports (M) Exports (X) Ratio (M/X) %Production 

2002 1459.66 1109.94 1.31 9.0 

2003 1363.50 1142.15 1.19 9.6 

2004 1668.77 208.65 7.99 1.9 

2005 1632.48 316.15 5.16 2.8 

2006 1399.33 518.91 2.69 4.4 

2007 1384.36 649.09 2.13 5.9 
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the United States during  past years. The import bans caused U.S. beef exports to drop, and 

although some important markets re-opened during 2004, export quantities for that year declined 

almost 82 % below 2003‘s record levels. Ninety percent of total beef exports or 2,026.88 million 

metric tons were commercialized in Japan, Mexico, South Korea, Canada, and Hong Kong 

markets during the years before the December 2003 BSE outbreak, but after that only Mexico 

and Canada remained among the major markets for U.S. beef, accounting for more than 65 % of 

total beef export volumes (ERS 2007). A report prepared for the Kansas Department of 

Agriculture showed that in the very short run, cattle prices fell by about 16 % after the BSE 

announcement and that some indicators predicted that U.S. domestic consumption could fall by 

15 %. Nevertheless, in early 2004 U.S. domestic prices recovered showing that U.S. consumer 

demand and confidence had been minimally impacted (Coffey et al. 2005). 

 Figure 2-10 illustrates the U.S. beef scenario in terms of total production, consumption, 

and exports of fresh/chilled and frozen beef products during the 1995 to 2007 period. United 

States domestic consumption increased by 8.5% over the period 1995 to 2007, while production 

slightly decreased after 2004, by 3.3%, in part as a consequence of the loss of high quality beef 

markets overseas (USMEF 2007).  

Historically, the United States has exported about 10 % of its total production of 

fresh/chilled and frozen beef. World statistics on beef trade show that the United States had been 

considered the top beef exporter until the 2003 BSE scare, when Brazil and, in particular, 

Australia, took the lead as world leaders. Today in most of the previously considered U.S. 

markets, both Australia and New Zealand have taken an important lead while the United States is 

struggling to re-gain market access. Current export volumes represent only one half of the 2003 

monthly volumes due to trade restrictions imposed on U.S. beef by most of the major beef trade 
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partners (i.e., restricted to beef from cattle under 21 months of age in Japan, under 30 months of 

age in Taiwan and Hong Kong, and a complete ban in Korea). Australia and New Zealand have 

benefited from the absence of American beef in Japan and Korea, with 2006 exports increasing 

17% over the 2003 volume (USMEF 2007). United States exports to traditional open markets 

such as Mexico, Canada, and Russia have increased by 33% in value and 17% in volume since 

2003. The importance of the United States as an exporter has decreased since 2004, when only 

1.86% of its production was sent overseas. Since then, that level has increased to 5.43% in 2007 

with most of the markets located in North America and Eastern Europe.  

 

Figure 2-11. U.S. production, consumption, and exports of fresh/chilled and frozen beef 1995 to 

2007. Source: USDA-FAS. February 2008. 

The year 2007 marked the fourth year of BSE-related trade restrictions for U.S. beef 

products. However, in 2006 the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) declared the U.S. 

BSE risk status as a ―controlled risk‖ country, which is expected to help increase market access 
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for U.S. beef in all countries. The OIE certification and the weak U.S. dollar have made U.S. 

beef exports more competitive overseas, giving American beef products a competitive advantage 

in relation to products from other beef-exporting nations. As a result, U.S. beef exports are 

forecast to climb over 19 % in 2008 to around 775,000 metric tons due to continued strong 

opportunities in the NAFTA countries (FAS 2007). Today, U.S. beef maintains a strong presence 

in Canada and Mexico while slowly making inroads in Asian markets despite being impeded by 

a 20 month or younger age restriction in Japan and the current suspension of exports to Korea.  

Australia 

Australia‘s total production, consumption, and exports of fresh/chilled and frozen beef 

products have increased at a steady rate during the past thirteen years. 

 

Figure 2-12. Australia production, consumption, and exports of fresh/chilled and frozen beef 

from 1995 to 2007. Source: USDA-FAS. February 2008. 
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The data set shows that Australian beef exports increased 23.4% and that domestic production 

and consumption increased by 15.7 and 24.8 % respectively over this period. These numbers 

reflect that Australia is a net beef exporter and that most of its production demand is located 

outside the country. Today Australia is the second largest exporter of beef products in the world, 

exporting almost 65% of its total production. Like the United States, Australia had focused its 

attention on markets around the Pacific Rim where it has a clear advantage over the Rest of the 

World beef exporting nations due to its proximity to most of the major markets in the region.  

Since December 2003, Australian beef has captured two-thirds of the import market shares 

in the region as it filled the large market left by the U.S. beef absence. The current situation of 

absence or limited presence of U.S. beef in major Asian markets continues to present 

opportunities for Australian products, limited supplies due to a prolonged drought, limited range 

of cuts, and the increasing pressure from competitors (i.e., New Zealand) that have negatively 

affected its ability to increase its market shares in the region. Finally, Australia‘s exports are 

expected to decline by 3% during the next year as the United States regains markets in Asia and 

as Australia production declines (USMEF 2007).  

New Zealand  

Although a small producer of beef if compared to the United States and Australia, this 

nation has a significant importance as a world beef exporter due to its geographical location and 

its relatively large exports levels in relation to domestic consumption and production. New 

Zealand is a net beef export country, with around 79.3% of its production being exported 

overseas on average over the past 13 years and showing its highest peaks right after the 2003 

BSE scare in North America with more than 81% of its production being exported. The average 

beef production during the period 1995 to 2007 was about 641,000 metric tons, showing a 

significant increase of more than 16% in production levels after 2002, while domestic 
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consumption has remained stable within the same period representing 20.5% of its total 

production or 149,600 metric tons on average between 1995 and 2007.  

 

Figure 2-13. New Zealand production, consumption, and exports of fresh/chilled and frozen beef 

from 1995 to 2007. Source: USDA-FAS. February 2008. 

As illustrated by Figure 2-13, during the year 2004 beef export results reflected soaring 

quantity levels to Korea and Japan as traders took advantage of the ban on U.S. beef. 

Consequently, exports to Japan and Korea increased 92% and 99% respectively from January 

through August 2004 compared to the same period in 2003. Despite increasing beef exports, 

New Zealand has been only able to fill part of Japan‘s and Korea's beef deficit due to its general 

inability to provide specific cuts and the quality of beef that have traditionally been supplied by 

the United States and Canada (FAS 2004). 
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Rest of the World 

Brazil, Canada, Argentina, and other beef-producing countries around the world have 

shown a solid growth in their exports levels, in particular after the year 2003 with an increase of 

almost 28%. Economic growth in Asia, Eastern Europe, and nations from other parts of the 

developing world has boosted the demand for beef products which has also triggered global 

production. International trade has benefited from this economic bonanza as Figure 2-13 clearly 

illustrates a steady and positive trend of those indicators during the past 13 years. Thus, 

international beef trade, world consumption, and production levels have shown growth levels of 

more than 35%, 9.6%, and 12.6% respectively during the 1995 to 2007 period. 

 

Figure 2-14. Rest of the world production, consumption, and exports of fresh/chilled and frozen 

beef from 1995 to 2007. Source: USDA-FAS. February 2008. 
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Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE): Impact on Beef Trade 

This section presents an analysis of the impact of 2003‘s BSE announcement on major 

beef markets, the consequences for American beef exports, and how this food safety issue 

affected patterns of trade. To facilitate the interpretation, each importing market is analyzed from 

the consumption and market share perspectives, while country-specific  expenditures per capita 

on beef are used to understand BSE consequences in exporting nations. Figures 2-15 through 2-

18 illustrate pre- and post-BSE per capita consumption of imported beef, as well as market share 

information for Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Figures 2-19 through 2-22 introduce the 

amount of U.S. dollars expended on imported fresh/chilled and frozen beef products in each of 

the four importing market with respect to a specific exporting country. Finally, Figures 2-23 and 

2-24 present a pre- and post-BSE trade volume matrix that represents trade patterns between 

each of the eight areas considered for this research.  

Consumption Levels and Market Shares 

According to the USDA-FAS dataset used in this study, the Republic of South Korea was 

considered the third largest market for U.S. beef products before the BSE announcement and 

accounted for roughly 19% of all U.S. beef exports on a volume basis and 22% on a value basis. 

In numbers, Korea imported more than $ 816 million worth of U.S. beef products during 2003, 

which represented a consumption level of 17.42 Kg (38.3 lb) per capita.  

The United States accounted for 69% of Korea‘s beef market, followed by Australia, New 

Zealand, and the rest of the world (ROW) with 21%, 8%, and 2% of the import market share 

respectively (Figure 2-15). The same data indicated that more than 90% of Korea‘s imports from 

the United States and its competitors were concentrated in the following categories according to 

their total volume: frozen boneless and bone-in beef, fresh/chilled beef, and frozen edible offal.  
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Figure 2-15. Korea imported beef consumption per-capita and market shares. Source: USDA-

FAS. February 2008. 

After the December 2003 BSE scare in North America, U.S. beef exports to Korea were 

reduced to a little more than one million dollars during the year 2004. Consumption levels were 

also impacted as a result of this food safety issue, as presented in Figure 2-15, showing a 

decrease of more than 44% to 9.7 Kg per capita during 2007. Korea has the highest average price 

for beef products in the world, and the continued absence of U.S. beef  has kept the domestic 

market undersupplied and prices high, resulting in a reduced overall per capita consumption. As 

expected, beef market shares have also changed as Australia and New Zealand captured the 

market portion lost by the United States. Hence, in 2007 Australia accounted for 71.7% of the 

import market followed by New Zealand, the U.S., and ROW with 22.2%, 4 %, and 2% 

respectively. Although the ban on U.S. beef was removed in September 2006, in practice, 
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products are not yet moving into the market as Korea has been very strict in its enforcement of 

its boneless import requirements (USMEF 2007).  

Figure 2-16 summarizes pre- and post-BSE beef consumption and markets shares for the 

Japanese market. Prior to the BSE incident, Japan was the most important market for key U.S. 

beef products. In particular Japan represented the main market for products such as guts, 

tongues, intestines, and edible offal, as well as the traditional fresh beef, and frozen boneless and 

bone-in beef (USMEF 2007). Using the data available from the USDA-FAS, the differences in 

volumes of U.S. beef exported to Japan between June 2003 and June 2005 indicate that the loss 

of this particular market accounted for more than $967.3 million representing 46.8% in market 

share loss. Before December 2003, Australia accounted for 42% of the market, followed by the 

U.S., ROW, and New Zealand with 40%, 15%, and 3% of the import market share respectively.  

 

Figure 2-16. Japan imported beef consumption per-capita and market shares. Source: USDA-

FAS. February 2008. 
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The loss of confidence in the safety of beef products along the entire marketing chain and 

elevated levels of general concern for food safety have deeply damaged the position of American 

beef products in the Japanese market. U.S. beef exports to Japan have been limited to less than 

8% of the 2003 monthly shipments since the market re-opened on July, 2006 (ERS 2007). In 

2007, the United States accounted only for 6% of the market and Australia, the big winner, 

accounted for 82% of the import market while New Zealand and the ROW accounted for 8% and 

4% respectively. Figure 2-16 also illustrates the changes in consumption within the Japanese 

market. Shortage of beef supply, unfavorable media reports, together with an unsatisfied 

Japanese preference for feedlot-type beef produced in the U.S. accounted for the 18.5% overall 

decline in Japanese beef consumption during the period between 2003 and 2007.  

Taiwan is mainly a pork-meat-consuming country and one of Asia‘s largest pork 

producers. Therefore, it dependence on imported beef as major source of red meat is relatively 

small if compared to other Asian nations. This characteristic explains the reduced impact of the 

BSE announcements on consumption levels and consumers‘ confidence towards imported beef 

products.  

As shown in Figure 2-17 consumption levels dropped a little more than one kilogram per 

capita between 2003 and 2007. Taiwan opened its market for U.S. beef products in February 

2006, and by the end of that year total exports of U.S. beef to Taiwan increased 176% in volume 

and 142% in value over the previous year (USMEF 2007), which clearly shows the acceptance of 

American beef among beef consumers in this country. Before the BSE scare, market conditions 

were relatively stable and Australia accounted for more than 37.4% of the beef market in 

Taiwan, followed by New Zealand, the United States, and the ROW with 31.3%, 25.3%, and 

6.1% of the import market share respectively. At the end of 2007, the United States maintained a 
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20% share of the Taiwan import market for fresh and frozen boneless beef, though bone-in cuts 

and beef variety meat are still banned. As illustrated in Figure 2-17, Australia remains the largest 

player in the Taiwanese beef market followed by New Zealand with 26% and the ROW with 

13%. 

 

Figure 2-17. Taiwan imported beef consumption per-capita and market shares. Source: USDA-

FAS. February 2008. 

On the other hand, the situation in Hong Kong is quite different if compared to the rest of 

the importing countries included in the analysis. This country is a Republic of China‘s special 

administrative region that depends almost entirely on China to satisfy it meat requirements. 

Before the BSE crisis, Hong Kong‘s imported beef consumption was about 17.5 kg per capita 

well above the rest of the countries in the region. In 2003, the United States was considered 

Hong Kong‘s second largest supplier of beef behind the ROW group with 50% of the import 

market share followed by New Zealand and Australia with 12% and 5% of share respectively. 
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Figure 2-18. Hong Kong imported beef consumption per-capita and market shares. Source: 

USDA-FAS. February 2008. 
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from early 2004 through 2007. Th U.S. market participation decreased to 7% while Australia and 

New Zealand kept a modest 6% of the market respectively. 

Expenditures on Beef by Country of Origin  

In this section, expenditure levels on imported beef are used to analyze the position and 

relevance of each exporting nation. Figures 2-19 through 2-22 show related statistics in terms of 

U.S. dollars per capita for both the pre- and post-BSE announcements.  

 

Figure 2-19. Total expenditures on beef products from the U.S. by country. Source: USDA-FAS. 

February 2008. 
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Japan and trade barrier reductions in Korea. Although the 2001 BSE crisis in Japan affected 

domestic rather than imported beef, food safety concerns among Japanese consumers had a 

dramatic impact on imports and expenditures on U.S. and Canadian as well. In Korea, changes in 

expenditures levels on U.S. beef products were related to the 2000 economic crisis that affected 

the country and erroneous government policies rather than related to food safety issues. The 

failure of these policies and the rebound of the economy helped U.S. exports and by the end of 

2003 expenditures on U.S. beef were at their historic maximum. After 2003 BSE 

announcements, the top U.S. beef markets were Taiwan and in some degree Hong Kong. As, of 

December 2007, these two countries plus the little trade with Japan represent expenditure levels 

of only $ 9.05 per capita down from the $ 36.90 level in 2003. 

Figures 2-20 and 2-21 illustrate a similar trend on expenditure levels on fresh/chilled and 

frozen beef from Australia and New Zealand, in particular during and after the year 2003. In 

2004 expenditure levels on beef from these two countries increased more than 31% and in 2005 

they increased once again by 27.6% and 11.4% respectively. However, during the next two years 

expenditures on New Zealand beef decreased first 5% and then 23.3%, while expenditures on 

Australian beef increased 5% in 2006 but decreased 15.8% in 2007. These figures also illustrate 

that Australia and New Zealand have different beef trade partners. In the case of Australia, Japan 

has been the major consumer per capita of its beef products. Before 2004, Taiwan was its second 

trade partner, but after the BSE scare Korea captured the status of Australia‘s second trade 

partner. For New Zealand, Taiwan has been its major trade partner for the last ten years, as 

Korea and Hong Kong interchanged second place until December 2003. Since then, Korea has 

become the second largest market for New Zealand beef due to the complete ban on beef imports 

from the United States, which forced Korean traders to locate alternative sources of beef.  
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Figure 2-20. Total expenditures on beef products from Australia by country. Source: USDA-

FAS. February 2008. 

 

Figure 2-21. Total expenditures on beef products from New Zealand by country. Source: USDA-

FAS. February 2008. 
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Finally, Figure 2-22 shows expenditure levels of each importing nation on beef products 

from countries clustered in the Rest of the World (ROW) category. Until 1997 Hong Kong was 

part of the Commonwealth of England and all of it imports were made through the British 

authority. Since 1998, Hong Kong became part of China and most of it imports started to arrive 

from different places in the world, in particular from Latin American countries, which after the 

2003 BSE scare through 2007 remained the major beef supplier of Hong Kong in terms of 

expenditures per capita. The ROW region has been an important source of beef products for 

Japan during the years previous to the BSE announcement, but since then this region has lost 

importance for Japanese traders due mainly to the lack of enforcement of international food 

safety regulations and OIE standards. 

 

Figure 2-22. Total expenditures on beef products from the ROW by country. Source: USDA-

FAS. February 2008. 
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Pre and Post-BSE Pattern of Trade  

Figures 2-23 and 2-24 present trade quantities by country and by trade partner nation for 

the years 2003 and 2007, which represent pre-BSE and today‘s beef scenarios. Each figure 

represents a coordinate system indicating three axes that represent trade quantities by importing 

and exporting country for the pre-and post-BSE announcements periods. Thus, the planes X, Y, 

and Z represent the demand, supply, and the quantities traded. Each market is identified with a 

particular color. As an example, looking at Figure 2-23, and the U.S. and Korea as beef trade 

partners, during the pre-BSE year 2003 Korea imported 224,000 metric tons of fresh/chilled and 

frozen beef products from the U.S. This comprised 21.7% of the region‘s total beef imports 

within this category for that particular year. This also represented 68.7% of Korea‘s total 

fresh/chilled and frozen beef imports and 46% of all U.S. exports to the region during that year. 

Following the same criteria to analyze trade relations among participant nations, Figures 2-23 

and 2-24 are contrasted and discussed in the following pages. 

Recall that before the BSE scare the total supply of beef products in this category was 

about 1,031,000 metric tons and the United States was by far the largest exporter to the region. 

Figure 2-23 reveals that more than 47% of all beef imported in this region originated from the 

United States and that Australia had a little more than 33% followed by the ROW and New 

Zealand with 13% and 7% respectively. In terms of value and volume traded, Japan was the main 

market for U.S. products but Australia was the leading beef supplier of this country during that 

year. New Zealand‘s exports to Korea represented 38% of its total exports during that year, while 

exports to Japan represented 26%. In the case of Taiwan and Hong Kong, the figures show that 

they obtained a large percentage of their beef from the same set of suppliers, with Australia 

being the largest supplier to Taiwan and the ROW region in Hong Kong.  
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Figure 2-23. Pre-BSE ban trade scenarios for fresh/chilled and frozen beef in selected Asian 

nations. Source: USDA-FAS. February 2008. 

During the following years, the BSE crisis in North America changed the way that beef 

products were traded not only in Asia but all around the world. Consumer concerns on the safety 

of the beef supply chain had a significant impact on the demand for grain-feed beef products 

regardless of their origin. As a consequence, previous patterns of beef trade changed 

dramatically. Governments of almost all beef importing nations took drastic positions towards 

imported beef from North America, imposing a complete ban on all types of exports from the 

United States and Canada, which have a direct impact on the total volume of beef available for 

consumption in the region. 

Comparing Figures 2-23 and 2-24, the negative shift on beef supply can be quickly 

observed. Total fresh/chilled and frozen beef supply was reduced from 1,031 million of metric 
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tons (M.MT) in 2003 to 754 M.MT in 2007; the U.S. market shares decreased 40%, while 

Australian exports increased almost 38% during the same years. 
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Figure 2-24. Post-BSE ban trade scenarios for fresh/chilled and frozen beef in selected Asian 

nations. Source: USDA-FAS. February 2008. 

Figure 2-24 illustrates that Australia, New Zealand, and other grass-feed beef producing 

nations seized this circumstance to expand their market positions in the region. Thus, in 2007 

Australia was considered the region‘s largest beef supplier with almost 69% of the total supply 

for fresh/chilled and frozen beef. Australia has largely profited from the absence of U.S. beef in 

Japan and Korea, as 2007 exports increased 18% over the 2003 period and as Australia has 

captured almost 94% of all beef exported by these countries. After the BSE ban, New Zealand 

became an important player in the region increasing its export levels from 69,000 metric tons to 

98, 000 metric tons, which represented an increase of 29.5 % with respect to 2003 levels and 
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having Japan and Korea as its main export destinations. Imports from the ROW region decreased 

46% in all countries but in Hong Kong where traders concentrated their imports on alternative 

sources, such as South America, resulting in a significant 50% increase during the year 2007. 

Finally, although beef products from North America were totally banned shortly after the 

December 2003 BSE announcement, the United States managed to maintain a small market 

participation, especially after 2005.  

Today U.S. beef exports are benefited by the strong economic growth of the Asian region 

as rising incomes lead to greater demand of high quality beef (USMEF 2007). For example, 

record U.S. beef exports of fresh/chilled and frozen beef to Taiwan during 2007 have surpassed 

2003 volumes by 26%, for a total of 19,000 metric tons. In contrast, Japan, Korea, and Hong 

Kong today only represent 8% of the 2003 United States total annual volume of exports; while 

before the BSE scare they represented 97% of total U.S. beef exports. This significant difference 

is the result of trade restrictions that allowed only boneless beef and no variety meats under 21 

months of age in Japan and under 30 months of age in the rest of the markets (USMEF 2007). As 

a consequence of those restrictions, the United States has lost almost 40 % of the region‘s market 

for fresh/chilled and frozen beef between December 2003 and the end of 2007, which represents 

a loss in value and quantity traded of $1.627 billion and 431,000 metric tons respectively.   

According to USMEF and USDA-FAS estimations, U.S. beef exports globally are 

expected to continue to increase, especially in Japan, Korea, China, and Russia fueled by  

continued economic growth, increasing incomes, and, more important, the OIE announcement 

that declares the United States as a ―controlled risk‖ BSE country that will help increase market 

access for U.S. beef in all countries.  
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CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of previous research on areas related to agricultural trade, 

food safety issues and policies, commodity advertizing and promotion programs, and the 

Armington model and its applications. Since this study focuses on international trade and 

marketing the discussion in this chapter will provide a foundation for evaluating some of the  

issues affecting market access efforts and import demand for beef products from the United 

States, Australia, New Zealand, and the Rest of the World in markets such as South Korea, 

Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong  

International Beef Demand and Food Safety  

International beef consumption has increased considerably over the last three decades due 

to trade liberalization and more effective food safety policies. Since food is a necessity, 

consumers value the fact that their food is free of toxins, foreign material, and pathogens. Food 

safety concerns have increased as wealth has risen. Now that many consumers in the 

industrialized world have adequate quantities of food, they (or their governments) can spend 

resources to ensure that their food is safer (Jin et al. 2004).   

As of December 2007, the world has already been impacted by several food-borne disease 

outbreaks where BSE, Avian Influenza (AI), Salmonella, and E. coli are among the most 

notorious and controversial. In the United States, the BSE disease remains a serious concern to 

the cattle and beef industry as traditional U.S. beef importers such as Korea and Japan have not 

yet fully opened their markets to American beef products. Coffey et al. (2005) argue that in the 

event of a widespread BSE occurrence there will be a large decline in domestic and foreign 

demand since consumers‘ reactions to BSE cases around the world have permanently changed 
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international beef markets. According to this report, the economic significance of animal disease 

outbreaks is also influenced by the degree of consumer response: fears that the disease can 

spread to humans can lead to sharp drops in consumption as was reported in Pacific Rim nations. 

Similarly, Peterson and Chen (2005) explored the impact of BSE on the Japanese retail 

meat demand using a Rotterdam model that allowed beef product differentiation and found that 

effectively, the scare affected the demand for domestic beef (wagyu beef), domestic dairy beef, 

and imported beef from the United States and Australia. According to this research, Japanese 

retail meat demand underwent a two-month transition period following the initial announcement 

and continued to adjust subsequently until it reached a new state within five months of the BSE 

announcement. 

Devadoss et al. (2006) employed a general equilibrium model to analyze the economic 

impact of the BSE outbreak on the U.S. cattle-and beef-related industries using different demand 

scenarios in the domestic and international market. This study found that only if domestic 

demand declines significantly will the economic hardship in the U.S. industry be very large. 

Using a trade model that allows for imperfect substitution between goods, three different 

scenarios were analyzed in which the decline in foreign demand was in all cases 90 % and the 

decline in the U.S. market was 0%, 10%, and 25% respectively. Results showed that the impact 

of the BSE outbreak even in the worst-case scenario was not as damaging as it was in Canada, 

whose industry depends largely on the foreign market and exports prices dropped significantly. 

In the case of the United States, since it only exports 10 % of its beef, reduction in foreign 

demand did not have a long term effect on the domestic industry in general, although cattle 

futures and beef cash prices declined 19% in the days following the BSE announcements.  
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In 2007, Mutondo and Henneberry addressed the competiveness of U.S. meat products in 

Japan and South Korea using a Restricted Source Differentiated Almost Ideal demand system 

(RSDAIDS). Economic (e.g., prices and expenditures) and non-economic factors, (e.g., 

seasonality and outbreaks) estimate coefficients were used to evaluate the demand for meat, and 

they showed that in the case the Japan the impact of the BSE outbreak had a larger and negative 

impact in terms of total beef consumption and the imports of U.S. product market shares, while 

in South Korea the impact only affected American beef products while total consumption 

remained at the same level.  

In the United States, the effects of the BSE events on feed and feeder cattle prices were 

analyzed by Marsh et al. (2008) using a structural econometric model that implies a system of 

simultaneous equations to estimate relevant supply and demand elasticities at the feedlot and 

cow-calf levels of the marketing chain; and based on annual time-series data from the USDA 

between 1970 and 2005. They found a strong correlation between trade disruptive policies (e.g., 

Minimum Risk-Regional Rule – MRR), market share sizes, and feed and feeder cattle prices. 

The results indicated that the demand for U.S. beef was affected to a much greater degree by the 

reactions of foreign governments to the BSE announcements than by the reactions of U.S. 

households.  

Food safety incidents, in particular those related to meat products, have captured the 

attention of the media which have led to permanent changes in consumer perceptions about food 

safety and their food purchasing patterns. In the cases of Europe and Asia, where the public 

outcry has been particularly strong, there have been changes in government regulations that have 

directly affected the demand for domestic and/or imported food products. For example, several 

studies have approached the impact of BSE on consumers‘ demand for beef products. In the 
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United Kingdom, Burton and Young (1996) investigated the impact of BSE on the demand for 

beef and other meats using an AIDS model which included indices of media coverage of BSE. 

They found that the influence of negative press had significant effects on the allocation of 

consumer expenditures among the meats. A short-run impact was identified that accounted for a 

large portion of the perceptible drop in the market share of beef in the early 1990s. Results also 

showed that there also appears to be a significant long-run impact of BSE, which by the end of 

2003 had reduced the beef market share by 4.5%. 

 Kinnucan et al. (1997) investigated the impact of health information and generic 

advertizing on U.S. meat demand using a Rotterdam specification and concluded that this 

demand is affected by prices, expenditures, and health information, but the effect of generic 

advertizing is less clear and not robust. Health-information elasticities in general were larger in 

absolute value than price elasticities, which suggest that small percentage changes in health 

information have larger impacts on meat consumption than equivalently small percentage 

changes in relative prices.  

In 1998, Latouche, Rainelli, and Vermersch conducted a survey using a contingent 

valuation method to analyze consumer behavior in France after the BSE outbreak in the United 

Kingdom. Their survey revealed that the BSE disease raises the problem of loss of public 

confidence, in addition to the fact that beef consumers expected greater transparency from the 

industry and that they would accept paying for a system that guarantees the safety of the beef 

products consumed (willingness to pay).  

Similarly, Verbeke and Ward (2001) investigated fresh meat consumption in Belgium 

during the period from 1995 through 1998 using an AIDS model which incorporated a media 

index to measure the BSE impact. They found that health safety scares have a strong and 
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negative impact on beef demand, mainly because of the negative publicity from the press and in 

particular the TV coverage of the issue. They results also showed that as consequence of the 

negative media, pork consumption increased significantly.  

Adda (2002) investigated the effects of past consumption of risky goods on current 

consumption patterns in France, using the BSE crisis as a natural experiment. He found that new 

health information interacts with prior exposure to risks. Consumers with intermediate levels of 

past consumption decreased their demand for beef and sought higher quality products, while 

low- and high-stock consumers did not alter their behavior after the crisis. In a number of 

experiments and surveys, consumers have indicated that they would be willing to pay more for 

food with lower risks of disease. Hence, previous studies have found that U.S. consumers were 

willing to pay a premium of 15% to 30% per meal to reduce their risk of becoming ill from their 

meal and that consumers are willing to pay a premium for reduced pesticide residues in produce 

(Buzby 2003).  

In a previous study, Jin and Koo (2003) suggested a three-way approach to the BSE effect 

on consumer‘s preferences using contingent evaluation methods, analyzing structural changes in 

consumers‘ or producers‘ welfare, and evaluating the economic consequences of the outbreaks. 

A non-parametric approach was used by them to show that there has been an ongoing structural 

change in Japanese consumers‘ preferences for meat and that consumers‘ tastes for meat have 

systematically moved away from beef to its substitutes. Ishida et al. (2006) investigated the 

impacts of the BSE and Bird Flu on the demand for meat products in Japan using the Almost 

Ideal demand system. As expected, they found evidence that the appearance of BSE and Bird Flu 

cases in Japan deeply affected the structural demand for beef and chicken and have a positive 

impact on the demand for their closest substitutes (e.g., pork and fish products). This research 
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showed that in the Japanese market, Bird Flu concerns negatively impacted beef‘s market shares, 

although BSE fears increased consumer demand for chicken products. Empirical results also 

showed that both impacts do not persist over time and that in the short-run the impact dissipates 

depending on the characteristics of the disease (e.g., incubation period, cure rate, and infection 

risk) and the ability of the government to efficiently respond to an outbreak.  

Trade and Beef Markets Issues  

Global food trade will likely increase due to expected increases in income levels around 

the world, improved transportation networks, and growing populations requiring greater and 

safer quantities of food. In addition, the creation of the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade 

(GATT) has integrated global markets into an overall framework that affects not only the volume 

of goods traded but also the diversity of products flowing across nations. As a result, this 

ongoing process of trade liberalization has raised consumers‘ concerns about the safety of food 

products (Bureau et al. 2002). 

The USDA-ERS published a report (Regmi 2001) that studied structural changes in 

international trade and consumption as a result of food safety incidents. It argued that following 

the resolution of the problem that caused a major international incident, consumer perceptions 

about the implicated food product and about the exporting country‘s ability to produce safe food 

may be slow to change, and these perceptions have a lasting influence on food demand and 

global trade. Consumers value a safe food supply, and recently food safety scares like the BSE or  

problem or the E. coli outbreak have raised awareness about food safety issues.  

 Food safety regulations and the perception of risk are different among countries. Even if 

the food safety risks are the same across countries, countries may perceive and handle these risks 

differently, which can lead to persistent trade frictions and even reduce food trade (Buzby 2003). 

Although little disruption to trade has occurred for food safety reasons (considering the total 
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volume of food trade), trade issues related to food safety are wide ranging. These issues and 

crises challenge policymakers and industries to both protect domestic food supplies and nurture 

international markets. Meanwhile, consumers in developed countries are demanding safer food, 

which lately has become an important issue in public policy both domestically and 

internationally. The safety of food is a credence characteristic which gives rise to a particular 

form of market failure involving either asymmetric information and moral hazard or symmetric 

imperfect information (McLaren 2006). Risk reduction measures and quality certification 

programs can not only anticipate food safety crises, but can better position exporters in emerging 

overseas markets (ERS 2007). 

Beef trade represents a complex pattern of business and regulations that have dramatically 

changed during the past years as a consequence of raising trade barriers aimed to increase food 

safety and protect domestic production. As result of these circumstances, trade between the 

United States and its major trading partners is deeply distorted by a wide variety of foreign 

measures. These distortions include a growing disparity in the respective regulatory regimes 

between trade partners, particularly with respect to bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), 

and a diverse array of tariff and subsidy policies that influence global beef trade flows.       

In the past, different studies have approached the circumstances affecting the flow of 

products between regions and countries. Economic theory has explained trade based on 

comparative and absolute advantage assumptions, resource allocation and factor endowments, 

and government policies that affect the degree to which trade is conducted among nations. 

Basically, international trade allows countries to specialize in the production of those goods 

(commodities or products) in which they have a comparative advantage, thus increasing 

domestic welfare in terms of production and capital returns (Bhuiyan 1993). At the same time, 
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industries and governments are constantly seeking and enforcing the policies necessary to 

participate in the international market while protecting local markets from foreign competition.  

Many studies from different countries have focused their attention on beef trade and the 

economic impact of the policies designed to address food safety issues. For example, in 2003 

Poulin and Boame from the Canadian Business and Trade Statistics Department focused their 

efforts to measure the economic impact of the May 2003 BSE announcement on cattle 

production, domestic prices, and beef exports to United States and Mexico, since Canada 

exported more than 92 % of its production to these countries. As a consequence of this outbreak, 

beef exports fell virtually to zero during the following months affecting entire supply chain from 

the breeders to the meat packing plants. The immediate loss in terms of trade represented almost 

$ 1 billion, with most of this loss concentrated in the fresh beef U.S. market where 30% of the 

beef imported came from Canada. Other impacts were found at the domestic level where the 

collapse of exports triggered an increase in beef supplies and a fall in prices that generated a 50% 

drop in cattle prices, although consumers did not see a significant drop in the price of beef at the 

retail price which clearly shows a price asymmetry effect of the embargo. 

Differences in what food products countries want and what they will accept in imported 

food ultimately affect patterns of food demand and global trade, and complicate the development 

of workable trade rules that are acceptable to different trading partners (Buzby, 2003).The effect 

of trade barriers on consumer demand for traded goods of different quality was approached by 

Bureau et al. (2005) under the assumption that specific tariffs and tariff-rate quotas (TRQ) have 

an effect in the composition of imported goods due to a variation of the price ratios between 

products of different quality. The study used a standard Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) 

function to deal with differentiation, where the parameters represented consumers‘ relative 
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preferences for the different qualities in beef product imports. Using EU‘s beef imports data 

from Mercosur countries, the study shows that TRQs have a significant impact on the average 

quality of exports demonstrating that under specific tariff reduction low-quality beef (Brazil) is 

maximized, while high-quality beef (Argentina) trade is maximized with large TRQs. The 

research concludes that the use of tariff dispersion policies impose a proportionally higher 

protection on low unit value products, and have a quality upgrading effect on imports. A cut in 

these tariffs may therefore change the composition of imports towards lower unit value products.  

Coffey et al. (2005) analyzed the BSE incident on the wholesale sector of the U.S. beef 

industry. Specifically, the research estimated economic losses to the U.S. beef industry caused by 

increased regulatory costs and reduced exports to Japan and South Korea. These losses were 

estimated using excess demand and excess supply relationships coupled with price elasticity 

estimates previously reported in other studies. Changes in the excess demand and supply 

functions caused by the BSE cases were used to calculate changes in producer and consumer 

surplus.  

International Beef Promotions 

Agricultural commodities are considered less differentiated goods and are generally 

advertised through some type of cooperative effort that includes several sectors of the supply 

chain such as producers, processors, and exporters (Forker and Ward 1993). Under this 

cooperative scenario, advertising and promotion of commodities is known as generic advertising 

and it was defined by Forker and Ward as the promotion of a nearly homogeneous product to 

disseminate information about its underlying characteristics to existing and potential consumers 

for the purpose of strengthening demand for the commodity. 

Competition in the international agricultural market has become much more intense, 

triggering innovation and transformation inside the industry. As a result of this, a non-segmented 
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production sector of ―cooperative goods‖ with little or no branding history has become a more 

sophisticated industry. In this contest, commodity advertising is used to influence market shares 

and, where necessary, to increase the volume of information about product attributes demanded 

by consumers (Ward and Lambert 1993). Agents, along the food supply chain, have learned how 

to differentiate and increase the value of their products (e.g., live animals and meat products) in 

order to build demand and increase financial profits for the firm. Advertising and promotions, 

which often highlight production and marketing practices, are examples of the methods that 

companies and individuals have utilized to set their product apart in order to meet the needs and 

desires of specific consumer segments (Allen and Pierson 1993). The fresh beef market is a good 

example of this practice where exporting countries and their agents have learned to differentiate 

their beef cuts using the product‘s particular attributes as central message in their marketing 

campaigns (e.g., U.S. ―We Care‖ and Australian ―Clean and Safe‖ beef).  

In markets such as Japan, the USMEF launched its ―We Care‖ campaign to help rebuild 

consumer confidence in U.S. beef using a range of advertising and consumer events. According 

to the USMEF, the objective of the campaign was to counter the negative emotions generated by 

the media by putting a ―human face‖ on the U.S. industry.  The campaign highlighted the 

concerns of the entire U.S. beef industry in delivering safe and quality beef products for 

consumers and retailers, and provided updated information on BSE prevention systems being 

implemented in U.S. plants (USMEF, 2007). 

Commodities in general, and in our case beef products, can be differentiated according to 

how consumers acquire information about them and how this information affects consumers‘ 

perceptions towards the products‘ performance. For search goods consumers have an active 

participation searching out the product attributes which can be observed at the time of purchase 
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(e.g., price, color, size). Alternatively, experienced goods are those where the attributes can be 

observed at the time of consumption (e.g., taste, tenderness, fat content) and influence 

consumers‘ satisfaction with a particular meat product. Finally, credence goods include attributes 

that are not explicitly observed in the product (e.g., safety: antibiotic and pesticide residues; 

health: cholesterol levels; environmental: ―green‖ production techniques/conditions) but 

consumer credibility of the claims made about the product is influenced by a high level of 

confidence in the effectiveness of the systems in charge of creating and monitoring the product 

(Codron, Sterns and Reardon 2003). 

Purchase decisions are based on predictions of product performance. Consumers base their 

predictions in part on product cues and are accurate to the extent that they have properly learned 

the relationship between the cues and performance. If consumers learn the relationship between 

product attributes and quality, they will differentiate among products that possess different 

attributes and treat as commodities those brands that share the same attributes. Once the 

predictive rule is learned, it may be applied to any existing or new product that possesses the 

same set of attributes (Van Osselaer and Alba 2000).  

Advertising and promotion provide this information facilitating purchasing decisions, and 

in some cases they even change the underlying preference function for a particular product or 

service. Depending on the characteristics of the product, potential buyers, and the scope and 

beneficiaries of the marketing campaign, there are two types of advertising and promotion of 

commodities: generic advertising, a cooperative effort among producers designed to collectively 

increase the primary demand (i.e., the size of the pie) of a product by advertising the attributes 

and characteristics of the product, without influencing the market share of any producer (e.g., 

Beef checkoff program, Florida citrus, Washington apples); and  brand advertising, designed and 
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funded by a specific firm with the intent of benefiting that firm‘s demand by differentiating the 

product from other suppliers in order to increase the market share of the brand within the same 

industry (Ward 1997). 

For example, previous market studies conducted by the USMEF (2007) on beef demand in 

Japan have shown that the most important characteristics of food products were that they taste 

good and be guaranteed safe to eat, while the most important characteristics of beef products 

were that they look fresh, not have a lot of waste, be certified as USDA inspected, and be free of 

chemical residues and foodborne hazards. New marketing programs sponsored by the USMEF 

and the United States beef council promotion programs (e.g., ―Iowa Beef‖ and ―Beef from 

Nebraska‖) are reinforcing these attributes, emphasizing the characteristics of the product, 

adding value, and improving presentation in order to build a positive perception about branded 

products.  

In the case of U.S. beef exports, producers and trade agents have been able to differentiate 

American products from other sources (e.g., Australia and New Zealand) due to continued efforts 

to keep the ―U.S. brand‖ recognition in key markets such as Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and Hong 

Kong. If safety is a concern, experimentation is not an option and consumers look for assurance 

about the safety. Quality assurance through industry seals and government inspection may solve 

some of the problem. Even with safe products, some attributes cannot be judged through 

experience. These credence attributes must be identified through means other than consumption, 

and branded beef products may capture shares of a market through a consistent message about 

one or more credence attributes (Ward and Lambert 1993). For example, brands emphasizing 

U.S. produced beef may capture some loyalty even with the generally homogeneous nature of the 

product group. Thus, specific beef products within a generally common product category may 
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evolve. Then, consumers‘ desire for safety, quality, and consistency will contribute to some 

growth in product differentiation within the beef group.  

In 2008, Kinnucan and Myrland disputed the concept that country-of-origin or 'brand' 

advertising should be more profitable than generic advertising in that it enhances product 

differentiation and reduces free riding. They argued that unlike generic advertising, brand 

advertising decreases the demand for competing imports and lowers their prices when supplies 

are upward sloping. In addition to inviting retaliation, the decline in the prices of competing 

products erodes the price of the advertised product through second-round or 'market feedback' 

effects. Using the U.S. beef promotion program in Japan they showed that generic advertizing is 

more profitable in most cases and that the gross benefits are distributed across exporters in 

proportion to the expenditure elasticities. 

Herrmann, Thompson, and Krischik (2002) examined the impact of generic promotions on 

―Bavarian‖ beef demand during the BSE outbreak in Europe and empirically evaluated the 

potential off-setting effects of advertising and promotion (positive) and heightened food safety 

awareness (negative). Previous studies have treated advertising as a slope shifter that alters the 

price elasticity of demand. For this research, they introduced an information variable as an 

intercept shifter. This new variable consisted of generic promotion as well as BSE information 

that allowed a direct comparison of their respective effects on the demand for "Bavarian" beef. 

Model estimates showed that advertising expenditures increased (4.6%) consumer demand for 

Bavarian beef and the benefit-cost ratio of the program was well above unity. Despite this 

success of the program, the negative demand effects of food safety concerns as measured by BSE 

information were stronger (6.9%). Hence, generic promotion could only compensate partly the 
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inward shift in per capita beef demand induced by both BSE information and longer-term 

consumer preference changes away from beef (15.2%).  

Mangen and Burrell (2001) investigated a structural change in Dutch consumers‘ 

preferences for meat (e.g., beef and pork) and fish, following the U.K. government‘s 

announcement. They used a switching AIDS model and a sample period that covered January 

1994 through May 1998. Preference shifts due to the BSE scare reduced expenditure shares for 

beef, minced meat, and meat products by 2.5, 3.3, and 7.9 percentage points respectively. There 

were offsetting gains in the shares of pork, prepared beef, and fish. They concluded that 

changing preferences over the whole period reduced beefs share by 4.9 percentage points and 

increased those of poultry, prepared meat, and fish by 4.1, 4.9, and 5.2 percentage points 

respectively. 

Cong, Kaiser, and Tomek (1998) evaluated the effectiveness of the U.S. government non-

price promotion programs on U.S. exports of red meat to the Pacific Rim: Hong Kong, South 

Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan using pooled time-series and cross-sectional data. An estimated 

import demand equation was used for in-sample simulations to address the question of what 

would have happened if the current promotion expenditures had been reallocated among the four 

countries. The calculated rates of return to promotion investment were computed and estimates 

showed that a 50% increase in expenditures increased returns by $47 on average. Also, they 

found that South Korea is the only market in which meat promotion appears to be effective.  

Generic advertising describes promotional activity in markets that are comprised of 

homogenous, highly substitutable products. Often, such products are not branded, so consumers 

are not inclined to choose one variety over another. However, in the case of the promotion of 

U.S. beef products, it may imply higher product differentiation and represent an important 
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transition from the generic idea of selling beef as a commodity to a campaign involving market 

segmentation and target marketing of specific consumer segments. According to Phillip Kotler 

(2002), market segmentation may be described as an assumption that all consumers are unique 

and the needs of individuals may not be satisfied with a mass marketing approach. Similarly, 

target marketing may be defined as a market segment profiled by its demographic, economic, 

and psychographic characteristics so that marketing opportunities may be evaluated. The precise 

identification of a product‘s functional benefits and attributes, as well as the demographic and 

non-demographic variables influencing consumer selection and decision-making process, would 

be useful in developing marketing and merchandising strategies.  

Chakravarti and Janiszewski in 2004 examined the influence of generic advertising on 

primary demand and brand preferences. They concluded firstly that generic advertising can 

increase or decrease the perceived differentiation among competing branded products and, thus, 

influence consumers choice. Second, increases in differentiation occur because generic 

advertising increases or decreases the weight consumers place on differentiating or non- 

differentiating attributes. Generic advertisements that discussed a differentiating attribute 

decreased access to information about the non-differentiating attribute, which resulted in an 

increase in the importance of the differentiating attribute and increased price responsiveness.  

The importance of U.S. beef promotion programs within the four Asian nations considered 

in this study differs considerably and likely has evolved over time representing major 

implications for the beef industry and its marketing strategies. Brands may segment the market 

and may or may not grow total demand for the product category. Such programs are often 

mandatory, where producers or exporters of a promoted good (i.e., beef) must contribute to the 

marketing programs through a ―check-off‖ system designed to avoid free-riders. In 2005, 
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Carwell estimates that for every $500 million spent each year on U.S. agricultural promotion 

programs, the average cost to farmers is U.S. $1000. 

The Armington Trade Model 

Using economic models to evaluate changes in agricultural trade policy generally requires 

the conversion of policy changes into price effects. The Armington model uses these price shifts 

to determine how policy is expected to affect output, employment, trade flows, economic 

welfare, and other variables of interest (Jung 2004). The direction and magnitude of a trade 

policy change on individual variables depends on the size of the shock as well as the behavioral 

relationships present in the economy. When evaluating policy shifts within an economic model, 

these behavioral relationships largely take the form of elasticities reflecting price responsiveness 

of one set of variables to a change in a second set (McDaniel and Balisteri 2002).  

Prices of goods produced in different countries do not typically move together. This 

behavior was first pointed out by Armington (1969). Ever since, it has become a standard 

practice among empirical trade researchers to treat goods produced in different countries 

differently and to assume a constant elasticity of substitution among them. Such elasticity – for 

example, the elasticity of substitution between the basket of U.S. goods and that of Australian 

goods – is referred to as the Armington elasticity (Lloyd and Zhang 2006). As a result, a key 

relationship for model analysis is the degree of substitution between goods according to their 

origin. In general, knowledge of elasticities is important for policy considerations. Changes in 

tariffs and taxes will affect a country‘s trade opportunities, level of income, and employment. 

The size of these impacts will largely depend on the magnitude of elasticities.  

In 1990, Duffy, Wohlgenat, and Richardson studied the price elasticities of export demand 

for U.S. cotton and estimated feedback effects of U.S. prices on competing countries. The usual 

Armington framework was extended to account for finite elasticities of export supply from U.S. 
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competitors. The resulting "total" elasticities were more realistic for evaluating the effects of 

U.S. policy changes. Accounting for feedback effects of the U.S. price on other countries' cotton 

prices had a significant impact on the estimated export demand elasticity. They concluded that 

for commodities such as cotton, for which the United States accounts for a large share of total 

world trade, the conceptually relevant elasticity for policy analysis is the total export demand 

elasticity because it takes into account the feedback effects of the U.S. price on other countries' 

prices. 

Solomon and Kinnucan (1993) estimated the effects of government-subsidized export 

promotion on the demand for U.S. cotton in the Pacific Rim (e.g., Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, 

Thailand, Hong Kong, and the Philippines) using an Armington-type trade model. The results of 

this study showed a significant relationship between promotion expenditures and U.S. market 

share in four of the six countries examined. One of the two countries exhibiting a non-significant 

effect had very low promotion expenditures (Taiwan), suggesting that a minimal level of funding 

may be necessary to achieve a market response. The results also showed that export promotions 

have a carryover period lasting beyond one year, contrarily to what previous studies showed. 

They concluded that non-price promotion is a viable policy instrument for increasing agricultural 

export and that the impact of export promotion on domestic producers and taxpayers still is 

unclear. 

Shiells and Reinert (1993) disaggregated U.S. imports into those from the NAFTA 

members and those from the rest of the world (ROW). Using quarterly data over 1980-1988, they 

obtained estimates for 128 mining and manufacturing sectors. Elasticities were estimated using 

three specifications: (1) generalized least squares estimation technique, based on a Cobb-Douglas 

price aggregator; (2) maximum likelihood estimation using a CES price aggregator; and, (3) a 
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simultaneous equation estimator that uses a Cobb Douglas price aggregator and employs a 

distributed lag model. Shiells and Reinert found the estimates to be relatively insensitive across 

the three alternative estimation procedures. 

Satyanarayana and Johnson (1998) empirically estimated the impact of export credit 

guarantee programs on U.S. wheat exports to major international recipients. An Armington 

demand specification was used to estimate U.S. shares of the wheat import market in six 

countries including the values of the credit guarantees as an additional explanatory variable and 

used as a utility shifter proxy. An optimization framework was formulated to address the 

allocation of credits guarantees to optimize U.S. exports revenue. Results indicated that export 

credit guarantees raised the U.S. share in all six markets and based on the optimal allocation of 

the credit resources a revenue increase of $200 million should be expected if compared to 

previous years. Marginal effects showed that countries such as Brazil and South Korea are less 

responsive to credit guarantees increase, while market shares in Mexico and Tunisia will quickly 

respond to any increase in credit guarantees.  

Kapuscinski and Warr (1999) estimated the elasticities of substitution between imported 

and domestically produced forms of over 30 commodities in the Philippines that were intended 

for use in a 50-sector computable general equilibrium (CGE) model for the Philippine economy. 

Changes on tariff applied to imports were also included in the model to determine the resource or 

expenditure allocation between goods from different origins. For this research, an OLS based 

Armington specification was contrasted with other models to overcome the problem of 

incomplete adjustments in the market prices. Partial Adjustment Models (PAM) and Error 

Correction Models (ECM) were estimated. The PAM model attempts to measure economic cost 

in response to quantity adjustments due to price changes. The ECM model emphasizes the time 
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series characteristics of variables and postulated that non-stationary variables may form a 

stationary relationship in the long–run that is called co-integrating relationship. Results showed 

that dynamic models in estimation of Armington elasticities are preferred and, in this particular 

research, the ECM provided the most adequate characterization of the process of substitution 

between imports and domestic production. 

Gallaway, McDaniel, and Rivera (2003) developed a disaggregated set of Armington 

elasticity estimates. The authors consider explicitly the long-run aspect that is applicable to 

applied partial and general equilibrium modeling. They provide estimates for 311 industries at 

the 4-digit SIC level over the period 1989 to 1995. Significant long-run estimates range from 

0.53 to 4.83. Long-run estimates are up to five times as large as short-run estimates, and on 

average twice as large as the short-run estimates. This is important since long-run estimates are 

more appropriate for most trade policy analysis than short-run estimates.  

Saito (2004) used two versions of Armington specifications (one for studies using 

multilateral trade data, and the other for those using bilateral trade data) to identify discrepancies 

between elasticities obtained from multilateral trade data and those obtained from bilateral trade 

data especially when trade consist largely of intermediate inputs. The author argued that the 

growth of outsourcing and associated changes in the composition of intermediate inputs trade 

may not be captured in multilateral trade data and hence may result in a bias in the estimates 

obtained from these data. 

The Armington specification certainly attracts most of the critics on the CGE approach. In 

fact, this specification entails two main constraints: first, it imposes an unique and constant 

substitution elasticity between all pairs of goods from the different countries (including domestic 

goods), while there are good reasons to consider the case of changing elasticity of substitution 
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among some goods and that substitution elasticities may evolve with quantities (Hillberry et al. 

2006); and second, this specification does not acknowledge zero trade flows (Féménia and Gohin 

2007). In order to tackle these two issues simultaneously, the study‘s starting econometric point 

is the methodology explained by Golan, Perloff and Shen (2001) who estimate by Generalized 

Maximum Entropy (GME) an AI demand system for the Mexican meat consumption allowing 

zero purchases by individual households. As they demonstrate, this GME approach is really 

useful in order to introduce (in) equality constraints on the parameters and thus is well suited to 

the analysis of corner solutions. 

In summary, the present study of the world beef trade will simultaneously estimate market 

and product demands as well as the market shares for each of the competing beef suppliers. 

Following Armington‘s (1969) utility approach, total market demand for beef is determined and 

independently allocated among competing sources of supply or beef products. The use of a 

systems estimation technique will yield parameters that are less biased than if the simple 

Armington Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) were used. Instead, a CRESH specification 

based on previous work by Sato (1967), Hanoch (1971), and Sparks and Ward (1992) will be 

applied to calculate the impact of non-trade barriers (NTB) based on food safety issues. Analysis 

of the demand parameters will likely indicate the future pattern of trade between the nations 

considered. Results will be used to understand the forces driving the international market for 

beef products and analyze the implication of the policies applied to prevent the dissemination of 

food born diseases.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EMPIRIRICAL TRADE MODEL FOR BEEF PRODUCTS 

Introduction 

In this chapter the conceptual framework is to estimate the demand for fresh/chilled and 

frozen beef products in South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong from the United States, 

Australia, New Zealand and the rest of the world. Specifically, this study estimates the impacts 

of economic variables (prices and expenditures) and non-economic variables (animal disease 

outbreaks and beef promotions) on product demands and market shares for U.S. beef products 

compared with beef from other sources. Using an Armington specification, the model suggested 

for this study is based on the premise that changes in trade flows can be distinguished not only 

by their kind but also according to their origin or place of production.  

Beef Trade Schematic Representation 

Before turning to the specific nature of the substitutability among beef products, it is useful 

to employ a generalized trade system that will be adopted for the present study. Accordingly, the 

schematic representation in Figure 4.1 displays the causal relationships between prices and 

quantities of beef products (fresh and frozen), two market regions (supply and demand markets) 

consisting of a set of four exporting countries and four importing countries respectively, which is 

set forth for a one-way trade. Figure 4.1 shows the United States, Australia, New Zealand, and 

the Rest of the World as suppliers of beef products ( ) with prices ( ). The total supply of 

beef products is constrained to equal total demand in the importing markets for beef products 

( ), which in this trade system is formed by South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. The 

average price paid for beef in a given importing country is ( ) and is defined in Equation 4.7. 

Thus, the objective of this model is to obtain product demands and market shares in each 

importing market for beef products differentiated by the country of origin.    
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Figure 4-1. Schematic representation of the Armington trade system for beef products in selected 

countries of the Pacific Rim region. 

Prices are the crucial link to allocate products and their impact on product demands, and 

market shares are presented in Equations 4-17 and 4-19 respectively and are considered 

exogenous variables. Within this framework, there are several relationships operating to 

equilibrate product demand and supply. The resulting econometric model represents a non-linear 

system and parameters restrictions within each set of equations. Econometric procedures will be 

used to estimate product demands equations and assure the consistency and un-biased 
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characteristics of the results. Model estimates are used to develop a sensitivity analysis and 

examine the impacts of trade policies on beef consumption in selected Asian markets. 

Adapting the Armington Model to Beef Trade 

The Armington model is used to estimate demand elasticities between products from 

different sources and then used to simulate the effect of exogenous demand shocks from normal 

marketing efforts, from food safety scares such as BSE, and from trade restrictions. This 

approach is flexible and provides cross-price elasticities between imports from different sources 

using estimates of the aggregate price elasticity of demand for imports (Jung 2004). Furthermore, 

demand elasticities as well as estimated coefficients of non-economic variables can be used to 

formulate effective policies targeted towards expanding sales and market shares for U.S. beef. 

Price elasticities measure the responsiveness of trade flows to price changes. Elasticities of 

substitution provide the cross-price elasticity between products from different origin countries 

and measure the degree to which price changes could influence market share among the 

importing countries to a specific importing country. Since one of the objectives of this research is 

to measure the impact of restrictive policies on beef trade, the size of those impacts largely 

depends on the magnitude of the elasticity (McDaniel and Balistreri 2002). 

The Armington specification presents a two-stage budgeting procedure in which 

consumers allocated their total expenditures in a sequence of steps. In the initial step, a consumer 

or buyer decides how much of a particular product – defined as – to buy (Equation 4-1). Next, 

given the total amount demanded, the buyers decide how much to import from each country 

(Equation 4-2). Using i to represent the four demand regions and j to represent the four supply 

regions, the product import demand functions for beef for each region can be represented as in 

Equation 4-1 where the dot denotes the summation over all beef imports. This general demand 

function assumes that market demands for beef products are functions of the average price in the 
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region, income, population levels, and other demand drivers consistent with the underlying 

theory. Consequently, the following models specification is presented:      

         (4-1) 

where is the total demand for all beef products in region i, is the average market prices of 

beef products in region i, is the gross domestic product in region i which represents 

national income, Popi is the population of region i, and  captures other import demand 

variables (e.g., consumer‘s preferences, promotions, etc). Following Armington‘s framework 

total demands  are derived given budget constraints, utility maximization, and price of 

competing products (See Appendix A).  

Product demands ( ) are functions of the market demand (Equation 4-1) and the price 

ratio between the prices of the beef products in the  market as shown in Equation 4-2: 

    i, j=1,2,…4     (4-2) 

where  is the price in the  market for beef produced in j which includes the costs of tariff 

and preferential treatments (Sparks and Ward 1992), and is the price of all imported beef 

consumed in country i 
1
. Equation 4-3 shows that products are distinguished by place of 

production, and product demands in a particular market  are functions of market size and 

the ratio between product price and average price in that market. Thus, market shares equations 

can be derived to represent the percentage of total beef imports by a specific market and show 

that an improvement through pricing strategies should yield an increasing share and vice versa 

(Armington 1969): 

   .   i, j=1,2,…4     (4-3)  

                                                 
1
 Prices include the costs of tariff and preferential treatments and are expressed in U.S. dollars to avoid problems 

with fluctuations in exchange rates. For convenience, prices are deflated in importing countries by the national  

index to the base year 1995. 
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Within this framework, there are several relationships operating to equilibrate the demand 

and supply of beef products and their most general functional representations are discussed 

below. Since this model assumes that import demand must equal supply we have an equilibrium 

condition from which two restrictions can be obtained: 

  ,  and   .      (4-4) 

Differences in import prices among demanding (importing) countries are driven by 

asymmetries in cost of insurance and freight, quality of products, market structures, non-tariff 

barriers to trade, and information. Non-tariff barriers (or NTB) are mechanisms that impede the 

flow of international goods by imposing unilateral and arbitrary restraints to normal trade. The 

most common NTB are import quotas, exchange controls, subsidies, boycotts or bans, technical 

barriers, and voluntary restraints among others
2
.  

A tariff is a tax levied by the government in country i on goods imported into that country 

from country j (or import duty). The main objective of a tariff rate is to make country i products 

more competitive by increasing the price at which the goods from country j are sold. The effect 

of tariff rates on prices of products from country j in market country i is quantified as: 

            (4-5) 

where  is the market price of the products,   is  the cost of tariff expressed in percentage 

terms, and  represents import prices (CIF) that are a function of FOB prices and a proxy 

variable (V) created to capture the variation in cost over time: 

          (4-6) 

Then, the average price paid for beef in a given importing country is defined as follows: 

                                                 
2
 A product produced and consumed domestically does not incur in cost associated with shipping and barriers to 

entry. Consequently, this price is assumed to be equal to the average of all export prices in a particular market 

(Sparks and Ward 1992). 
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    .       (4-7) 

At this junction it is very important to reiterate that prices included in the data set collected 

for this study are in fact product prices  in U.S. dollars for each beef product in each of the 

four markets and that these prices already include all tariff leved by the importing country.   

In the case of a model with a large set of products being traded, most of the equations 

already presented would not have practical solutions due to the large number of parameters in the 

model. A way to simplify this equation is to introduce the assumptions that (a) import demand is 

separable among import sources, (b) elasticities of substitution between all pairs of products 

within a group and within a market are constant (i.e., Constant Elasticity of Substitution – CES), 

and (c) the elasticity of substitution between any two products competing in a market is the same 

as that between any other pair of products competing in the same market (Armington 1969). 

Equation 4-8 represents the Armington specification that imposes the CES functional form on 

the product demand function ( Equation 4-3) implying the separability among product sources 

(Alston et al. 1990). In terms of utility function specification, these assumptions are equivalent to 

the specification that the s 
3
 is a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) having the form:   

          (4-8) 

where is a share parameter, is the single CES in the  market,  is the demand function 

for goods (i.e., beef products) in country i , and  is the import demand in the  market for a 

product produced in the j country. In order to ―collapse‖ the utility function (U) into Equation 4-

3 the necessary and sufficient conditions are that (a) the Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS) 

between any pair of products competing in the market is independent of demand for any other 

product(s) in that market which is known as the assumption of independence, and (b) the 

                                                 
3
 See Appendix A 
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quantity index  representing the aggregative character of the function is linear, homogeneous, 

and shows a CES.
4
  

Although the homotheticity assumption simplifies the model specification and the 

separability assumption reduces multicollinearity problems, the Armington assumptions of 

separability and homotheticity are strong restrictions for practical applications. In the first 

assumption, if a good is differentiated, changes in consumer's budget might not be reflected in 

the same proportion to all products. If an increase in the budget is realized, it would be allocated 

more to the more preferred product. In other words, expenditure elasticities may not be unitary 

(Hanoch 1971). In the case of the second assumption, if prices of substitutes are omitted, the 

own-price parameter estimates are positively biased so that the own-price elasticities would be 

underestimated (Jung 2004). Finally, in the case of the CES, this assumption restricts responses 

of the import demand of each product to the price change relative to the price index for the good 

to be the same for all products. 

In order to specify the equations of the system in more specific functional forms, 

assumptions must be made regarding product substitutability. As discussed earlier, the 

assumption of a constant and equal elasticity of substitution (CES) between all products in a 

particular market may be overly restrictive. However, restrictions on the elasticities of 

substitution which force them to vary by a common, constant proportion, yet allowing for 

differences in substitutability between products, are more reasonable and embedded in the CRES 

function. Since these restrictions are placed on product substitutability, they reduce the number 

of parameters to be estimated, and yet retain some flexibility. The imposition of the CRES 

                                                 
4
 The form  is regarded as a quantum index of all elements that belong to the  market. For convenience, 

please refer to Appendix A for a detailed specification of the CES and the derivation of Armington‘s product 

demand function. 
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technical relationship determines the functional nature of the product demands and market 

shares, while the other relationships in the model remain unaffected by the use of the CRES 

function (Sparks and Ward 1992). 

The Constant Ratio Elasticity of Substitution  

An important aspect of the CES assumption is that it implies the separability between 

different import sources which entails that the consumer‘s decision process may be viewed as 

occurring in two stages (Varian 1992; Webb et al. 1989). In the initial stage, the importer decides 

how much of the good  is going to be imported (Equation 4-1); and then, in the second stage 

(Equation 4-2), given the total amount imported, the importer decides how much product to 

import from each country  (Davis and Kruse 1993). The single CES restricts responses of the 

import demand of each product to the price change relative to the price index for the good to be 

the same for all products (Winters 1984; Weatherspoon and Seale 1995). Therefore, the issue of 

substitutability must be addressed in order to formulate a more specific system.  

Previous studies applied to agricultural trade analysis have raised questions about several 

properties of the Armington model. Studies by Alston et al. 1990; Moschini et al. 1994; Seale et 

al. 1992; Weatherspoon and Seale 1995; and Winters 1984 all showed the biased character of the 

Armington specification when it is based on the CES functional form. Furthermore, Yang and 

Koo 1993 suggested a less restrictive set of assumptions on demand relationships than those of 

the Armington model in order to avoid inconsistent parameter estimations.  

In order to bring prices, quantities, and other factors into the model, this study suggests a 

functional form: one-product, many-suppliers demand function using a more flexible form, the 

Constant Ratio of Elasticity of Substitution (CRES) (Mukerji 1963, Hanoch 1971). That is, its 

Elasticity of Substitution (ES) varies along a mapping of isoquants (i.e., all input bundles that 
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produces exactly y units of outputs) and differs between factors (Varian 1992). The choice of the 

CRES rather than the CES is justified because it allows the estimation of parameters without 

restricting the substitutability to be the same between every product, and consequently fully 

exploiting the attributes of the Armington's theoretical framework (Sparks and Ward 1992).  

The CRES technical relationship determines the functional nature of the product demands 

and market shares from competing supply regions. For this study, we assume that the CRES 

function permits variations of the elasticities of substitution among competing beef products in a 

market i to vary by a constant proportion, thus allowing for differences in substitutability 

between products of different origin within a market. This assumption increases the flexibility of 

the model by reducing the number of parameters to be estimated.  

Following earlier specifications used by Mukerji (1963), Hanoch (1971), and in particular 

Sparks and Ward (1992), the derivation of the product demand functional form from the CRES 

technical relationship is developed as follows: 

         (4-9) 

where the is the product import demand for beef in region i in period t, and  is the  

market‘s import demand for beef from country j. The  is the share or distribution parameter 

and is a function of the exogenous variables affecting the system (e.g., market structure), while 

the parameters and are substitution parameters that are functions of variables like generic 

advertizing, country origin, and information. 

 The degree of substitutability between imported beef from different sources of supply is 

captured by the CRES. Consequently, the higher the value of this parameter, the closer the 

degree of substitution. In other words, a high value of this parameter means that beef products 

from all sources are considered by consumers to be virtually identical. Conversely, a low value 
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of the parameter means that the two products are dissimilar or, that they are weak substitutes 

(Kapuscinski and Warr 1999).  

The imposition of the CRES technical relationship on the markets clearly shows that all 

elasticities of substitution ( ) vary proportionately with the common factor of proportional 

change
5
. That is, the elasticity of substitution  and the value share  of the  beef product 

in the  beef market are represented as 

            (4-10) 

where 

    .       (4-11)   

These elasticities play a significant role in trade modeling, especially when analyzing the 

impact of trade policies. For example, when a tariff applied to beef imports is increased to 

protect the domestic beef production in a country such as South Korea, this change automatically 

raises the domestic price of the imported beef. Nevertheless, the effect that this change in the 

tariff has on the price of the domestically produced beef is what determines its domestic resource 

allocation effects (Armington 1969). In the special case of specific tariff applied to U.S. beef 

products competing in Asian markets, if all competing beef products are perfect substitutes, then 

the price of beef from the United States will necessarily change (increase) by the same 

proportion as that of the other suppliers change (decrease). However, if the goods are imperfect 

substitutes, prices may not change by the same proportion. Thus, the impact that changes in trade 

policy have on the structure of the markets (e.g., market shares) basically depends on the degree 

of substitutability between imported beef, and this is what the model that is suggested for this 

study captures (Kapuscinski and Warr 1999).  

                                                 
5
 Previous studies by Mukerji (1963), Gorman (1965), Sato (1967), and in particular the paper by Hanoch (1971) 

suggested that all   could vary proportionately, with a common factor being defined as: , 

where  is a weighted average of  with the factor shares  as weight. 
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The  and  coefficients have particularly important meanings in the CRES function. First, 

the  shows that each country has an initial share of the import markets and those shares can 

differ for a fixed level of import demand. Clearly,  does not just happen. It must depend on 

many conditions such as non-tariff restrictions, previous trade history, infrastructure, food safety 

concerns, preferential treatment, etc. Second, the product category also differs across countries 

and shares change as the imports  change. Both  and  reflect those differences and like 

the  they do not just happen. They reflect true quality and other attribute differences among 

exporting countries as well as perceptions about a particular product  from country j in 

country i. For example, information influences perception and knowledge about a product‘s 

attributes. Anything that enhances this knowledge also impacts the  (e.g., generic advertizing, 

product attributes). Later in the chapter, more specific forms for capturing the levels of both  

and  are developed showing that both coefficients may change over time.  

Given the CRES market demand function, Equation 4-9, the following optimization steps 

will define the product demand function for beef products. The first order condition for optimum 

product mix implies  

  ,        (4-12) 

where  is the price level in the  market and  

  .       (4-13) 

Thus, the partial derivatives in Equation 4-13 depend only on ratios of quantities of 

products demanded in the  market, and these ratios in turn depend only on ratios of the 

product prices which mean that market shares must depend only on relative prices of the 

products in the market (Armington 1969). The fulfillment of this condition determines the 
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optimum quantities of beef imported by country i. Substituting Equation 4-13 into 4-12 can be 

written as: 

   .      (4-14) 

Rearranging terms in Equation 4-14, the market clearing condition for which, the Marginal Rate 

of Substitution (MRS) between competing products are equal to the price ratios (Varian, 1992) 

can be written as:  

   .       (4-15) 

Further substituting Equation 4-15 the following expressions are obtained: 

            (4-16) 

then, 

   .      (4-17) 

At this point, given Equation 4-9 and using the previous equation it can be shown the 

functional forms for product demands are: 

     ,    (4-18) 

where the  function clearly shows the relation between the CRES and the market clearing 

condition that the MRS between competing products are equal to their price ratios. Re-arranging 

the function‘s exponents in Equation 4-18,   

  ,        (4-19)  

then the corresponding market share equations can be defined as 
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   .    (4-20) 

Equations 4-18 and 4-20 specify the functional forms of the product demand and market 

share equations imposed by the CRES technical relationship on the markets and hence non-linear 

estimation techniques must be used to quantify the parameters (Sparks and Ward 1992)
6
. Using 

the log function to express the Armington model‘s product demand functions, Equation 4-18, the 

following form is obtained: 

   

             

or 

   

                 .   (4-21) 

If  and  are in turn functions of events and changes, then clearly the product 

demand is highly non-linear and must be solved using a non-linear technique. Since the objective 

of the model is to estimate coefficients of demand, the first estimate is of the differing and 

substituting country intercept and slope coefficients using exponential and logistic function, and 

the results are incorporated into Equation 4-21 to obtain the corresponding estimates of the 

model. Since the double-log functional form is used to estimate each country product demand, 

the final coefficients were the estimated elasticities of the corresponding variables. Therefore, for 

convenience and to incorporate the impact of promotions, food safety and other factors into the 

analysis, the final product demands Equation 4-21 can be written as follows: 

                                                 
6
 See Chiang 1987 for detailed explanation of the log function properties.   
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   ,  (4-22) 

where the first component, , is a constant of integration that represents the effects of 

distribution and differentiating coefficients on market shares; the second component, , is the 

estimated value of the product demand relative price elasticity and is given by  ; the third 

component, , is the estimate value of the product demand market size elasticities; and the last 

component, , is a white noise error of the estimable model and allows for error in the 

adjustment of the inputs to their utility maximization level. Thus, comparing Equations 4-18 and 

4-21 the following identities are obtained: 

 ,       (4-23) 

 and       (4-24)

 .       (4-25) 

Equation 4-22 and its corresponding identities clearly show that the parameters 

and  are non-linear, non-constant and may change over time; that is, these 

parameters are some measure of the coefficients of the cross function (Sparks and Ward 1992). 

The adjustment process captured with these relations are the most revealing part of the model, 

since it shows whether or not the parameter is moving in a particular direction representing the 

changes in beef demand. Thus the system for beef trade as specified for econometric estimation 

will obtain elasticities of substitution to analyze the impact of the parameter coefficients included 

in the CRES function.  

Recalling the previously defined Equations 4-7 and 4-22, the price elasticity can be 

obtained substituting them back into Equation 4-22 as follows: 

    (4-26) 
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Taking derivatives with respect to  and dividing the system by   the following relationship 

is obtained: 

    

   .      (4-27) 

Finally, substituting Equation 4-11 into Equation 4-27 the price elasticity can be written as:  

               

  Share value).     (4-28) 

 In summary, Armington (1969) proposed that the elasticities of substitution among 

suppliers are constant and equal for any given pair in each market and the corresponding price 

ratios are constant over the time. However, the literature examined for this study suggests a 

different approach implying that the elasticity of substitution will vary proportionally to maintain 

a fixed ratio, but they are allowed to be different between any two pairs of products competing in 

the same market (Artus and Rohmberg 1973). These functional forms known as CRES technical 

relationships are considered less restrictive than the CES approach in terms of the degree of 

product substitutability in addition to a reduction in the number of parameters to be estimated 

and allow some flexibility in the model. 

Analysis of Trade Variations 

In the Armington (1969) framework, trade flows are explained by a behavioral function 

that includes the imperfect substitutability of the good supplied by competing exporters via the 

elasticities of substitution. One of the limits of many studies using Armington‘s specification is 

that the reasons for  and  are not fully explained and exploited. In this context, this 
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study introduces a CRES technical relationship to analyze trade anomalies or exogenous 

―shocks‖ and the impact of commodity advertizing on the demand for beef products during the 

period 1995 trough 2007.  

At this junction, it is clear that three components of the CRES technical relationship (4-9), 

 and   , determine the functional nature of beef product demands and market shares. 

The parameter  represents a non-constant (i.e., non-fixed) elasticity or ―intra-class‖ elasticity 

among imported goods that is a function of variables such as generic advertizing (G), country 

origin (O), and the parameter represents the ―inter-class‖ among variables indicating changes 

on product‘s characteristics (C). Likewise, the parameter  represents a function of variables 

affecting countries‘ market share equations among which safety issues (S) can be included (e.g., 

beef import ban due to BSE) and market size (M). Thus, a major consideration at this point is 

that both the differentiating coefficients  and the share distribution coefficients  are 

influenced by exogenous conditions. Consequently  and  can be represented in a 

functional form as: 

  ,         (4-29) 

   and       (4-30) 

  .        (4-31) 

The parameter coefficients would be expected to cause shifts in product demand and in 

consumers‘ sensitivity to variations in price and quality. The extend of the shifts will depend on 

the existing state of knowledge about the product, real attributes of the good, current levels of 

consumption, and the quality and intensity of  and . That is, these coefficients could 

lead to a reduction or increase in the elasticities of demand, along with absolute shifts on the 
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demand for beef products. Further, without much loss in generality the previous Equations 4-29, 

4-30, and 4-31 can be also written as: 

  ,         (4-32) 

   and        (4-33) 

           (4-34) 

assuming that  and ; and that the (Z) variable represents a set of dummies 

and variables representing promotions and the type of beef. In order to take into account the 

―uniqueness‖ effect of each parameter, this study suggests the use of a logistic regression to 

capture the impact of each of the factors affecting  and an exponential form to estimate the 

effect of the variables affecting . In both cases, a set of dummy variables are introduced in the 

model to understand fully the effect of each parameter. For the sake of clarification and without 

distracting the attention from the main model specification, the logistic function can be written as 

    and     ,    (4-35)  

where  represents each of the parameters  and ; and  the "input" ( ) indicates a 

regression model containing the respective subset of variables and dummy variables representing 

the market and product characteristics. The logistic function is useful because it can take as an 

input, any value from negative infinity to positive infinity, whereas the output is confined to 

values between 0 and 1. The variable ( ) represents the exposure to some set of trade factors, 

while  represents the likelihood of a particular parameter, given that set of factors. The 

exponential function is used because  in this case is always positive (a required assumption 

for  parameters), although it gets arbitrarily close to zero. Thus, the parameter  and , 

can be written as: 
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        ,     (4-36) 

     

                        

   , and   (4-37) 

                         

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

       (4-38) 
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where i, j =1,2,3,4;  are dummies representing each importing country (equal to 1 if belongs 

to , 0 otherwise); and  are dummies representing each exporting country in the  market 

or country (Gujarati, 2003).  

Dummy variable devices classify data into mutually exclusive categories. Each variable is 

defined in such a way that if the qualitative variable has m categories, it introduces only (m - 1) 

as a dummy variable. One approach for dealing with dummy variables is to drop one of the 

variables in each category, such as dropping the first year in the case of time trend variables, one 

of the beef types (i.e., frozen), or one of the importing or exporting countries (i.e., Rest of the 

World). The category in which no dummy variable is assigned is known as the base and all 

comparisons are made in relation to it. The intercept value represents the mean value of the base 

category. The coefficients attached to the dummy variables are known as the differential 

intercept coefficients because they tell by how much the value of the intercept that receives the 

value of 1 differs from the intercept coefficient of the base category (Gujarati, 2003). 

Since Equations 4-29, 4-30, and 4-31 are multiplicative, they can be expressed as follows:  

  ,        (4-39)  

   and        (4-40)   

          (4-41)    

At this point, it is easy to combine Equations 4-18 or 4-20 with Equations 4-38, 4-39, and 

4-40 to fully estimate the impact of beef promotions on Pacific Rim markets. However, before 

doing that we must substitute identities 4-24 and 4-33 into Equation 4-42 to obtain the link 

necessary to evaluate the effect of promotions and other non-economic indicators into the 

product demand functions. The suggested link can be expressed as: 

  .        (4-42)    
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Finally, substituting Equations 4-32, 4-34 and 4-42 into Equation 4-21 is written as 

   

   .      (4-43)    

The use of a non-linear regression model to estimate the parameters of the model will yield 

consistent estimates in the market share equations for the years 1997 to 2007 for the beef 

exporting countries considered in the study. These parameters will measure the strength of the 

influence of food safety, non-trade barriers, and other factors on the demand for differentiated 

products, and measure the substitutability between beef products within each Pacific Rim market 

considered.  

Given the increased competition and the disease-driven restrictions imposed on U.S. meats 

by its traditional importers, understanding and differentiating the importance of economic and 

non-economic factors is crucial in determining the changes in demand for U.S. beef. For 

instance, if the government of the Republic of South Korea were to impose or increase its tariffs 

on imported beef in order to protect its domestic beef production, the impact on its major beef 

suppliers could be estimated. The model can also assess the impact of economic crisis on the 

international beef markets. In particular, in the case of 1997 Asian financial crises that heavily 

affected country and household incomes and weakened the demand for imported beef, the model 

can measure the effect on products originated in the United States and determine the extent of the 

damage in terms of market share lost. In short, any of the independent variables of the model 

could be shocked and their corresponding impact measured. In terms of U.S. beef exports, this 

can yield important insights into the consequences of policy measures aimed to prevent food 

born diseases and impact of commodity advertizing campaigns designed to communicate the 

quality and safety characteristics of the product.      
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CHAPTER 5 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

Introduction 

This chapter presents results of the model introduced in Chapter 4. The product demand 

equation (WQQ) for beef products in the Pacific Rim region includes a relative price component, 

a variable indicating the domestic demand for beef in each importing country, a set of parameters 

indicating market share differentiation and the substitutability among products, and the 

assumption that defines a constant rate elasticity of substitution in the demand for differentiated 

beef products. The initial estimation of the beef trade model was carried out using a non-linear 

single equation regression where the objective function is the sum squared residuals and the 

resulting regression coefficients are the proposed changes in the parameters (Hall and Cummins 

2005). 

Data Set 

The trade data used in this study were originally organized in terms of quantities and 

export values by country and trade partner fresh/chilled and frozen beef (HS codes 0201 and 

0202) during the period 1995 to 2007. There were some missing data points on the world trade 

data, which complicate the econometric estimation of the model. The majority of the missing 

values was concentrated in the earlier years (1995 and 1996) and could not be confirmed by 

other data sources. This circumstance was more evident in countries such as Taiwan and Hong 

Kong, in particular, for beef products from New Zealand and Australia. Therefore, the decision 

was made to use only data from 1997 to 2007 in the creation of the final data set. Since missing 

data will result in the entire observation in which the missing data are contained being thrown 

out and with only 343 observations, missing prices and quantities for the year 1998 were 

calculated.  
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Import prices were regressed on world product prices for all of the years of the data and the 

estimated relationship was then used to estimate an import product price for a year when it was 

missing. Finally, missing values in the original data set were approximated through linear 

interpolation between existing quantities (Chiang 1997). Manipulations were carried out on these 

data sets, after which they were merged by year and by country to create the final data set. These 

manipulations resulted in a data set that shows space as well as time dimensions, which are 

typical characteristics of panel data sets where the same cross-sectional unit (such as a country) 

is surveyed over time. Thus, import quantities are expressed in thousands of metric tons and 

values in thousands of U.S. dollars per metric ton. Both quantities and values are used to derive 

import prices. Given the nature of the data, prices are treated as exogenous variables and already 

include the corresponding tariff schedules for beef products originated outside the country. 

For any given year, the data on beef trade represent a cross-sectional sample. Then, in the 

case of fresh beef, for any given year there are 16 observations and 11 time series observations; 

thus there is in all (16x11) = 176 (pooled) observations on fresh beef (Gujarati 2003). Thus, 

combining cross-sectional and time series data into a pooling data set gives more degrees of 

freedom, reduces or eliminates the issue of multicollinearity among variables, and minimizes the 

bias that might result from aggregation.  

The rest of the data consist of country-specific statistics such as GDP, CPI, population 

levels, total food imports, and country domestic beef production and consumption levels that 

were obtained from the UN and FAO data bank and arranged in a country by country basis.  

Product Demand Equation  

The product demand equation  is calculated assuming that there is a product 

differentiation among beef products and that the rate of substitutability is no constant across 
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country and time period. Using Chapter 4‘s notation, the equation used to estimate the 

corresponding product demands can be written in its simple form as follows:  

   .  (5-1) 

Each of the theta (  was estimated separately and is some function of  and  as 

set forth in the previous chapter. Once estimates of   and  are known, then the  are 

determined. Equation 5-1 is estimated with a pooled-time-series-cross-sectional estimator and is 

double-log form. After their calculation, these parameters were incorporated into Equation 5-1 to 

obtain the corresponding product demands. Note that for a given set of , one can easily show 

the corresponding elasticities. The resulting model had one equation for each country and type of 

beef product (Fresh/Chilled or Frozen). The objective is to compare the results from each 

country and draw conclusions regarding the behavior of their parameters in terms of their values, 

signs, significance, and consistency with the economic theory.  

The reminder of this chapter will discuss the result of the non-linear single equation used 

to estimate the parameters of the product demand equations. All model estimates were obtained 

using TSP software, as well as the statistics indicating the performance of the model. The 

magnitudes of the estimated parameters or elasticities will be discussed and contrasted with the 

economic theory as they indicate the responsiveness of the dependent variable (product demand) 

to the explanatory variables. In general, the results of the estimation are good in that they make 

economic sense and generally correspond with what one would expect given the trading situation 

described in earlier chapters. 

Model Results 

The following section describes the parameter estimates for the product demands functions 

( ) or as defined in the TSP programming, the WQQ dependent variable. As presented in 
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Chapter 4, Equation 4-18, product demands include a set of product and market differentiation 

parameters, domestic demands ( ), and a price ratio between average domestic prices (  and 

import prices ( .  

This set of parameters is considered the base of the model and defines the elasticities of 

demand among products competing in a specific market. Therefore, using (4-38) and the 

corresponding dummy variables specified in Equations 4-35 through 4-37, the model calculates 

their coefficients, including those for beef promotions and type of beef, and their corresponding 

T-values and supportive statistics as illustrated in Table 5-1. The t-values are compared at 1.96 

for a two-tail 95% confidence level, which means that any value greater than |1.96| will show 

evidence against the null hypothesis that the parameter is equal to zero, and hence conclude that 

the parameter is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.  

Since these are estimates from logistic and exponential regressions, one cannot 

immediately infer that the coefficients indicate a dimensional change in the dependent variable. 

Conclusions in this regard are presented later in the simulation chapter. In general, the statistics 

of the model correspond to what one would expect given the annual data. The Durbin Watson 

statistic is close to two, suggesting little or no serial correlation in the data. With respect to the R
2
 

value, it is reasonably high for the type of model (highly non-linear regression) and data (panel) 

and implies that about 76% of the variation in the (log of) product demands parameters is 

explained by the (log of) relative sub-parameters, type of beef, and commodity promotions. 

Therefore, from a purely statistical viewpoint, the estimated regression fits the data quite well 

(Greene 2003).  

Table 5-1 illustrates three sections representing the parameter estimates for the ,  

and  components of the CRES function applied to the  product demand Equation 4-17.  
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The top portion of the table represents estimates for the sub-parameters for K (  related to 

the  parameters; the estimates in the second portion of the table belong to the sub-parameters 

G (  and are components of the  parameters; and the estimates in the last portion of the table 

are the sub-parameters H ( ) related to the  parameters. Note that in Table 5-1 the last 

category of the coefficients within any and  dummy class is not shown, as well as the first 

category within a  dummy class. As explained in Chapter 4, one of the variables of each 

category was dropped to facilitate the estimation of each parameter and avoid issues of perfect 

multicollinearity (Gujarati, 2003).  

The signs of the parameter estimates for the statistically significant variables are 

theoretically consistent. However, in terms of the direction of the impact (positive or negative 

signs), they cannot be fully evaluated at this stage since they are components (sub-parameters) of 

the product demand parameters (Equation 4-21). Their impact on the model‘s elasticities 

(Equation 4-22) will be analyzed in Chapter 6 where the final simulations of the models are 

presented. Nevertheless, Figures 5-1 through 5-4 are introduced in this section to illustrate the 

behavior of the ,  and  product demand parameters across time. 

In order to determine whether there has been a significant change in the variables affecting 

substitution and market participation, the G, K, and H parameters and sub-parameters are 

analyzed using their corresponding t-values to detect significant changes with respect to the 

mean. The majority of the coefficients presented in Table 5-1 are statistically significant when 

compared to their mean value at the 95 % level of confidence. However, there are some 

exceptions of particular relevance that might require some consideration.  
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    Table 5-1. Parameter estimates and t-values 

Parameter           Description  Estimate t-value 

 Beef demand in Hong Kong (HK)  4.573 0.471 

 Beef demand in South Korea (KR)  -4.633 -0.482 

 Beef demand in Japan (JP)  -0.740 -1.423 

 Demand for Rest of World products    3.693 0.375 

 Demand for U.S. products  1.189 4.522 

 Demand for Australian products (AU)  0.990 3.778 

 Demand for N. Zealand products (NZ)  1.028 4.185 

 Demand for U.S. products in S. Korea  -5.160 -0.530 

 Type of beef products (Frozen)  -0.330 -2.371 

 Commodity promotion (1: yes, 0:no)  0.621 0.744 

 ROW market share (1997)  -1.610 -4.575 

 ROW market share (1998)  -0.667 -1.920 

 ROW market share (1999)  -0.254 -0.759 

 ROW market share (2000)  -0.260 -0.771 

 ROW market share (2001)  -0.332 -0.970 

 ROW market share (2002)  -0.623 -1.771 

 ROW market share (2003)  -0.746 -2.081 

 ROW market share (2004)  -1.981 -4.761 

 ROW market share (2005)  -1.021 -2.915 

 ROW market share (2006)  -1.190 -3.217 

 ROW market share (2007)  -2.033 -4.850 

 U.S. market share (1997)  1.717 3.094 

 U.S. market share (1998)  0.484 0.636 

 U.S. market share (1999)  0.092 0.122 

 U.S. market share (2000)  0.065 0.086 

 U.S. market share (2001)  0.141 0.185 

 U.S. market share (2002)  0.387 0.511 

 U.S. market share (2003)  0.485 0.640 

 U.S. market share (2004)  0.639 0.869 

 U.S. market share (2005)  -5.262 -5.956 

 U.S. market share (2006)  -3.899 -4.878 

 U.S. market share (2007)  0.662 0.899 

 AU market share (1998)  1.566 2.768 

 AU market share (1999)  1.122 2.058 

 AU market share (2000)  0.861 1.572 

 AU market share (2001)  1.155 2.037 

 AU market share (2002)  1.359 2.335 

 AU market share (2003)  1.388 2.368 

 AU market share (2004)  3.073 4.778 

 AU market share (2005)  2.109 3.440 

 AU market share (2006)  2.288 3.736 

 AU market share (2007)  3.091 4.711 

 NZ market share (1998)  0.801 1.491 

 NZ market share (1999)  0.299 0.570 

 NZ market share (2000)  0.214 0.416 

 NZ market share (2001)  -0.028 -0.054 

 NZ market share (2002)  0.122 0.239 

 NZ market share (2003)  0.454 0.863 

 NZ market share (2004)  2.239 3.842 

 NZ market share (2005)  1.188 2.202 

 NZ market share (2006)  1.313 2.410 

 NZ market share (2007)  2.107 3.580 

NOB 343    

DW 1.678    

R2 0.763    
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In the case of  both the differential intercept and dummy coefficients are statistically 

insignificant for all parameters; however, the signs of the parameters for Korea and Japan are 

negative indicating an inverse relationship between these estimates and the parameter .  

With respect to the  estimates for U.S. products in South Korea, the results show 

negative and insignificant values, while all exporting countries show positive and significant 

estimates. In the particular case of the United States, the estimates are positive and very 

significant when comparing with the mean but at this point it does not indicate either the size or 

importance of the observed variable or its impact on the elasticities. However, these results could 

indicate a tendency for beef importing countries to become somewhat more responsive to the 

origin of the product and changes in consumers‘ perceptions of imported beef. Dummy variables 

for Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong were initially included in the model to see whether these 

countries had different impacts on  and  parameters. However, these variables were all 

statistically insignificant and showed clear symptoms of multicollinearity; therefore they were 

not reported.  

The type of beef, defined by the parameter DF1, is statistically significant, but again the 

effect of this variable will be discussed in Chapter 6. However, it is possible to assume that the 

form of the product (fresh or frozen) has a substantial indirect impact on , which should be 

translated in the elasticities between fresh and frozen beef products. On the other hand, estimates 

for beef promotions (GGI) show a negative and insignificant value with respect to the mean (first 

year), which somehow refutes initial expectations of the effect of this variable on the demand for 

differentiated beef products.  

The  can be interpreted as influencing the share that the exporter j has in the ith import 

market when  equals . Theoretically,  must be positive, should sum ―on average‖ to 
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one, and each estimate should be in the (0, 1) interval (Armington 1969). However, when their 

impact across time on U.S. market shares is illustrated, the range is above one in the first year 

(Figures 5-1 through 5-3). This circumstance is the result of including the  

term in the model specification, which allows the market share parameter for beef imported from 

the United States to have a higher initial value.  

At this stage, it is important to mention that the BSE effect is nested on the time trend as 

shown in the last portion of Table 5-1 and that the significance of these parameters is relatively 

more important in the evaluation than the sign of the dummies. In the case of , the base used 

to compare the estimates is the Rest of the World. With this in mind, it is clear that U.S market 

shares have been affected by the BSE scare when comparing the t-values after the BSE 

announcements. All  sub-parameters show insignificant values with respect to the mean, 

except for the first year and the post-BSE coefficients. Also, the effect of the BSE 

announcements in North America shows a significant effect on the Australian and New Zealand 

market participation compared to previous years. The figures below illustrate the significance of 

the estimates in Table 5-1 and their impact on the parameters ,  and  across time. 

One of the most revealing aspect of these figures is the fact that in each import market the 

parameter values of  are constant across beef suppliers and time. That is, all  values for 

the South Korean beef market are about 52%; for the Japanese market these values are about 2%, 

and for Taiwan and Hong Kong the  values are 1% respectively. In the particular case of the  

 parameters there are two point to be considered: first, it is suitable to think that regardless of 

the origin of the beef product and how much is available for consumption, markets demands 

show constant rate of substitution between beef and all other goods in that market and that 

consumers substitute beef for other goods at a proportional rate across time; and second, they 
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have a measurable impact on the elasticity parameters only in the case of the South Korean beef 

market. 

 

Figure 5-1. South Korean product demand parameters for beef imports (US-AU-NZ). 

In the case of the  coefficients, it is clear that only in the case of the South Korean 

Market there is some variation across time, although the range of this variation is only about 2 

percentage points. For example, Figure 5-1 shows   values for the United States, Australia, 

and New Zealand. In the case of U.S. beef, these values vary between 56% and 58%; between 

61% and 63% in the case of Australian beef; and between 60% and 62% in the case of beef from 

New Zealand. In the rest of the markets the fluctuation of the  coefficients is almost 

insignificant (+/- 1%), which is clearly shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3.   
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Figure 5-2. Japan product demand parameters for beef imports (US-AU-NZ). 

With respect to the  parameters, all figures show a clear fluctuation across time and 

across beef suppliers. Comparing the  coefficient results for the United States, Australia, and 

New Zealand, the minimum and maximum value for each of these suppliers were 0.2% (2005 

to 2006) and 111% (1997) for U.S. beef products; 20% (1997) and 60% (2005) for Australian 

beef; and 12% (2002) and 26% (2004) for New Zealand beef. In addition, although it is 

impossible at this point to identify the full impact of these coefficients, it is evident that the BSE 

announcements in 2003 have an important effect on the  trend. 
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Figure 5-3. Taiwan and Hong Kong product demand parameters for beef imports (US-AU-NZ). 

The BSE largest impact is, undoubtedly, on U.S. beef products showing a decline in 

market participation of 57% across markets between the years 2003 and 2005. Overall, the  

trend shows a reduction of 83% in U.S. beef market participation between 1997 and 2007. 

Figures 5-2 and 5-3 also show the other side of the BSE scare on these Asian Markets. In the 

case of beef products from Australia and New Zealand, the overall upward trend on the  

coefficients is very clear, showing an increase of almost 38% in the case of Australia and 15% in 

the case of New Zealand between 1997 and 2007. In particular, after the BSE announcements the 

increment on the  trend was almost 22% and 14% respectively. This upward trend reflects, in 
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theory, the growth in market shares of these two suppliers during the last years, but the real 

magnitude of their impact will be disclosed in the simulation chapter. 

Table 5-2 presents summary statistics for ,  and  in all markets during the 10-year 

period of this research. Although, there is a difference in significance between the minimum and 

maximum values, numerically they show the variation of each parameter across time. Thus, for 

the  parameter the range of variation is about 63.6 percentage points, the variation between the 

 parameters is about 51 percentage points, and in the case of the  parameter the range of 

variation is approximately 111 percentage points.   

Table 5-2. Summary statistics product demands parameters 
Parameter Mean Std.dev. Minimum Maximum 

      0.142 0.219 0.010 0.646 

   (1.162) (4.261) 

      0.163 0.266 0.005 0.515 

   (0.158) (23.749) 

     0.353 0.298 0.002 1.113 

   (0.485) (4.177) 

 

As stated before, it is impossible to immediately infer the impact and direction of the 

parameter coefficients shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. Their analysis will require a chapter alone 

(Chapter 6), with simulations showing the magnitude and impact of these parameters on product 

demands, market shares, relative prices, and elasticities of substitution among beef products. The 

set of figures introduced in Chapter 6 reproduce the results discussed before and place them 

under different scenarios in order to draw the conclusions of the study.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

The previous chapter concentrated on a general discussion of the econometric estimates 

obtained using the Armington model and the CRES assumption about the elasticity of 

substitution. In this chapter, a more detailed analysis of the significance of the different 

parameters and sub-parameters estimates from Chapter 5 will be presented. Thus, the objective is 

to simulate the model specified in Chapter 4 in order to evaluate the effect of changes in relative 

prices, quantities demanded across time, and commodity promotions on product demands across 

four beef markets in the Pacific Rim region. Under different price, promotion, and trade flow 

scenarios, this section will compare the product demands and market shares relative to variations 

in the mean or average price or quantity.   

The simulation process involves a set of preliminary steps that were conducted using the 

TSP program, where all the variables of the model are set to the mean level (all dummy variables 

are set to zero) in order to compare the changes in the dependent variable when one of the 

independent variables varies, and all other input parameters are held constant at their mean value. 

The following step is then to predict product, market share demands, and elasticities using 

calculated relative prices, commodity promotions, and quantities at their mean values. When 

calculating these values for each of the variables, their respective means were included and 

multiplied then by an adjusted parameter set to one for simulation purposes (i.e.,  

). 

The simulations measured the strength of the relationship between the independent and 

dependent variables. Tables 6-1 through 6-4 illustrate the base values estimated for each beef 

exporter in each beef market.  
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Table 6-1. South Korea: estimated base values  

Country of Origin Product Demands
* 

Fresh            Frozen
 

 

Relative Price
+ 

Elasticity 

Fresh             Frozen 

United States 129.03 44.17 1.3416 -1.68  -0.78 

Australia 8.75 4.46 0.9455 -2.34 -2.03 

New Zealand 6.63 3.56 1.0200 -2.33 -2.01 
*
In Millions of Metric Tons. 

+
U.S. dollars per Metric Tons. 

 

Table 6-2. Japan: estimated base values 

Country of Origin Product Demands
* 

Fresh            Frozen
 

 

Relative Price
+ 

Elasticity 

Fresh             Frozen 

United States 74.96 53.41 1.3416 -0.65 -0.75 

Australia 23.19 16.54 0.9455 -0.93 -0.95 

New Zealand 20.66 14.74 1.0200 -0.93 -0.95 
*
In Millions of Metric Tons. 

+
U.S. dollars per Metric Tons. 

 

Table 6-3. Taiwan: estimated base values 

Country of Origin Product Demands
* 

Fresh            Frozen
 

 

Relative Price
+ 

Elasticity 

Fresh             Frozen 

United States 18.80 13.43 1.3416 -0.21 -0.44 

Australia 5.80 4.15 0.9455 -0.83 -0.88 

New Zealand 5.17 3.70 1.0200 -0.84 -0.89 
*
In Millions of Metric Tons. 

+
U.S. dollars per Metric Tons. 

 

Table 6-4. Hong Kong: estimated base values 

Country of Origin Product Demands
* 

Fresh            Frozen
 

 

Relative Price
+ 

Elasticity 

Fresh             Frozen 

United States 14.76 10.55 1.3416 -0.21 -0.44 

Australia 4.55 3.26 0.9455 -0.83 -0.88 

New Zealand 4.06 2.91 1.0200 -0.84 -0.89 
*
Millions of Metric Tons. 

+
U.S. dollars per Metric Tons. 

 

Product demand measures a country‘s demand for another country‘s beef products. Recall 

that the models used for this study distinguishes products by their region of production and that 

they are a function of the size of its market demand and of product prices. Keeping this concept 

in mind, the set of tables above show that on average, the total fresh beef market in all four 

importing countries was 1.8 times bigger that the frozen market (316.36 M.MT vs. 174.9 M.MT) 

and that the largest demand for fresh products was in South Korea with more that 45% of the 

market, followed by Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong with 37.5%, 9.4%, and 7.3% of the total 

fresh product demand. On the other hand, during the1997 to 2007 period the largest demand for 
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frozen beef products was in Japan with more than 48% of the market, followed by South Korea, 

Taiwan, and Hong Kong with 29.8%, 12.1%, and 9.5% of the frozen product demand. On the 

supply side, the United States was by far the largest supplier of fresh and frozen products with 

75% and 69% of the market respectively, while Australia provided 13.3% and 16.2% 

respectively and New Zealand 11.5% and 14.2%.  

The importance of these results from the U.S. point of view is that in order to re-gain 

market access, private (consumer level) and public (government level) confidence need to be 

improved. Empirical results seem to indicate that trade regulations based on food safety 

concerns, not price, drive the presence of U.S. beef in these four markets. At the government-to- 

government level, negotiations and inspections of the beef supply chain have been done to re-

assure that U.S. beef is produced to the highest levels of safety and quality. With respect to 

private efforts, they are mainly focused on promoting U.S. beef in these markets using several 

types of marketing campaigns that reinforce the attributes of quality, characteristic U.S. beef 

taste, and the safety of the products.  

Surprisingly, the results from this study show beef promotions parameters that are 

statistically insignificant and with positive sign (see Table 5-1), which can be credited to the 

characteristics of the data used. Because the null hypothesis of no relationship between product 

demand and promotions cannot be rejected for any of these countries, theoretically their product 

demands would be unaffected by changes in the level of promotions. Given the lack of statistical 

significance, simulations for beef promotions will be not discussed since they provide unreliable 

results.  

Simulations for the parameters in Table 5-1 are considered in the following sections of the 

chapter. A comparison will be made to their mean values as relative prices and quantities 
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demanded change across time and country, and the corresponding impacts of these variables are 

graphically presented for their analysis. It is important to mention that some variables may be 

statistically significant but numerically unimportant when predicting probabilities.  

Total Product Demand Trend 

Estimated trade responses across time for the United States, Australia, and New Zealand 

are presented in Figures 6-1 through 6-6 in terms of beef product demands in each of the 

importing countries across time. Product demands were estimated using the methodology 

introduced in Chapter 4, which includes relative prices, domestic demands for beef in general, 

and the CRES parameters. The repercussion of the BSE announcements and the rapid increase of 

diagnoses across the European Union (EU) during the 1997 to 1998 period had an important 

impact on beef trade around the world. In particular, in the case of feed-lot beef-producing 

countries such as the United States, the BSE scare in Europe has had an important and negative 

effect on their beef exports. That is, Figures 6-1 and 6-2 show a significant decrease in the 

demand for this type of beef in all Asian countries selected for this study. Estimates for the 1997 

to 1998 period show that product demands for U.S. fresh beef in South Korea declined more than 

34%, while in Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong the reduction was around 17%. With respect to 

frozen beef and as expected, the South Korean market showed the largest negative impact (29%) 

while in the other markets the impacts were about 16%.  

After a considerable period of stability, the 2003 BSE announcements in North America 

had a massive negative impact on U.S. beef products to the point that during the 2004 to 2006 

period every U.S. export market of any significance closed their border to U.S. beef and cattle 

(USMEF 2007).  

As shown in Figure 6-1 U.S. product demands in all four markets fell rapidly to virtually 

zero as the result of a complete ban on U.S. beef exports based on animal age restrictions and the 
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type of beef (see Table 1-2 for a full description of the restrictions). However, during the year 

2006, a gradual re-opening of trade was translated into an increased product demand for U.S. 

beef products across countries, in particular in Japan where consumers have shown a marked 

preference for imported, grain-feed, beef from the United States. 

 

Figure 6-1. Estimated fresh U.S beef product demands across time in selected Asian markets. 

As of September 2007, the increase in U.S. product demand represented 32% of the pre-

BSE levels; and market prediction by the USDA, Foreign Agricultural Service and the USMEF 

showed a positive trend in the volume of beef exported, as well as in the value of export to Japan 

for the incoming years.  

In the case of South Korea, the situation is far more complex and driven by policy rather 

than market demand. As previously mentioned, South Korea is the largest importer/consumer of 

beef in the region and even though the complete ban on U.S. beef has been lifted by the 
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government, the strong opposition among politician and radical consumer groups has affected 

the normal flow of U.S. beef to this country. As Figure 6-1 illustrates, the 2007 product demand 

levels are only 8% of the pre-BSE level for both fresh and frozen beef products.  

 

Figure 6-2. Estimated frozen U.S beef product demands across time in selected Asian markets. 

Despite the difference in the quantity of U.S. beef products consumed, the markets in 

Taiwan and Hong Kong show a quite similar behavior in terms of the results obtained in this 

study. In both cases, the estimates for these markets show the same reactions to the BSE 

announcements, showing a difference of 67.3% in product demands between the pre- and post-

BSE announcements. Considering that these two countries share the same culture, these results 

are not surprising and are much closer to what was expected not only in the case of the United 

States but also with respect to products from Australia and New Zealand.  
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Figures 6-3 through 6-6 show the other side of the BSE impact, as the demand for U.S. 

beef products disappeared, the demand for beef originated in Australia and New Zealand shows 

an upward trend during the same ten-year period. 

 

Figure 6-3. Estimated fresh Australian beef product demands across time in selected Asian 

markets 

Since 1998, South Korea has the largest market for Australian beef in the region, showing 

a 9-fold increase with respect to1997, as exports to the other countries of the region also 

increased more than 1.5-fold during the same period. During the next years and before the 2003 

BSE scare in North America, Australian product demand estimates showed some upwards and 

downwards trends, in particular during the 2000 economic crisis in Asia.  

As expected, Figures 6-3 and 6-4 illustrate that the BSE announcements had a positive and 

significant impact on Australian beef demand in the region. Only in South Korea, the BSE scare 
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Taiwan 5.8 14.37 13.92 10.64 13.31 12.19 11.09 17.48 17.39 17.57 16.87

Hong Kong 4.55 11.28 10.93 8.35 10.45 9.57 8.71 13.72 13.65 13.79 13.24
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represented an increase of more than 200% and in Japan, it corresponded to an almost 60% 

increment in fresh beef product demand during the period 2003 to 2004.  

 

Figure 6-4. Estimated frozen Australian beef product demands across time in selected Asian 

markets. 

In the case of frozen beef products Figure 6-4 shows that Japan is the larger destination for 

Australian products; however estimates for the South Korean market show that during the ten-

year period of this study product demand for frozen beef has increased almost 106% while in the 

Japanese market that increase was about 34%. The difference between pre- and post-BSE 

announcements in both, South Korea and Japan markets is remarkable; in the case of Australian 

frozen beef there was an increment of 140% and 52% in the South Korean and Japanese markets 

respectively, while in the case of Taiwan and Hong Kong that growth was about 50%.  
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Japan 16.54 40.86 39.6 30.28 37.87 34.7 31.57 49.69 49.44 49.95 47.96

Taiwan 4.15 10.26 9.94 7.6 9.51 8.71 7.93 12.48 12.42 12.54 12.04

Hong Kong 3.26 8.06 7.81 5.97 7.47 6.84 6.23 9.8 9.75 9.85 9.46
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Figure 6-5. Estimated fresh New Zealand beef product demands across time in selected Asian 

markets. 

The demand for beef products that originated in New Zealand increased, after the 2003 

BSE appearance in North America. As Figures 6-5 and 6-6 show, the strong pre-BSE presence of 

U.S. beef in the markets of the region was reflected in low demand levels for New Zealand beef 

products between 1998 and 2002. In particular, the South Korean demand for beef products that 

originated in this country reached its lowest levels since 2002, when fresh and frozen product 

demands barely passed one M.MT. However during the 2003 to 2004 period, Figure 6-5 

illustrates that in Japan, Taiwan and Hong Kong the demand for New Zealand beef products 

almost doubled, while in South Korea it increased almost four times during the one-year period.  
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Japan 20.66 23.65 21.6 19.73 14.36 12.47 15.39 26.82 24.46 23.38 22.26

Taiwan 5.17 5.92 5.41 4.94 3.6 3.12 3.85 6.71 6.12 5.85 5.57

Hong Kong 4.06 4.65 4.25 3.88 2.82 2.45 3.02 5.27 4.81 4.6 4.37
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Figure 6-6. Estimated frozen New Zealand beef product demands across time in selected Asian 

markets. 

In all figures, it is very clear that as the United States started to re-gain market access in the 

region during the year 2007, while Australian and New Zealand product demands started to 

decline in all four markets. According to the estimates of the model, the demand for U.S. beef 

products has its largest increase in Japan, 33% (fresh), and 32% (frozen), while its lowest 

increase was in South Korea with only 8% (fresh) and 8% (frozen) with respect to the 2003 

levels. Meanwhile, New Zealand product demands showed the largest decline in 2007 with a 

range between 37% (South Korea) and 17% (all other markets) in the case of fresh products and 

32% and 17% in the case of frozen products. Australia, however, did not show such a large 

decline during 2007 and in both cases the decline was between 8% (South Korea) and 3.5% (all 

other markets).  
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Japan 14.74 16.88 15.42 14.08 10.26 8.91 10.99 19.13 17.45 16.68 15.88

Taiwan 3.7 4.24 3.87 3.54 2.58 2.24 2.76 4.81 4.38 4.19 3.99

Hong Kong 2.91 3.33 3.04 2.78 2.02 1.76 2.17 3.77 3.44 3.29 3.13
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The most appealing explanation for this change is the size of the players in this particular 

market. The United States is one of the largest players in the global beef market and, at any 

point, its presence or absence in a particular market will affect the dynamics of the market. Beef 

consumers in all four markets have shown preference toward American beef products, in 

particular in Japan, where in addition to a strong consumer‘s identification of better taste, 

promotion campaigns should have reinforced the quality and safety attributes of all types of beef 

products that originated in the Unites States by increasing the information and knowledge levels 

of consumers. 

Product Demand Simulations   

To analyze the effects of changes in the relative price of beef on product demands before 

and after the BSE announcements, beef prices from all three suppliers were allowed to shift 

between 10% below and above the mean price, of each exporting country holding all other beef 

prices at the mean. The simulation results for product demands are presented in Figures 6-7 

through 6-10 and include the total amount of beef products demanded in each beef market during 

the years 1998, 2002, and 2006, faced with a change in the prices of each beef supplier. As 

defined in Chapter 4, a country‘s product demand is a function of the relative size of its market 

demand and of its product prices ratios, assuming that   is exogenous. The corresponding price 

elasticities are included to illustrate how changes in prices lead to changes in the quantity of 

product demanded.  

Note that for all markets the price ratio of beef products relative to the average (mean) 

across the four importing markets were $1.34 per Metric Ton (MT) for U.S. beef, $0.94 per MT 

for Australian beef, and $1.02 per MT for New Zealand beef. With the exception of U.S. prices, 

quantities, and elasticities for the post-BSE year of 2006, in general the figures below show that 

as the price of beef from one exporter goes up, the quantity of beef products demanded goes 
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down, which is expected for beef products in Asian markets. However, there is a difference 

between the estimated elasticities for the South Korean beef market and the elasticities for the 

other beef markets in the way of the type of the elasticity. That is, the price elasticities for beef 

products in Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong are classified as almost unit elastic, meaning that as 

the price increases the quantity of beef product demanded decreases in the same proportion, 

while in the case of South Korea the price elasticities are classified as elastic or in other words, 

an increase in beef price is met by a more than proportionate quantity decrease (Nicholson 2002). 

In the next sections of this chapter a detailed discussion of each of the beef markets in terms of 

price and quantity changes, and the price elasticity of demand will be presented. 

 

Figure 6-7. South Korea beef market demands and price elasticities in 1998, 2002, and 2006. 

Figure 6-7 includes the distribution of beef product demands among each beef exporter 

country to the South Korean market, faced with a change in prices during the years 1998, 2002, 
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and 2008. The figure shows the impact of the complete ban on U.S. beef products that is 

translated into a large and positive difference in Australian product demands between the pre-

BSE years and the year 2006. This difference represents more than 150% increase in product 

demands. In the case of New Zealand, there was a decline of 3% in product demand between 

1998 and 2006. As the relative prices of exported beef increase from 10 % below the mean or 

average price to 10 % above the mean prices there was an identical decrease across time in the 

quantity of beef product demanded of 28.8% in the case of U.S. beef, 41.9% in the case of 

Australian beef, and 38.9% in the case of New Zealand beef. 

 

Figure 6-8. Japan beef market demands and price elasticities in 1998, 2002, and 2006. 

The product demand responses to variation in the mean prices are more extreme in the case 

of Australian beef, where in all cases a 10% reduction in the price of beef originated in this 
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country led to an increase of almost 25% in the quantity demanded. These results are anticipated 

as the estimated relative price elasticities have values greater than two, as in the case of elastic 

price elasticity of demands. The Japanese market was the second destination in terms of market 

size for beef products that originated in any of the exporting beef countries. In relative terms, this 

market represents 76% of the South Korean market when compared to the total product demands 

across time. The United States was clearly the major player in this market until the BSE 

announcements in 2003. Figure 6-8 shows, once again, how the impact of the complete ban on 

U.S. beef products affected the scenario of the Japanese beef market. While U.S. beef 

disappeared from the market in 2006, Australian and New Zealand beef products expanded their 

presence one and a half times more and almost two times more than in the pre-BSE years.  

In Japan, product demand variations with respect to changes in the relative price show a 

behavior similar to the South Korean market. That is, as the price increased the quantity of beef 

products demanded declined but in this case in almost identical proportional magnitudes. 

Therefore, as beef prices increase from 10% below the mean or average price to 10% above the 

mean prices there is an identical decrease across time in the quantity of beef product demanded, 

of 14% in the case of U.S. beef, 19% in the case of Australian beef, and 18% in the case of New 

Zealand beef. Since price elasticity estimates show values very close to one, these results are 

plausible as they indicate a unit elastic price elasticity of demand. With the exception of the year 

2006, similar unit elastic demand curves were obtained for all three beef exporting countries 

across time.  

Figures 6-9 and 6-10 show the differences in market size between the beef markets in 

Taiwan and Hong Kong and the previous markets. In terms of product demands, the combined 

sizes of these two markets represent less than one half of the Japanese market and one third of 
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the South Korean Market. That is, the amount of products demanded during the three years 

considered was 90,000 MT in Taiwan, while in Hong Kong this amount was about 70,000 MT.  

In addition, relative price elasticity estimates for Taiwan and Hong Kong show unit elastic 

values, thus as beef prices increase from 10 % below the mean or average price to 10 % above 

the mean prices there is an identical decrease across time in the quantity of beef product 

demanded, of 14% in the case of U.S. beef, 19% in the case of Australian beef, and 18% in the 

case of New Zealand beef.  

 

Figure 6-9. Taiwan beef market demands and price elasticities in 1998, 2002, and 2006. 

In summary, these simulation results correspond to the descriptive statistics which were 

shown in Chapter 2 to be the largest import and export markets. Results show that product 

demand responses to variation in the average market prices were more extreme after the 2003 

BSE announcements, in particular in the larger markets, such as South Korea and Japan. 
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Considering product demand levels for beef products that originated in Australia and New 

Zealand between 2002 and 2006, the figures above clearly illustrate this trend. In all these 

scenarios it is clear that the absence of U.S. beef products has helped the expansion of Australian 

products elsewhere, in particular in South Korea were consumers have set a strong position 

against beef imports from North America. 

 

Figure 6-10. Hong Kong beef market demands and price elasticities in 1998, 2002, and 2006. 

This set of scenarios yields useful information to policy makers and beef industry 

representatives attempting to understand the impact of restrictive trade policies affecting the 

normal flow of agricultural commodities and that are based on arbitrary food safety concerns as 

expressed in several occasions by World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)
1
. 

                                                 
1
 Based on the Terrestrial Animal Health Code, this international regulatory agency specifies all health measures to 

be used by the veterinary authorities of importing and exporting countries to avoid the transfer of agents pathogenic 

for animals or humans, while avoiding unjustified sanitary barriers. The OIE officially announced the U.S. as a 

―controlled risk‖ country in May 2007. 
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Pre- and Post-BSE Market Distribution Simulations 

In this section, market demands are analyzed according to the percentage of participation 

of each of the three exporters in the four importing markets. In order to understand better the 

impact of the BSE announcements in 2003, the following figures will present pre- and post-BSE 

results for fresh and frozen beef products. In Figures 6-11 and 6-12, the reader can easily see the 

results of the simulations and fully compare the impact of the BSE on the relative market 

participation during the pre-BSE period (1997 to 2003) and after the BSE announcements (2004 

to 2007).  

 

Figure 6-11. Pre-BSE market distribution of fresh and frozen beef products. 

Using relative demand adjustments across time, beef market shares were simulated from 

20% below the mean or average quantity demanded from each beef exporter to 20% above the 

mean quantity. In order to illustrate the variations across countries, Table 6-5 presents the 
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corresponding market shares values above, at, and below the mean, while Figures 6-11 and 6-12 

illustrate the values at the mean levels.  

Table 6-5. Estimated variations in market demand distribution  
                United States               Australia        New Zealand 

          PRE        POST      PRE POST PRE POST 

 Fresh Frozen Fresh Frozen Fresh Frozen Fresh Frozen Fresh Frozen Fresh Frozen 

S.K. 

+20 0.697 0.273 0.001 0.001 0.432 0.175 0.883 0.461 0.031 0.019 0.086 0.046 

0 0.714 0.269 0.001 0.001 0.456 0.176 0.895 0.463 0.032 0.020 0.091 0.046 

   -20 0.725 0.266 0.001 0.001 0.471 0.453 0.916 0.420 0.033 0.061 0.093 0.042 

JP             

+20 0.202 0.143 0.357 0.001 0.155 0.110 0.246 0.174 0.054 0.038 0.082 0.058 

  0 0.201 0.143 0.445 0.001 0.155 0.110 0.245 0.174 0.054 0.038 0.082 0.058 

-20 0.201 0.049 0.511 0.047 0.154 0.174 0.245 0.168 0.054 0.067 0.081 0.056 

TW             

+20 0.449 0.321 0.089 0.003 0.345 0.246 0.546 0.390 0.120 0.086 0.182 0.130 

  0 0.449 0.321 0.112 0.003 0.345 0.246 0.546 0.389 0.120 0.086 0.182 0.130 

-20 0.449 0.108 0.128 0.105 0.345 0.388 0.546 0.374 0.120 0.149 0.182 0.124 

H.K.             

+20 0.449 0.321 0.070 0.003 0.345 0.246 0.546 0.390 0.120 0.086 0.182 0.130 

0   0.449 0.321 0.088 0.003 0.345 0.246 0.546 0.390 0.120 0.086 0.182 0.130 

-20 0.449 0.109 0.101 0.105 0.345 0.388 0.546 0.375 0.120 0.150 0.182 0.124 

             

 

Looking at the simulation results for the United States before 2003, it is clear that the 

United States was the leader in percentage of product demanded in all four importing markets 

and that the share of fresh beef was larger than the share for frozen products. That is, in South 

Korea the difference between U.S. beef and products originated in Australia was 25.8% and 

9.3% for fresh and frozen products respectively; in Japan the difference in product demand 

shares was 4.6% and 3.3 %, and in comparison to New Zealand products the difference between 

market shares was 68.2% for fresh and 24.9% frozen; and in Taiwan and Hong Kong this 

difference was 10.4% and 7.5% in each market. Figure 6-11 illustrates that in 2003 New Zealand 

beef, in all markets, has the smallest shares in terms of product demands representing a 

combined share (fresh and frozen products) of only 5.2% in South Korea and 9.2% in Japan, 

while in Taiwan and Hong Kong the combined share is 20.5% in each market.  
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Changing the perspective of the analysis, results show that there was a significant 

difference between the types of product demanded. In the case of U.S. product shares, the 

difference between fresh and frozen beef were 44.5% in South Korea, 5.8% in Japan, 12.8% in 

Taiwan, and 12.8% in Hong Kong. These numbers show how markets differ in term of 

preferences towards U.S. beef products, in particular when comparing the South Korea and the 

Japanese market. In the first market, fresh U.S. beef product demanded are preferred, while in 

Japan the figure shows that there is almost no difference in preferences between fresh and frozen 

U.S. beef products. With respect to products originated in Australia, in South Korea this 

difference is 28.1% in favor of fresh products, which reinforces the idea that consumers in this 

market have a marked preference for imported fresh products. 

 

Figure 6-12. Post-BSE market distribution of fresh and frozen beef products. 

After the 2003 BSE scare the beef market changed radically for all beef exporters. Figure 

6-12 shows that the complete ban on beef originated in North America eliminated all U.S. 
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market shares in the region. In all four markets, the BSE scare represented a total U.S. beef 

export value loss of $2.4 billion during the 2003 to 2004 period (USMEF 2007). Since then, 

Australia has dominated the fresh and frozen beef market of the region, while New Zealand has 

increased its presence in all beef markets on a much smaller scale. For example, in South Korea, 

Australian fresh beef products represent 89.5% of the shares, while New Zealand is second with 

only 8.1% of the product demand shares. With respect to frozen products, the shares for 

Australian beef are about 47% and 5% in the case of New Zealand. In relative terms, these 

numbers represent an increase in product demands of 49% (fresh) and 61% (frozen) for 

Australia; and 64% (fresh) and 57% (frozen) in the case of New Zealand products.  

In the Japanese beef market, Australian shares are quite less compared to the South Korea 

market showing only 24.5% of the total fresh market and 17.4% of the total frozen market. 

Comparing pre-and post-BSE shares, this number represents a relative increase of 36% in 

product demand shares in both the fresh and frozen market. In the case of New Zealand, the 

results show market share levels of 8.1% (fresh) and 5.8% (frozen), which represent a slight 

increase with respect to pre-BSE product demand levels. Less expensive Australian and New 

Zealand beef has helped these two countries to compete in the Japanese market, but strong 

consumer preferences towards grain-feed production type of beef have helped beef products 

coming from other parts of the world (i.e., South America) to establish a significant presence in 

Japan. In addition, reports from the United States Department of Agriculture have shown a slow 

but positive increase in the demand for U.S. beef products since 2007, which has become a main 

focus of interest for U.S. producers and exporters due to the fact that Japan was the most 

important market for U.S. beef products in general before December 2003. 
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In Taiwan and Hong Kong, the post-BSE markets show similar shares for Australian beef, 

54.5% for fresh products, and 38.5% for frozen products, which represent an increase with 

respect to pre-BSE levels of 20.1% and 14.3% respectively. In the case of New Zealand beef, 

Taiwan and Hong Kong also show similar market results. That is, New Zealand products 

represent 18.1% of shares for fresh beef and 13.1% of the shares for frozen beef in these two 

markets, which correspond to 6.2% and 4.4% increase in fresh and frozen market shares with 

respect to pre-BSE levels.  

This chapter concentrated on a more detailed interpretation of the coefficients estimates 

presented in Chapter 5. Simulations were conducted for each of the four importing beef markets 

on the functional relationship presented in Chapter 4, except for simulations representing the 

Rest of the World. That is, the parameters estimated with the non-linear procedure were used to 

simulate the reactions of the dependent variable to changes in the explanatory variables, holding 

all other variable constant (ceteris paribus). Three types of simulations were carried out on the 

product demand equations. First, the product demands were analyzed across time and the effect 

of the BSE announcements measured; second, the average prices were varied from 10 % below 

the mean or average price to 10% above the mean prices (1997); and third, product demand 

shares were simulated when the average quantity demanded varied from 20% below the mean or 

average price to 20% above the mean prices (1997). The simulation results for the beef trade 

model proposed in Chapter 4 make economic sense and yield insights into the trends observed in 

Chapter 2. This speaks very well of the model; it captures the real world trends occurring in beef 

trade during the 1997 to 2007 period. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation focuses on the economic impact of food safety issues, in particular the 

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), on four of the most important international beef 

markets and its repercussion on U.S. beef exports. Private and governmental efforts to re-gain 

market access and promote the attributes of U.S. beef products in terms of quality and safety 

have captured the attention of this study looking at the efficacy of these campaigns. This chapter 

serves as a brief summary of the findings of this research, where conclusion and implications are 

discussed. 

To review briefly the dissertation, Chapters 1 and 2 examine the international beef market 

and discuss the importance of agricultural trade and beef promotions. The literature review is 

presented in Chapter 3, where previous research on beef demand, food safety, trade, and 

promotions are discussed, as well as previous applications of the Armington model. The 

theoretical basis of the model is presented and developed in Chapter 4, where the specific CRES 

functional representation, along with a non-linear trade model, is defined to measure the 

variations on product demand across time. In Chapter 5, the results of the econometric estimation 

are presented and discussed. Figures of the actual data observed along with tables with the 

parameter coefficients predicted by the model and the statistics indicating the performance of the 

model are included. Chapter 6 presents the simulation results and their implications for beef 

trade. Simulations were carried out on product demand and market share functional relationships 

for each of the beef-importing markets.   

All product demands calculated using the estimated parameters from Chapter 5 and 

simulated in Chapter 6 show that model‘s specifications capture the general direction taken by 

the actual data presented in Chapter 2. In addition to that, Chapter 5 and 6 include a number of 
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figures that plot predicted parameter values and the corresponding simulations showing that the 

model captures the major trends and turning points in the trade of beef products in the Pacific 

Rim region. 

The model used for this research is based on Armington‘s theory of demand, in which beef 

products are distinguished by place of production. This theoretical specification assumes that 

beef products produced in different countries are considered not homogeneous products and 

therefore perfect substitutes, implying that their elasticity of substitution is not infinite. The CES 

function introduced by Armington in the derivation of the product demand equation, assumes 

that products competing in a market have constant and equal elasticities of substitution. This 

research, however, approaches the elasticity of substitution in a more flexible way. The degree of 

substitutability between domestic and imported sources of supply for beef products is captured 

by the CRES. The resulting functional relationships impose that all products competing in a 

market have elasticities of substitution that vary by a constant ratio, allowing products 

differentiated by their place of production to have varying elasticities of substitution among 

products within a category.  

Several types of data sets were needed in order to estimate the beef trade model and a 

number of difficulties were encountered in obtaining reliable information, in particular, on 

international beef promotions in South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong due to the 

confidential character of the information. In order to include this information in this study, 

several sources of data were consulted, including official foreign government Web sites, 

meetings with USDA representatives from the Foreign Agricultural Service, and consultations 

with members of the U.S. beef board. The obtained information was used to create a global data 
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set on promotions expenditures, which turn out to be one the most important limitations in this 

study due to the lack of applicability at the country level.  

Using a combination of logistic and exponential functions, the and  parameters 

were obtained and applied to the product demand functional form specified in Chapter 4. The 

resulting econometric model represents a non-linear system that shows estimates and supportive 

statistics indicating that this trade system fits well the trade data (R-square = 0.763) and explain 

the economics behind the international beef trade in the region. The resulting Durbin Watson 

statistic values indicate little serial correlation among the parameters of the model. With the 

exception of the econometric results on international promotions, the resulting trade model‘s 

estimates resemble the economic trends of the beef trade in the region. 

Because product demands are a function of product‘s price relative to the average market 

price and the size of the beef market in a particular country, any changes in market demands also 

affect product demands. Thus, for each market, two set of simulations were conducted on the 

product demands, where the trade volumes from each of the exporting countries was simulated 

over time (1997 to 2007), relative prices were varied from 10% below to 10% above of their base 

or mean price (US: $1.34 per MT; AU: $0.94 per MT; and NZ: $1.02 per MT), and market 

demands were varied from 20% below to 20% above of their base or average quantity demanded 

in each market (KR: 99.58 MT; JP: 286.55 MT; TW: 32.19 MT; HK: 25.26 MT). All product 

demands show a negative slope in terms of price variations, that is as the average or mean price 

increases, the quantity of beef products demanded decreases. For the simulations where the 

average price was varied, the product demands for South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong 

reflect a negative relationship between price and quantity demanded as expected by the 

economic theory.  
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Considering the pre-and post-BSE periods, the results show an extreme change in market 

composition in particular when considering the case of Australia that doubles its market shares 

between 2002 and 2006. In general, price elasticities of the product demands are such that those 

for the South Korean market are more elastic than those for Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. 

These results clearly indicate the volatility of the South Korean market, while the rest of the 

markets are likely to remain relatively constant. 

In the case of beef promotions, the simulation results show little or no effects on product 

demands. Contrarily to what was expected, this research could not find a link between 

promotions and increasing levels of the demand for beef products. As promotion expenditures 

increased or decreased from the mean, products demands and market shares show very small 

changes indicating that the positive parameter coefficient is no different than zero. Despite 

marketing efforts aimed to promote and expand the presence of U.S. beef products in the region, 

the negative demand effects of food safety concerns as measured by the embedded BSE effect 

across time trend has been the single factor driving all beef import demands in these four 

countries, giving little room for an effective and significant impact of the commodity promotion 

programs aimed to compensate the inward shift in U.S. beef demand induced by both BSE 

information and longer-term consumer preference changes.  

Despite the negative press and the reduced presence in Japan, Taiwan and Hong Kong, 

U.S. beef is considered by consumers in these countries to be the high quality product while 

Australian beef is considered to be the low quality product. However, with food safety being one 

of the main drivers of the beef import demand, a high-quality characteristic may not be enough 

to overcome the feelings towards the production process and the potential of food borne diseases 

that are related to intensive grain-feed produced beef.   
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Future research will require  more detailed data on beef promotion expenditures including 

data from competing countries such as Australia and New Zealand in order to fully analyze the 

relation between promotions and beef demand. In addition, the own nature of an international 

commodity promotion program should be re-considered. Since the basic idea of such programs is 

to expand the total demand for the commodity and not the demand for products from a particular 

country, in an international scenario, it‘s impossible to apply this concept without encountering 

the problem of free riders. These countries get the benefits of increasing beef product demands 

without an active participation in the promotion of their products. That could be one of the 

explanations for the lack of significance of the promotion parameters in this research. Future 

research must be able to disaggregate total international expenditures on beef promotions to fully 

address their impact in a particular market.  

Previous research on international commodity promotions conducted by Kinnucan and 

Zheng (2004) and Piggott et al. (1996) suggested that market demands are insensitive to changes 

in advertising expenditure, and that unless the beef exporter country has a surprising degree of 

market power in a particular international market, the promotional campaigns may not have been 

profitable, which clearly reflect the promotion results in this research, in particular in the case of 

U.S. beef exports after the BSE announcements.  

In all four markets considered in this study current market restrictions require that all 

imported beef be produced from animals between 30 and 20 months of age or younger at the 

time of slaughter and the ability of U.S. beef exporters to provide specific beef cuts could be 

used as a marketing tool by turning around these restrictions into competitive advantages. The 

highly integrated and efficient U.S. beef supply chain can easily satisfy the preferences of these 

consumers in terms of age and type of beef cut in particular in sophisticated markets such as 
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Japan and South Korea. Imported beef from the United States has a competitive advantage in 

these beef markets as well as in the rest of the markets of the region, because U.S. beef has 

generally been viewed by consumers as being a higher-quality product, in terms of taste and fat 

content, than beef imported from other sources.  

In conclusion, as illustrated in Figures 6-11 and 6-12, the BSE announcement in December 

2003 has definitively altered the landscape and patterns of international trade in beef products in 

the Pacific Rim region. The reactions of governments through a total ban on U.S. beef products 

increased and shifted the demand for grass-feed produced beef from Australia and New Zealand 

as feedlot-produced beef from the United States disappeared from the markets. The complete ban 

on U.S. beef products represented a total economic loss of about $ 2.4 billion between the 

periods 2003 to 2004. According to USDA estimates, the U.S. might be able to reach pre-BSE 

levels in terms of value of beef exports to the region but, it will never reach pre-BSE levels in 

term of export volume due to the significant reduction in market shares with respect to other beef 

exporters, in particular Australia.  

Based on the results obtained in this research, the relevance of promotions among the U.S. 

beef products can be evaluated from the stand point of the perceived importance that consumers 

in the four international market considered attach to the product‘s safety features, attributes, and 

even added values such as specific type of beef cuts. The perceived characteristics of the product 

imply some degree of security and reliability which could potentially enhance the total demand 

for that particular product. A major challenge for U.S. beef exporters is to satisfy the increasing 

demand for more convenient products, as in the case of beef consumers in Hong Kong, and 

value-added cuts consistent with the well defined preferences in markets such as Japan and South 

Korea.  
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APPENDIX A 

CONSTANT ELASTICITY OF SUBSTITUTION (CES) 

The Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) function was first introduced by Arrow, 

Chenery, Minhas, and Solow in 1961 using a two factor (capital and labor) production function 

specification
1
. As its name suggests, the CES describe a particular output level given a constant 

combination of inputs, which allows for greater flexibility since the value of the elasticity of 

substitution can be chosen. Varian (1992) defined the CES production function as a general case 

that comprises several other well-known production functions as special cases, depending of the 

value of the parameter ρ (e.g., Linear production function → ρ = 1 → Perfect substitutes, Cobb-

Douglas production function → ρ = 0, and Leontief production function → ρ = -∞ → Perfect 

complements). Thus, the higher the value of the elasticity, the closer is the degree of substitution 

and vice versa. 

In consumer theory, the same functional form can be found acting as an aggregator 

function combining two or more types of consumption into an aggregate quantity and showing 

constant elaticities of substitution. In 1969, Paul Armington used this aggregator function to 

explain trade among countries and suggested a model that evaluates changes in trade policy by 

                                                 
1 This paper derives the CES as following: , which is assumed to be , then we can say that 

 thus,  

Let the marginal product of labor (MPL) be  and since a monotonic relation between y and w is 

observed we have: . Differentiating this last term we obtain a differential equation (dfe): 

. Assuming a linear relationship between the logarithms of   and w, (i.e., ) 

the dfe becomes: . After taking the antilog, solving for , and integrating 

the partial fractions we obtain:   or  , where we 

set    and   for convenience. To be precise,   represents the Elasticity of 

Substitution (ES). Solving this last expression for and then y we have: . 

Setting   and  we finally obtain a mathematical expression that defines all functions exhibiting 

a CES for all values of K/L: 

 or written out in Production function form,  

where  is an efficiency or shift parameter,  is a distribution or share parameter,  

 is the substitution parameter or function exponent, which permits the  parameter of elasticity to 

range from . 
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allowing the conversion of these changes into price effects. The Armington specification 

assumes that imports originating from different sources are imperfect substitutes of each other, 

that the demand functions show constant elasticities of substitution (CES), and the elasticity of 

substitution between any two products competing in a market is the same as that between any 

other pair of products competing in the same market.  

As in Preckel, Cranfield, and Hertel (2005) and Féménia and Gohin (2007), the most 

convenient way of representing the explicit form of the Armington CES product demand 

function is:  

         (A-1) 

where u denotes utility and  denotes a vector of differentiated goods by their origin, and β and 

ρ are the distribution and substitution parameters of the CES utility function. In order to simplify 

the interpretation, Armington (1969) "collapsed" the Utility function assuming that any given 

quantity-index function, 2, has the generalized CES form as previously defined
3
. Suppressing 

the arguments of u and rearranging Equation A-1 leads to the following implicit expression of 

the same relationship: 

  , i=1, 2,…,n .   A-2) 

Since the utility is an ordinal measure, there is no consequence to normalize the  parameters 

by imposing their sum equal to one ( ). Thus, based on the theory of the utility-

maximizing consumer, where any given quantity of a good is to be obtained at least money cost, 

we know that the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between two goods must equal the ratios 

of their prices (Varian 1992): 

                                                 
2
  is assumed to be linear and homogeneous, thus all demands for  products are the same (Armington 1969). 

3
 The CES technical relationship is defined as: . 
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    , i =1, 2,…,n.     (A-3) 

Solving Equation A-3 for , 

     i=1,2,…,n.     (A-4) 

Using this function, Equation A-2 can be expressed as a relation between  and , and their 

corresponding prices. Rearranging terms,  

    i=1,2,…,n     (A-5) 

from which it follows that the elasticity of substitution between  and any other product 

competing in the same market is equal to the constant  , which denotes the elasticity of 

substitution (Varian 1992)
4
. Thus, Equation A-4 can be expressed as follows: 

     i=1,2,…,n     (A-6) 

where   defines the degree of substitution among products. For example, at the 

limiting cases if  the products are perfect complements or if   the products are 

perfect substitutes (Armington 1969). Substituting Equation A-2 into Equation A-6, and writing 

 in terms of  we have: 

        (A-7) 

 

 

                                                 
4
 The elasticity of substitution (ES) between  and  is: 

   . 
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Then, solving Equation A-7 for  

  .    (A-8) 

Using Equations A-2 and A-3 and rearranging terms we have, 

   ,    (A-9) 

Then, substituting from Equation A-7 

   

             (A-10) 

Therefore,  

   .    (A-11)  

Finally, substituting Equation A-11 into Equation A-8 the Armington product demand function is 

obtained assuming a Constant Elasticity of Substitution in each market: 

   .     (A-12) 

 As Armington (1969) suggested, the Equation A-12 can be used for different purposes; 

for example written as 

  , or      (A-13) 

  ,       (A-14) 

where market demand is expressed as the dependent variable. As is clear from Equation A-14, 

value shares are constant if  (Armington 1969). Taking logarithm of Equation A-14 we 

have: 
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   ,   j = 1, 2,…, k   (A-15) 

 where  denotes the market share of imports from source j. No expenditure term in the right 

hand side in Equation A-15 implies homotheticity assumption. That is, the change in importer‘s 

expenditure does not affect the market share (Yang and Koo 1993). As a result, all expenditure 

elasticities within a group are equal and unitary and import market shares change only in 

response to relative price changes. 
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APPENDIX B 

TSP PROGRAM: ARMINGTON SPECIFICATION AND SIMMULATIONS 

OPTIONS MEMORY=200 RESID; 

TITLE 'OSCAR FERRARA - BEEF TRADE DATA IN THE ASIA MARKETS'; 

ARM_SIM#6.TSP 

THIS NEW DATABASE NOW HAS ALL THE DATA STACKED BY WIMP,WEXP,WTYPE; 

 

IN 'C:\ZSTUDENT\OFERRARA\TSPPRG\BF_ARM#3'; 

IN 'C:\ZSTUDENT\OFERRARA\TSPPRG\BF_ARM#3'; 

DBLIST 'C:\ZSTUDENT\OFERRARA\TSPPRG\BF_ARM#3'; 

 

OC(REPLACE) YEAR    'YEARS';                                                

OC(REPLACE)  CNTY 'COUNTRY 1=KOREA, 2=JAPAN, 3=TAIWAN, 4=HONG KONG';  

OC(REPLACE)  POP     'POPULATIONS IN MILLIONS'; 

OC(REPLACE)  GDP     'GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT %'; 

OC(REPLACE)  CPI     'CONSUMER PRICE INDEX'; 

OC(REPLACE)  TotImp    'TOTAL IMPORTS INTO COUNTRY'; 

OC(REPLACE)  FoodImp    'TOTAL FOOD IMPORTS INTO COUNTRY'; 

OC(REPLACE)  BeefProd    'BEEF PRODUCTION IN COUNTRY'; 

OC(REPLACE)  BeefCons    'BEEF CONSUMPTION IN COUNTRY'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V1_WL   'VALUE TO    1 FROM WORLD ($1000)- ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q1_WL   'QUANTITY TO 1 FROM WORLD (KG) - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V1_US   'VALUE TO    1 FROM UNITED STATES ($1000)  - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q1_US   'QUANTITY TO 1 FROM UNITED STATES (KG)  - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V1_AU   'VALUE TO    1 FROM AUSTRALIA ($1000) - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q1_AU   'QUANTITY TO 1 FROM AUSTRALIA (KG) - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V1_NZ   'VALUE TO    1 FROM NEW ZEALAND ($1000) - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q1_NZ   'QUANTITY TO 1 FROM NEW ZEALAND (KG) - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V2_WL   'VALUE TO    2 FROM WORLD ($1000)- ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q2_WL   'QUANTITY TO 2 FROM WORLD (KG) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V2_US   'VALUE TO    2 FROM UNITED STATES ($1000)  - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q2_US   'QUANTITY TO 2 FROM UNITED STATES (KG)  - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V2_AU   'VALUE TO    2 FROM AUSTRALIA ($1000) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q2_AU   'QUANTITY TO 2 FROM AUSTRALIA (KG) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V2_NZ   'VALUE TO    2 FROM NEW ZEALAND ($1000) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q2_NZ   'QUANTITY TO 2 FROM NEW ZEALAND (KG) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V2_ROW   'VALUE TO    2 FROM OTHER EXPORTERS ($1000) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q2_ROW   'QUANTITY TO 2 FROM OTHER EXPORTERS (KG) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  V1_ROW  'VALUE TO   1  REST OF THE WORLD ($1000)- ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  Q1_ROW  'QUANTITY TO 1 REST OF THE WORLD(KG) - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P1_WL   'PRICE TO    1 FROM WORLD ($1000)- ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P1_US   'PRICE TO    1 FROM UNITED STATES ($1000)  - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P1_AU   'PRICE TO    1 FROM AUSTRALIA ($1000) - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P1_NZ   'PRICE TO    1 FROM NEW ZEALAND ($1000) - ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P2_WL   'PRICE TO    2 FROM WORLD ($1000)- ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P2_US   'PRICE TO    2 FROM UNITED STATES ($1000)  - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P2_AU   'PRICE TO    2 FROM AUSTRALIA ($1000) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P2_NZ   'PRICE TO    2 FROM NEW ZEALAND ($1000) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P2_ROW  'PRICE TO    2 FROM OTHER EXPORTERS ($1000) - ALL FROZEN BEEF'; 

OC(REPLACE)  P1_ROW  'PRICE TO   1  REST OF THE WORLD ($1000)- ALL FRESH BEEF'; 

PROM  RESEARCH  CON_INFO  IND_INFO  FOREIGN  PRO_INFO  EVAL  DEVELOP  PRG_EXP  USDA  

ADMIN  TOT_EXP;   
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LIST WVARW  

WYEAR WCNTY WPOP WGDP  WCPI WTotImp  WFoodImp WBeefProd WBeefCons  

WV1_WL WP1_WL WQ1_WL WV1_US WP1_US WQ1_US WV1_AU WP1_AU WQ1_AU  

WV1_NZ WP1_NZ WQ1_NZ WV1_ROW WP1_ROW WQ1_ROW WV2_WL WP2_WL WQ2_WL  

WV2_US   WP2_WL WQ2_US WV2_AU WP2_AU  WQ2_AU WV2_NZ WP2_NZ WQ2_NZ  

WV2_ROW  WP2_ROW WQ2_ROW WPROM WRESEARCH WCON_INFO WIND_INFO WFOREIGN 

WPRO_INFO WEVAL WDEVELOP WPRG_EXP WUSDA WADMIN WTOT_EXP WIMP WEXP WTYPE 

WTT; 

 

HIST(DISCRETE) WCNTY WYEAR; 

 

===================================================; 

 CORRECTING THE PROBLEM WITH ZERO PRICES WHEN      ; 

 TRADE DID NOT OCCUR                               ; 

===================================================; 

DOT(CHAR=F) 1 2; ? TYPE FRESH/FROZEN; 

DOT(CHAR=X) US AU NZ ROW; 

SELECT WQ.F_.X>0; 

OLSQ  WP.F_.X C WP.F_WL; 

SELECT WQ.F_.X=0; 

WP.F_.X = @COEF(1) + @COEF(2)* WP.F_WL; 

SELECT 1; 

ENDDOT; ENDDOT; 

 

===================================================; 

 MAKING ALL MISSING QUANTITIES EQUAL ZERO          ; 

===================================================; 

 DOT(CHAR=F) 1 2; ? TYPE FRESH/FROZEN; 

 DOT(CHAR=X) WL US AU NZ ROW; 

? MMM=MISS(WQ.F_.X); 

? SELECT MMM=1; 

? MMM2=WQ.F_.X; 

? WQ.F_.X=0; 

? SELECT 1; 

 WQ.F_.X = WQ.F_.X/1000;  ? ALL QUANTITIES ARE NOW IN MILLIONS METRIC TONS (1000KG); 

 ENDDOT;ENDDOT; 

 

=============================================================; 

 CREATING THE MARKET SHARES Xij/Xi. & RELATIVE PRICES Pij/Pi.; 

=============================================================; 

DOT(CHAR=F) 1 2; 

WQ.F_ALL = WQ.F_US + WQ.F_AU + WQ.F_NZ + WQ.F_ROW ; 

WV.F_ALL = WV.F_US + WV.F_AU + WV.F_NZ + WV.F_ROW ; 

WP.F_ALL = WV.F_ALL / WQ.F_ALL; 

 

DOT(CHAR=X) US AU NZ ROW; 

WSH.F_.X= WQ.F_.X / WQ.F_ALL; ? EXPORTER SHARE OF COUNTRY i MARKET; 

WRP.F_.X= WP.F_.X / WP.F_ALL; ? EXPORTERS PRICE RELATIVE TO THE AVERAGE; 

ENDDOT; ENDDOT; 

 

=============================================================; 

CREATING THE Q, V, P, AND SHARES IN GENERAL ACCORDING TO    ; 

WIMP, WEXP, WTYPE                                           ; 

=============================================================; 

DOT(VALUE=L,CHAR=F) 1 2; 

DOT(INDEX=K,CHAR=X) US AU NZ ROW; 
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SELECT WEXP=K & WTYPE=L;   

WQALL=WQ.F_ALL;  ?THIS IS THE TOTAL QUANTITY EXPORTED TO WIMP BY TYPE; 

WQQ = WQ.F_.X;  ?THIS IS THE QUANTITY (MIL MTONS) EXPORTED FROM WEXP TO WIMP BY 

TYPE; 

WVV = WV.F_.X; THIS IS THE VALUE ($1000) EXPORTED FROM WEXP TO WIMP BY TYPE; 

WSH = WSH.F_.X;           ? THIS IS THE MARKET SHARE OF WEXPij EXPORTED TO WIMP BY TYPE; 

WRP = WRP.F_.X;            ? THIS IS THE RELATIVE PRICE OF WEXPij RELATIVE TO THE AVERAGE 

PRICE TO WIMP BY TYPE; 

SELECT 1; 

ENDDOT; ENDDOT; 

 

DOT(VALUE=L,CHAR=F) 1 2 3 4; 

DOT(INDEX=K,CHAR=X) 1 2 3 4; 

XF = (WIMP=L & WEXP=K); 

MSD(WEIGHT=XF,NOPRINT) WRP; 

PRINT L K @MEAN; 

ENDDOT; ENDDOT; 

 

WFOR1 = EXP(WFOREIGN/1000); 

WFOR2 = EXP(WFOREIGN/10000); 

WFOR3 = EXP(WFOREIGN/1000000); 

 

MSD WFOR1 WFOR2 WFOR3; 

SET CV1 = @MEAN(1) / @STDDEV(1); 

SET CV2 = @MEAN(2) / @STDDEV(2); 

SET CV3 = @MEAN(3) / @STDDEV(3); 

 

PRINT CV1 CV2 CV3; 

HIST(DISCRETE) WEXP WIMP; 

 

=============================================================; 

 CREATING WIMP AND WEXP DUMMY VARIABLES                      ; 

=============================================================; 

DOT(VALUE=J) 1 2 3 4; 

DI.=(WIMP=J);  ? DUMMY VARIABLES FOR THE IMPORTING COUNTRIES; 

DX.=(WEXP=J);    ? DUMMY VARIABLES FOR THE EXPORTING COUNTRIES; 

ENDDOT;  

 

DOT(CHAR=I,VALUE=J) 1 2 3 4; 

DOT(CHAR=X,VALUE=K) 1 2 3 4; 

D.I.X=(WIMP=J & WEXP=K); 

ENDDOT; ENDDOT; 

 

DOT(VALUE=J) 1 2 ; 

DF.=(WTYPE=J);              ? DUMMY VARIABLES FOR THE FRESH VERSUS FROZEN; 

ENDDOT; 

 

=============================================================; 

TIME SPECIFIC VARIABLES SUCH AS BSE                         ;                          

=============================================================; 

SET YRBSE=2003; 

BSE=(WYEAR>=YRBSE);     

T1=0; 

T1=(WYEAR-1994)*(WYEAR<=YRBSE) + (WYEAR>YRBSE)*T1(-1);     

T2=BSE*(WYEAR-YRBSE); 
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SELECT WYEAR>1996; 

DUMMY(PREFIX=DYR) WYEAR; 

DOT DYR1-DYR11; 

MSD(WEIGHT=.) WYEAR; ENDDOT; 

 

DOT(CHAR=X) 1 2 3 4; 

DOT(CHAR=#) 1-11; 

DYR.#_.X=DYR.# * DX.X; 

ENDDOT; ENDDOT; 

SELECT 1; 

 

AI= 1.00; 

AIJ=1.00; 

BIJ=1.00; 

TH0=1.00; 

TH1=1.00; 

TH2=1.00; 

 

LWQQ = LOG((WQQ+.001)/1000); 

LSHWQQ = LOG( (WQQ+.001)/ WQALL ); 

=============================================================; 

 THE NEW ARMINGTON MODEL WITH DATA STACKED USING DUMMIES     ; 

 TO IDENTIFY WIMP AND WEXP                                   ; 

=============================================================; 

?FRML EQ1 LOG(WQQ + .001) -[ TH0 + TH1*( LOG(WRP) ) + TH2*LOG(WQALL) ]; 

 FRML EQ1 LWQQ = [ TH0 + TH1*( LOG(WRP) ) + TH2*LOG(WQALL/1000) ]; 

?FRML EQ1 LSHWQQ = [ TH0 + TH1*( LOG(WRP) ) + (TH2-1)*LOG(WQALL/1000) ]; 

 

? THERE CAN BE SEVERAL ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATION FOR AI AIJ AND BIJ; 

 

? 0 < Aij < 1.0 USING A LOGISTIC FUNCTION; 

IDENT EQ2 AIJ = 1 / [1+ EXP[G0 + GX1*DX1 + GX2*DX2 + GX3*DX3 + GI1*DI1  +  GF1*DF1  

+ GG1*(WFOREIGN/10000) ] ] ;?  + GI3*DI3 + GI2*DI2;  

 

? 0 < AI < 1.0 USING A LOGISTIC FUNCTION; 

IDENT EQ7 AI = 1/[ 1 + EXP[ K0  + KI1*DI1 + KI2*DI2  ]]; ? + KI3*DI3; 

 

? Bij > 0; USING AN EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION; 

IDENT EQ3 BIJ = [EXP[  

      [H0 + HYR2*DYR2 + HYR3*DYR3+ HYR4*DYR4 + HYR5*DYR5 + HYR6*DYR6  

     + HYR7*DYR7 + HYR8*DYR8 + HYR9*DYR9 + HYR10*DYR10  + HYR11*DYR11]   

     + [HYR1X1 + HYR2X1*DYR2 + HYR3X1*DYR3+ HYR4X1*DYR4 + HYR5X1*DYR5  

     + HYR6X1*DYR6 + HYR7X1*DYR7 + HYR8X1*DYR8 + HYR9X1*DYR9 + HYR10X1*DYR10  

     + HYR11X1*DYR11]*DX1                     

     + [HYR2X2*DYR2 + HYR3X2*DYR3+ HYR4X2*DYR4 + HYR5X2*DYR5 + HYR6X2*DYR6  

     + HYR7X2*DYR7 + HYR8X2*DYR8 + HYR9X2*DYR9 + HYR10X2*DYR10  

     + HYR11X2*DYR11]*DX2                     

     + [HYR2X3*DYR2 + HYR3X3*DYR3+ HYR4X3*DYR4 + HYR5X3*DYR5 + HYR6X3*DYR6  

     + HYR7X3*DYR7 + HYR8X3*DYR8 + HYR9X3*DYR9 + HYR10X3*DYR10  

     + HYR11X3*DYR11]*DX3 ] ];  

     ? + (HI1*DI1) + (HI2*DI2) + (HI3*DI3) ;? *(DX1=0 & DX2=0 & DX3=0)                     

 

IDENT EQ4 TH0 = [1/(AIJ-1)]*[ LOG(AI) - LOG(AIJ) - LOG(BIJ) ]; 

IDENT EQ5 TH1 = [1/(AIJ-1)]; 

IDENT EQ6 TH2 = [ 1/( AIJ -1) ]*(AI -1); 

EQSUB EQ4 EQ2 EQ3 EQ7; 
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EQSUB EQ5 EQ2; 

EQSUB EQ6 EQ2 EQ7; 

EQSUB EQ1 EQ4 EQ5 EQ6; 

 

PARAM K0 .75 KI1 .75  KI2 .75 KI3 .75;  

PARAM G0 .75  GX1 .75  GX2 .75 GX3  .75  GF1 .75 GG1 .75 GI1 .75 ;   

? GI1 .75  GI3 .75 GI2 .050; 

PARAM H0 .75 ;  

? HI1 .75 ; ? HI2  .75;  ? HI3 .75 ; 

PARAM  HYR2 .75 HYR3 .75 HYR4 .75 HYR5 .75 HYR6 .75 HYR7 .75 HYR8 .75 HYR9 .75  

HYR10 .75 HYR11 .75 HYR1X1 .75   

HYR2X1 .75 HYR3X1 .75 HYR4X1 .75 HYR5X1 .75 HYR6X1 .75 HYR7X1 .75 HYR8X1 .75  

HYR9X1 .75 HYR10X1 .75 HYR11X1 .75 

HYR2X2 .75 HYR3X2 .75 HYR4X2 .75 HYR5X2 .75 HYR6X2 .75 HYR7X2 .75 HYR8X2 .75  

HYR9X2 .75 HYR10X2 .75 HYR11X2 .75         

HYR2X3 .75 HYR3X3 .75 HYR4X3 .75 HYR5X3 .75 HYR6X3 .75 HYR7X3 .75 HYR8X3 .75  

HYR9X3 .75 HYR10X3 .75 HYR11X3 .75; 

 

SELECT (WYEAR>1996) & (MISS(WQQ)=0) &  (MISS(WQALL)=0) & (MISS(WRP)=0) & (WRP>.50); 

TREND TTT; 

CORR DI1 DI2 DI3; 

LSQ(HETERO) EQ1; 

PRINT @COEF;  MAT NR = NROW(@COEF); PRINT NR; 

? SHOW ALL; 

ANALYZ EQ4 EQ5 EQ6 EQ2 EQ3 EQ7; 

MSD WQQ WQALL; 

 

SET KK0      =  @COEF(1);       

SET KKI1     =  @COEF(2);       

SET KKI2     =  @COEF(3);       

SET GG0      =  @COEF(4);       

SET GGX1   =  @COEF(5);       

SET GGX2   =  @COEF(6);       

SET GGX3   =  @COEF(7);       

SET GGI1    =  @COEF(8);       

SET  GGF1   =  @COEF(9);                 

SET GGG1   =  @COEF(10);      

SET  HH0      =  @COEF(11);      

SET HHYR2    =  @COEF(12);      

SET HHYR3    =  @COEF(13);      

SET HHYR4    =  @COEF(14);      

SET HHYR5    =  @COEF(15);      

SET HHYR6    =  @COEF(16);      

SET HHYR7    =  @COEF(17);      

SET HHYR8    =  @COEF(18);      

SET HHYR9    =  @COEF(19);      

SET HHYR10   =  @COEF(20);      

SET HHYR11   =  @COEF(21);      

SET HHYR1X1  =   @COEF(22);      

SET HHYR2X1  = @COEF(23);      

SET HHYR3X1  = @COEF(24);      

SET HHYR4X1  = @COEF(25);      

SET HHYR5X1  = @COEF(26);      

SET HHYR6X1  = @COEF(27);      

SET HHYR7X1  = @COEF(28);      

SET HHYR8X1  = @COEF(29);      
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SET HHYR9X1  = @COEF(30);      

SET HHYR10X1 = @COEF(31);      

SET HHYR11X1 = @COEF(32);      

SET HHYR2X2  = @COEF(33);      

SET HHYR3X2  = @COEF(34);      

SET HHYR4X2  = @COEF(35);      

SET HHYR5X2  = @COEF(36);      

SET HHYR6X2  = @COEF(37);      

SET HHYR7X2  = @COEF(38);      

SET HHYR8X2  = @COEF(39);      

SET HHYR9X2  = @COEF(40);      

SET HHYR10X2 = @COEF(41);      

SET HHYR11X2 = @COEF(42);      

SET HHYR2X3  = @COEF(43);      

SET HHYR3X3  = @COEF(44);      

SET HHYR4X3  = @COEF(45);      

SET HHYR5X3  = @COEF(46);      

SET HHYR6X3  = @COEF(47);      

SET HHYR7X3  = @COEF(48);      

SET HHYR8X3  = @COEF(49);      

SET HHYR9X3  = @COEF(50);      

SET HHYR10X3 = @COEF(51);      

SET HHYR11X3 = @COEF(52);                                        

 

AAID= 1/[ 1 + EXP[ KK0  + KKI1*DI1 + KKI2*DI2 ]]; 

AAIJ = 1 / [1+ EXP[GG0 + GGI1*DI1  + GGX1*DX1 + GGX2*DX2 + GGX3*DX3 + GGF1*DF1 + 

GGG1*(WFOREIGN/10000)] ] ;                                    

BBIJ = [EXP[HH0  

     + [HHYR2*DYR2 + HHYR3*DYR3+ HHYR4*DYR4 + HHYR5*DYR5 + HHYR6*DYR6 + 

 HHYR7*DYR7 + HHYR8*DYR8 + HHYR9*DYR9  

    + HHYR10*DYR10  + HHYR11*DYR11]  

     + [HHYR1X1 + HHYR2X1*DYR2 + HHYR3X1*DYR3+ HHYR4X1*DYR4 + HHYR5X1*DYR5 + 

 HHYR6X1*DYR6 + HHYR7X1*DYR7 + HHYR8X1*DYR8  

    + HHYR9X1*DYR9 + HHYR10X1*DYR10 + HHYR11X1*DYR11   ]*DX1                     

     + [HHYR2X2*DYR2 + HHYR3X2*DYR3+ HHYR4X2*DYR4 + HHYR5X2*DYR5 + 

 HHYR6X2*DYR6 + HHYR7X2*DYR7 + HHYR8X2*DYR8  

   + HHYR9X2*DYR9 + HHYR10X2*DYR10 + HHYR11X2*DYR11]*DX2                     

     + [HHYR2X3*DYR2 + HHYR3X3*DYR3+ HHYR4X3*DYR4 + HHYR5X3*DYR5 + 

 HHYR6X3*DYR6 + HHYR7X3*DYR7 + HHYR8X3*DYR8  

              + HHYR9X3*DYR9 + HHYR10X3*DYR10 + HHYR11X3*DYR11]*DX3 ] ];   

 

TT0= (1/(AAIJ-1) )*( LOG(AAID) - LOG(AAIJ) - LOG(BBIJ) ); 

TT1 = ( 1/(AAIJ-1) ); 

TT2 = ( 1/(AAIJ-1) )*(AAID -1); 

 

SET I=0; 

 

========================================================================; 

 RESETTING THE SIMULATION VARIABLES - BASE IS FRESH BEEF                ; 

========================================================================; 

DOT(CHAR=%)  SDI1  SDI2 SDI3 SDX1 SDX2 SDX3 SDF1 SWFOREIGN  

SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

SET .=0; SET SDF1=1; ENDDOT; 

MSD(PRINT) WRP WFOREIGN; 

SET MEANWRP=1.0;      SET MEANWFOREIGN=@MEAN(2); 

LL=(DI1=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,NOPRINT) WQALL; SET MEANWQALL1=@MEAN;  
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LL=(DI2=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,NOPRINT) WQALL; SET MEANWQALL2=@MEAN;  

LL=(DI3=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,NOPRINT) WQALL; SET MEANWQALL3=@MEAN;  

LL=(DI4=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,NOPRINT) WQALL; SET MEANWQALL4=@MEAN;  

LL=(DX1=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,PRINT) WRP; SET MEANWRP1=@MEAN;   

LL=(DX2=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,PRINT) WRP; SET MEANWRP2=@MEAN;   

LL=(DX3=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,PRINT) WRP; SET MEANWRP3=@MEAN;   

LL=(DX4=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,PRINT) WRP; SET MEANWRP4=@MEAN;   

 

PRINT MEANWRP1 MEANWRP2 MEANWRP3 MEANWRP4 ; 

SET ADJ_WRP=1.0; SET ADJ_WQALL=1.0;  SET ADJ_WFOREIGN=1.0; 

SET SWRP=  [ (MEANWRP1-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX1 + (MEANWRP2-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX2 

 + (MEANWRP3-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX3 + (MEANWRP4-(1-ADJ_WRP))*(SDX1=0 & SDX2=0 & SDX3=0) ]; 

SET SWFOREIGN=MEANWFOREIGN*ADJ_WFOREIGN; 

SET SWQALL=[ MEANWQALL1*SDI1*ADJ_WQALL + MEANWQALL2*SDI2*ADJ_WQALL    

 + MEANWQALL3*SDI3*ADJ_WQALL + MEANWQALL4*(SDI1=0 & SDI2=0 & SDI3=0)*ADJ_WQALL 

]/1000; 

 

PROC ZRESETZ; 

DOT(CHAR=%)  SDI1  SDI2 SDI3 SDX1 SDX2 SDX3 SDF1 SWFOREIGN  

SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

SET .=0; SET SDF1=1; ENDDOT;    ? NOTE THAT WE HAVE SET THE DEFAULT TO FRESH WHERE 

SDF1=1; 

MSD(NOPRINT) WRP WFOREIGN; 

SET MEANWRP=1.0;      SET MEANWFOREIGN=@MEAN(2); 

LL=(DI1=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,NOPRINT) WQALL; SET MEANWQALL1=@MEAN;  

LL=(DI2=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,NOPRINT) WQALL; SET MEANWQALL2=@MEAN;  

LL=(DI3=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,NOPRINT) WQALL; SET MEANWQALL3=@MEAN;  

LL=(DI4=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,NOPRINT) WQALL; SET MEANWQALL4=@MEAN;  

LL=(DX1=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,PRINT) WRP; SET MEANWRP1=@MEAN;   

LL=(DX2=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,PRINT) WRP; SET MEANWRP2=@MEAN;   

LL=(DX3=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,PRINT) WRP; SET MEANWRP3=@MEAN;   

LL=(DX4=1); MSD(WEIGHT=LL,PRINT) WRP; SET MEANWRP4=@MEAN;   

SET ADJ_WRP=1.0; SET ADJ_WQALL=1.0;  SET ADJ_WFOREIGN=1.0; 

SET SWRP=  [ (MEANWRP1-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX1 + (MEANWRP2-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX2 

           + (MEANWRP3-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX3 + (MEANWRP4-(1-ADJ_WRP))*(SDX1=0 & SDX2=0 & 

SDX3=0) ];SET SWFOREIGN=MEANWFOREIGN*ADJ_WFOREIGN; 

SET SWQALL=[ MEANWQALL1*SDI1*ADJ_WQALL + MEANWQALL2*SDI2*ADJ_WQALL    

           + MEANWQALL3*SDI3*ADJ_WQALL + MEANWQALL4*(SDI1=0 & SDI2=0 & 

SDI3=0)*ADJ_WQALL ]; 

            

PRINT MEANWRP1 MEANWRP2 MEANWRP3 MEANWRP4 ; 

ENDPROC; 

     

MFORM(TYPE=GEN,NROW=5500,NCOL=50) MBEEFM=0; 

 

SET SIMNUM=0; 

SET SIMVAR=0; 

 

========================================================================; 

 SIMULATOR FOR PREDICTING BOTH Xij AND THE MARKET SHARES                ; 

========================================================================; 

PROC ZBSIMZ; 

SET I=I+1; 
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SET SWRP=  [ (MEANWRP1-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX1 + (MEANWRP2-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX2 

 + (MEANWRP3-(1-ADJ_WRP))*SDX3 + (MEANWRP4-(1-ADJ_WRP))*(SDX1=0 & SDX2=0 & SDX3=0) ]; 

            

SET SWQALL=[ MEANWQALL1*SDI1*ADJ_WQALL + MEANWQALL2*SDI2*ADJ_WQALL + 

MEANWQALL3*SDI3*ADJ_WQALL + MEANWQALL4*(SDI1=0 & SDI2=0 & SDI3=0)*ADJ_WQALL 

]/1000; 

 

SET SWFOREIGN=(MEANWFOREIGN)*ADJ_WFOREIGN; 

SET SAAID= 1/[ 1 + EXP[ KK0  + KKI1*SDI1 + KKI2*SDI2 ]]; 

SET SAAIJ = 1 / [1+ EXP[GG0 + GGI1*SDI1 + GGX1*SDX1 + GGX2*SDX2 + GGX3*SDX3 + GGF1*SDF1  

     + GGG1*(SWFOREIGN/10000)] ] ;                                    

SET SBBIJ = [EXP[HH0  

    + [HHYR2*SDYR2 + HHYR3*SDYR3+ HHYR4*SDYR4 + HHYR5*SDYR5 + HHYR6*SDYR6 + 

HHYR7*SDYR7 + HHYR8*SDYR8 + HHYR9*SDYR9  

    + HHYR10*SDYR10  + HHYR11*SDYR11]  

    + [HHYR1X1 + HHYR2X1*SDYR2 + HHYR3X1*SDYR3+ HHYR4X1*SDYR4 + HHYR5X1*SDYR5 + 

HHYR6X1*SDYR6 + HHYR7X1*SDYR7  

    + HHYR8X1*SDYR8 + HHYR9X1*SDYR9 + HHYR10X1*SDYR10 + HHYR11X1*SDYR11   ]*SDX1                     

    + [HHYR2X2*SDYR2 + HHYR3X2*SDYR3+ HHYR4X2*SDYR4 + HHYR5X2*SDYR5 + 

HHYR6X2*SDYR6 + HHYR7X2*SDYR7 + HHYR8X2*SDYR8  

    + HHYR9X2*SDYR9 + HHYR10X2*SDYR10 + HHYR11X2*SDYR11]*SDX2                     

    + [HHYR2X3*SDYR2 + HHYR3X3*SDYR3+ HHYR4X3*SDYR4 + HHYR5X3*SDYR5 + 

HHYR6X3*SDYR6 + HHYR7X3*SDYR7 + HHYR8X3*SDYR8  

    + HHYR9X3*SDYR9 + HHYR10X3*SDYR10 + HHYR11X3*SDYR11]*SDX3 ] ];   

 

SET STT0= (1/(SAAIJ-1) )*( LOG(SAAID) - LOG(SAAIJ) - LOG(SBBIJ) ); 

SET STT1 = ( 1/(SAAIJ-1) ); 

SET STT2 = ( 1/(SAAIJ-1) )*(SAAID -1); 

SET SXIJ = [ EXP(STT0) * [ SWRP**STT1 ] * [ (SWQALL)**(STT2)] ]; 

SET SXIJ_SHARE = SXIJ/SWQALL;  

SET ELIJ=STT1*(1 - SXIJ_SHARE*SWRP); 

SET SIMNUM = SIMNUM; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR; 

 

SET J=1; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= SIMNUM; 

SET J=2; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= SIMVAR; 

SET J=3; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= SXIJ;         ? PRODUCT DEMAND; 

SET J=4; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= SXIJ_SHARE;   ? MARKET SHARE BY QUANTITY; 

SET J=5; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= ELIJ;         ? ELASTICITY; 

SET J=6; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= SWRP; 

SET J=7; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= ADJ_WRP; 

SET J=8; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= SWQALL; 

SET J=9; SET MBEEFM(I,J)= ADJ_WQALL; 

SET J=10;SET MBEEFM(I,J)= SWFOREIGN; 

SET J=11;SET MBEEFM(I,J)= ADJ_WFOREIGN;; 

DOT(CHAR=#,INDEX=K)  STT0 STT1 STT2 SDI1  SDI2 SDI3 SDX1 SDX2 SDX3 SDF1 SDYR2 SDYR3 

SDYR4  

                     SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

SET J=K+11;   SET MBEEFM(I,J)= .#; ENDDOT; 

PRINT I; 

ENDPROC ZBSIMZ; 
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===============================================================================; 

STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

SIM #1  IS THE BASE STARTING VALUES                                          ;  

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 1;  ? BASE 

ZRESETZ; 

SET SIMVAR = 1; 

ZBSIMZ; 

 

===============================================================================; 

STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

SIM #2   TRADE BY IMPORTER AND EXPORTER                                      ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 2;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US TO KOREA; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 2;  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AUSTRALIA TO KOREA; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 3;  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NEW ZEALAND TO KOREA; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US TO JAPAN; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 2;  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AUSTRALIA TO JAPAN; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 3;  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NEW ZEALAND TO JAPAN; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US TO TAWAIN; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 2;  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AUSTRALIA TO TAWAIN; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 3;  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NEW ZEALAND TO TAWAIN; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US TO HONG KONG; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 2;                  SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AUSTRALIA TO HONG KONG; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 3;                  SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NEW ZEALAND TO HONG KONG; 

 

===============================================================================; 

STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

SIM #3   US TRADE OVER TIME TO COUNTIRES                                     ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 3;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US TO KOREA; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =1;  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US TO JAPAN; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =1;  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US TO TAWIN; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =1;                SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US TO HONG KONG; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 
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ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;      SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

===============================================================================; 

STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

SIM #4   AUSTRALIA TRADE OVER TIME TO COUNTIRES                              ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 4;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AUSTRALIA TO KOREA; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =0+1;  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AUSTRALIA TO JAPAN; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =0+1;  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AUSTRALIA TO TAWIN; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =0+1;     SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AUSTRALIA TO HONG KONG; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;      SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #5   NEW ZEALAND TRADE OVER TIME TO COUNTIRES                            ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 5;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NEW ZEALAND TO KOREA; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =0+1;  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NEW ZEALAND TO JAPAN; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =0+1;  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NEW ZEALAND TO TAWIN; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;   SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 
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ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =0+1;     SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NEW ZEALAND TO HONG KONG; 

DOT(INDEX=H,CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 

SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = H+1;  SET .X=1;      SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;   

ENDDOT; SET HH=SIMVAR; 

 

===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #6   RELATIVE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS  IN KOREA                                ; 

  THIS SHOWS EACH EXPORTERS SHARE TO KOREA AS RELATIVE PRICES CHANGE           ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 6;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                    SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;     ? US 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

             SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =  1;                  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? AUSTRALIA 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

             SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR =  1;                  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;       ? NEW ZEALAND; 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

             SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

 

===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #7   RELATIVE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS  IN JAPAN                                ; 

  THIS SHOWS EACH EXPORTERS SHARE TO JAPAN AS RELATIVE PRICES CHANGE           ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 7;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                    SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;     ? US 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? AUSTRALIA 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;       ? NEW ZEALAND; 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 
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===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #8   RELATIVE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS  IN TAWAIN                               ; 

  THIS SHOWS EACH EXPORTERS SHARE TO TAWAIN AS RELATIVE PRICES CHANGE          ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 8;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                    SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;     ? US 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? AUSTRALIA 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;       ? NEW ZEALAND; 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

 

===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #9   RELATIVE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS  IN HONG KONG                            ; 

  THIS SHOWS EACH EXPORTERS SHARE TO HONG KONG AS RELATIVE PRICES CHANGE       ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 9;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                                 SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;     ? US 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                         SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR;                                   

                                                       

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                               SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? AUSTRALIA 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                         SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR;                                   

                                                       

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                               SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;       ? NEW ZEALAND; 

DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                         SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ===============================================================================; 

   STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

   SIM #10  RELATIVE TOTAL DEMAND IS ADJUSTMENTS  IN KOREA                                ; 

 ===============================================================================; 

 SET SIMNUM = 10;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? US 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 
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                                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? AUSTRALIA 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? NEW ZEALAND; 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

   

 ===============================================================================; 

   STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

   SIM #11  RELATIVE TOTAL DEMAND IS ADJUSTMENTS  IN JAPAN                      ; 

 ===============================================================================; 

 SET SIMNUM = 11;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                    SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? US 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? AUSTRALIA 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? NEW ZEALAND; 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

   

 ===============================================================================; 

   STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

   SIM #12  RELATIVE TOTAL DEMAND IS ADJUSTMENTS IN TAWAIN                      ; 

 ===============================================================================; 

 SET SIMNUM = 12;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                    SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? US 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? AUSTRALIA 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? NEW ZEALAND; 
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 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

   

 ===============================================================================; 

   STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

   SIM #13  RELATIVE TOTAL DEMAND IS ADJUSTMENTS  IN HONG KONG                  ; 

 ===============================================================================; 

 SET SIMNUM = 13;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                 SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? US 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                         SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR;                                    

                                                         

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? AUSTRALIA 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                         SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR;                                    

                                                         

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? NEW ZEALAND; 

 DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                         SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

  ===============================================================================; 

   STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

   SIM #14  RELATIVE TOTAL FOREIGN PROMOTIONS IS ADJUSTMENTS  IN KOREA          ; 

 ===============================================================================; 

 SET SIMNUM = 14;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;               SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? US 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;               SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? AUSTRALIA 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;               SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? NEW ZEALAND; 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ===============================================================================; 

 STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

 SIM #15  RELATIVE TOTAL FOREIGN PROMOTIONS IS ADJUSTMENTS IN JAPAN           ; 

 ===============================================================================; 
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 SET SIMNUM = 15;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                    SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? US 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? AUSTRALIA 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? NEW ZEALAND; 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ===============================================================================; 

   STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

   SIM #16  RELATIVE TOTAL FOREIGN PROMOTIONS IS ADJUSTMENTS  IN TAWAIN         ; 

 ===============================================================================; 

 SET SIMNUM = 16;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                    SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? US 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? AUSTRALIA 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                  SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? NEW ZEALAND; 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

            SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR; 

   

 ===============================================================================; 

   STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

   SIM #17  RELATIVE TOTAL FOREIGN PROMOTIONS IS ADJUSTMENTS  IN HONG KONG      ; 

 ===============================================================================; 

 SET SIMNUM = 17;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                                 SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? US 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05;                  

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                         SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR;                                   

                                                        

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                               SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? AUSTRALIA 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05;                  

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 
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                         SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR;                                   

                                                        

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                               SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;      ? NEW ZEALAND; 

 DO ADJ_WFOREIGN = .70 TO 1.30 BY .05;                  

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

                         SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; SET H=SIMVAR;                                   

   

 ===============================================================================; 

   STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

   SIM #18   RELATIVE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS AND TIME FOR THE US                    ; 

 ===============================================================================; 

 SET SIMNUM = 18;   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? US 

 DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

 ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

 SET .X=1;         SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

  

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? US 

 DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

 ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

 SET .X=1;         SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? US 

 DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

 ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

 SET .X=1;         SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

   

 ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                                        SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;     ? US 

 DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

  ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

 SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

 SET .X=1;                      SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

 ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

   

===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #19   RELATIVE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS AND TIME FOR AU                      ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 19;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;     ? AU 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? AU 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 
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ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? AU 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                                        SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;    ? AU 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

 ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;                      SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #20   RELATIVE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS AND TIME FOR NZ                      ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 20;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NZ 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NZ 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ; ? NZ 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                                        SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ; ? NZ 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

 ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WRP = .90 TO 1.10 BY .025; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;                      SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 
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===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #21   RELATIVE DEMAND ADJUSTMENTS AND TIME FOR THE US                    ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 21;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ; ? US 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                                        SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? US 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

 ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;                      SET SDX1=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #22   RELATIVE DEMAND ADJUSTMENTS AND TIME FOR AU                        ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 22;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AU 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AU 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? AU 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 
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SET .X=1;         SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                                        SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;   ? AU 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

 ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;                      SET SDX2=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

  

===============================================================================; 

  STARTING THE BEEF TRADE SIMULATOR                                            ; 

  SIM #23   RELATIVE DEMAND ADJUSTMENTS AND TIME FOR NZ                        ; 

===============================================================================; 

SET SIMNUM = 23;   

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NZ 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI1=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NZ 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI2=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                           SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  ? NZ 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;         SET SDI3=1;   SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

ZRESETZ; SET SIMVAR = 1;                                        SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;   ? NZ 

DOT(CHAR=X) SDYR2 SDYR3 SDYR4 SDYR5 SDYR6 SDYR7 SDYR8 SDYR9 SDYR10 SDYR11; 

 ZRESETZ; DO ADJ_WQALL = .80 TO 1.20 BY .05; 

SET SIMVAR = SIMVAR+1; 

SET .X=1;                      SET SDX3=1;  ZBSIMZ;  

ENDDO; ENDDOT; 

 

?WRITE(FORMAT=EXCEL,FILE='C:\ZSTUDENT\OFERRARA\TSPPRG\ARMCOEF#6.XLS')  

?WYEAR WIMP WEXP WTYPE AID AIJ BIJ TH0 TH1 TH2 AAID AAIJ BBIJ TT0 TT1 TT2; 

 

WRITE(FORMAT=EXCEL,FILE='C:\ZSTUDENT\OFERRARA\TSPPRG\BEEF_SIM#7_Fresh.XLS') MBEEFM; 

  

END; 
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